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INTRODUCTION TO WINDOWS 2000 SECURITY
ARCHITECTURE
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I.

A. THE NT LEGECY

tai
ns
f

NT 4.0 was designed as a networking operating system for the enterprise. It had
gonefingerprint
through two
previous
NTFDB5
3.50 DE3D
and NT3.51.
These
versions
Key
= AF19
FA27versions,
2F94 998D
F8B5 06E4
A169
4E46 met with

or

re

limited success because of numerous security and compatibility problems [MANA99].

th

Windows NT 4.0 was designed to be more secure, scalable, and compatible. It used the

Au

well-defined client/server architecture to provide the ability to logon to the network from

00

2,

one workstation and have the user’s profile and files available from a central server. It
Although the

-2

also provided fairly secure central administration and configuration.

00

software engineers at Microsoft laid a solid foundation in their security design of NT 4.0

20

[MANA99] they have published 7 service packs (patches to fix security holes and bugs in
Therefore there are still

tu

te

the operability of the software) for the operating system.

In

sti

numerous security problems with the operating system. These problems are more a

NS

product of the operating systems design, rather than just a bug in a specific part of the

SA

code. It is important to note, however, a skilled administrator can secure a Windows NT

©

network with a comfortable level of confidence if he/she follows all the best practices and
ensures all the latest security patches are applied.
When the networking software found its niche in the enterprise environment, both
administrators
others
discovered
numerous
For example,
many of NT's
Key
fingerprintand
= AF19
FA27
2F94 998D
FDB5inadequacies.
DE3D F8B5 06E4
A169 4E46
security holes stemmed from backward compatibility with LAN Manager, an IBM add4
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on product that was used to provide basic authentication across the network. These holes
are caused by the division of the NT logon password into two, seven character strings.
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This is a huge security concern that still plagues NT 4.0 because it makes brute force
password attacks practical with tools such as L0phtcrack. Another problem stems from
the delegation of assigning administrative privileges. It is an all or nothing proposition

tai
ns
f

with NT. A user with administrator privileges under Windows NT4.0 can do virtually
anything
he/she=wishes
to do on
the998D
network.
granularity
existsA169
in assigning
Key
fingerprint
AF19 FA27
2F94
FDB5No
DE3D
F8B5 06E4
4E46 specific

or

re

functions to specific users or administrators. For instance, you can’t give Help desk

th

personnel the right to reset passwords on user accounts without giving them full

Au

administrative privileges.

00

2,

Another difficulty with NT 4.0 was it does not scale well for large organizations

-2

because it is limited to domains to 20,000 users and the Primary Domain Controllers

00

(PDCs) and Backup Domain Controllers (BDCs) used one-to-many replication

te

20

[MANA99]. This one-to-many replication model means that the PDC is the only domain

tu

controller that has a read and write copy of the domain database. All other domain

In

sti

controllers are BDCs. The PDC replicates all changes in the domain database to the

NS

BDCs. With Windows NT 4.0, the PDC must always be accessible for changes to be

SA

made to user accounts, groups, and so forth. If the PDC server is down or if there are

©

network disconnects, the directory is unavailable for changes.
It was also designed with a flat name space that consisted of User, Global group,
Local group and computer accounts. [MANA99] This flat name space was not
hierarchical;
everything
was on
the998D
sameFDB5
level.DE3D
There
is no
built-in
Key
fingerprint
= AF19 FA27
2F94
F8B5
06E4
A169ability
4E46 to inherit
rights and permissions because there isn’t a higher level. The hierarchical directory
5
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structure and Group Policy security settings that Windows 2000 (Win2K) provides gives
administrators the ability to manage user accounts and system configuration that scale

ull
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s.

well. With Windows NT, updating accounts can only be conducted at the PDC, limiting
the flexibility of the administrator in dealing with account management.

Microsoft designed Win2K with several goals in mind to address NT's

tai
ns
f

shortcomings. First, the company designed it for an overall improvement in security.
Microsoft
added= AF19
Kerberos
5 2F94
network
authentication
address
Key
fingerprint
FA27
998D
FDB5 DE3DtoF8B5
06E4vulnerabilities
A169 4E46 with NT
Win2K's implementation of Public Key

or

re

LAN Manager (NTLM) authentication.

th

Infrastructure (PKI) can also be used to eliminate the risks inherent to passwords, and

Au

smart cards to mitigate the risks of private keys. Physical access to hard disks is a known

00

2,

security problem, and especially with the theft of laptops; information is easily accessible

00

System (EFS) in Win2K [MANA99].

-2

once the media is in hand. In response, Microsoft has developed a new Encrypting File

te

20

Second, Win2K relies heavily on industry standards and protocols. Win2K uses

tu

standards such as Lightweight Directory Access Protocol (LDAP), Kerberos, Public Key

In

sti

Cryptography Standards (PKCS), PC and smart card integration (PC/SC), Domain Name

NS

Service (DNS), and IP Security (IPSec), instead of proprietary technologies such as

SA

NTLM, the SAM, WINS, and PPTP (which Win2K will support for backward

©

compatibility) [MANA99]. Win2K's use of standards automatically makes it more
interoperable with different types of software and hardware solutions. This also enables
the user to replace Microsoft components with new cutting edge solutions that employ
the same
protocols,
i.e. third
PrivateDE3D
Network
solutions
.
Key
fingerprint
= AF19
FA27party
2F94Virtual
998D FDB5
F8B5
06E4 A169
4E46
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Finally, to answer the challenge of e-commerce, Win2K has support for PKI
throughout the OS that includes smart card logon, PKI-based Web access, Virtual Private

ull
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Networking, EFS, email, and Authenticode Win2K supports these components through
its distributed security services, including Active Directory (AD) services, cryptographic
services, Certificate Services, authentication services, secure transport protocols, EFS,

tai
ns
f

and smart cards[MANA99].

re

KeyB.
fingerprint
= AF19
FA27 2F94 998D FDB5 DE3D F8B5 06E4 A169 4E46
ACTIVE
DIRECTORIES

th

or

Active directory is the directory service included in Window 2000 Server. A

Au

directory service provides the means to organize and simplify access to resources of a

00

2,

networked computer system. You use a directory service to uniquely identify users and

-2

recourses on a network. The resources stored in the directory are known as objects. A

00

directory is a stored collection of information about objects that are related to one another

20

is some way. In an enterprise wide network there are many different objects to be

tu

te

managed. There are printers, users and computers to name a few. Users must be able to

sti

locate and use these objects and administrators must be able to manage how these objects

NS

In

can be used. A directory service stores all the information needed to use and manage

SA

these objects in a centralized location, simplifying the process of locating and managing

©

these recourses [MSAD00].
Windows 2000 AD stores all domain objects, domain security policy and account
information within the directory service, and provides this information across all
available domain controllers. It groups accounts by Organizational Units (OUs).
Key fingerprint = AF19 FA27 2F94 998D FDB5 DE3D F8B5 06E4 A169 4E46
Organizational Units are containers used to organize objects within a domain into logical
7
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administrative groups that mirror the organization’s structure [MSAD00]. Therefore,
rights and privileges can be assigned to a specific property on a specific account within
Now helpdesk personnel can be assigned the specified right to reassign
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an OU.

passwords on certain accounts without being granted full administrative privileges. With
Win2K, one AD domain can contain more than one million objects and does not require a

tai
ns
f

Primary Domain Controller in most cases [MANA99].

Windows
2000 FA27
domains
not have
All domain
controllers
Key fingerprint
= AF19
2F94do998D
FDB5PDCs.
DE3D F8B5
06E4 A169
4E46 are equal.

or

re

Changes recorded on any domain controller replicate to the rest. This is an improvement

th

over NT, since all changes to user or computer accounts must have been accomplished on

Au

a Primary Domain Controller. This type of replication is referred to as multimaster

00

2,

replication. To accomplish this task, Windows 2000 uses an object called a site, which is

-2

comparable to an IP subnet under NT. Sites let you separate domains (which are usually

00

based on organizational boundaries) from geographic boundaries [MANA99].

te

20

Active Directories make for much easier administration. To begin with, it is now

tu

possible to organize users and computers into a hierarchy that matches the true

In

sti

organizational structure. Within a domain, organizational units (OUs) provide this

NS

structure. Domains no longer only have peers and can have parent and child domains too

SA

(except for the root domain, which has no parent). Individual administrative privileges

©

can now be assigned at any level. Win2K replaces problematic WINS and broadcast
name resolution NetBIOS with dynamic DNS (DDNS). DNS database can be stored in
AD and can be based on the AD domain hierarchy [MANA99].
New objects
andFA27
new2F94
properties
can now
be F8B5
added06E4
to existing
objects, which
Key fingerprint
= AF19
998D FDB5
DE3D
A169 4E46
means that groups can be nested within other groups, something that was not possible
8
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under NT 4.0 [MANA99]. AD even publishes resources such as shared folders in such a
way that users don't need to know the physical location of the server where the resources

ull
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ht
s.

are located. You can also move applications from one server to another without any
implications to users. This granularity of control and Win2K's domain support of
transitive trust (i.e., if domain A trusts domain B and domain B trusts domain C, then

tai
ns
f

domain A trusts domain C) eliminate the need for basic NT 4.0 flat domain models (e.g.,
complete
trust,=master
domain).
methods,
LDAP
Key
fingerprint
AF19 FA27
2F94AD's
998Daccess
FDB5 DE3D
F8B5
06E4 and
A169Active
4E46 Directory

or

re

Service Interfaces (ADSI), and its hierarchical structure give AD an open architecture

th

and let you integrate it with other directory-enabled OSs and applications such as

Au

Novell’s Netware. Win2K uses AD as the data store for account and policy information

00

2,

and uses AD's hierarchy to control the flow of policy inheritance. AD relies on the OS to

-2

authenticate and control access to AD's objects [MANA99].

20

00

C. AUTHENTICATION SERVICES AND KERBEROS

tu

te

Unlike the old authentication scheme in NT 4.0 using NT LAN Manager

sti

(NTLM), authentication is now based on credentials stored in AD. The default

NS

In

authentication method for users on the network is now based on Kerberos version 5.0.

SA

Win2K will still support NTLM for compatibility with NT, and when Win2K systems are

©

used in a workgroup, NTLM authentication will continue to use credentials in the NT
Security Accounts Manager (SAM) [MSTR00]. There is no need for users to have both a
NTLM account and a Kerberos account. Another authentication method used by
Windows 2000 is Public Key Infrastructure (PKI)-based. This is accomplished by
Key fingerprint = AF19 FA27 2F94 998D FDB5 DE3D F8B5 06E4 A169 4E46

9
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mapping certificates to the proper AD user object. This will be discussed in detail in the
section on Certificate Server.
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Kerberos Version 5.0 authentication uses a shared secret in its protocol. It is
called a shared secret because both the client computer and the authentication service on
the server it is communicating with both know the one-way encrypted password.

tai
ns
f

The major authentication issue, which the Win2K implementation of Kerberos
was fingerprint
designed to
address,
is the
NTLM,
which
NT 4.0's
Key
= AF19
FA27
2F94replacement
998D FDB5ofDE3D
F8B5
06E4isA169
4E46vulnerable

re

It uses password hashes stored in the Security Accounts

or

authentication protocol.

th

Manager (SAM) Hive within the Windows NT registry. These hashes are then passed in

Au

the clear across the network to the domain controller in order to authenticate users.

00

2,

Alternatively, connecting from an NT system to a Win2K server in an AD domain doesn't

-2

invoke the SAM; Win2K will validate the hashed value of the user’s password against

00

NTLM hashes stored in the AD user object. An important point to mention is here is

te

20

Windows 9x systems can be upgraded with the new AD client for Windows 9x,

tu

eliminating the need for risky NTLM authentication. This upgrade installs Kerberos V.5

In

sti

as the default authentication protocol. Kerberos as an authentication protocol is notably

NS

more secure than NTLM, and Kerberos is an industry standard. Finally, Kerberos

SA

addresses problems that have plagued NTLM—in particular, the slowness and lack of

©

impersonation functionality for multi-tier server applications [MANA99].
E. CERTIFICATE SERVER

Certificate Server has been around since NT 4.0 and has provided the basic
Key fingerprint = AF19 FA27 2F94 998D FDB5 DE3D F8B5 06E4 A169 4E46
functionality of a CA for requesting, issuing, publishing, and managing certificates.
10
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Certificate Server offered Authenticode authentication and Secure MIME (S/MIME)
integration for Exchange Server, but Microsoft geared Certificate Server mostly for
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rig
ht
s.

public-key-based client authentication to Microsoft Internet Information Server (IIS)
[MANA99]. With NT 4.0 administrators had to manually edit text files to control
Certificate Server's configuration. Certificate Server also lacked management features

tai
ns
f

important to enterprise usage of PKI, such as tools to customize certificate types and
policy
settings, =
and
support
only998D
two-level
hierarchies
(inadequate
for large-scale
Key
fingerprint
AF19
FA27for
2F94
FDB5CA
DE3D
F8B5 06E4
A169 4E46

or

re

PKI deployment)[MANA99].

th

In Win2K, Certificate Server's name changes slightly to Certificate Services.

Au

Certificate Services is more powerful and better integrated into the rest of the OS

00

2,

[MANA99]. The Microsoft Management Console (MMC) snap-in provides GUI tools for

-2

both the client side and server side management tasks. Although Certificate Services can

00

maintain its standalone data store, for full enterprise functionality, Certificate Services

te

20

uses AD to store and publish certificates [MANA99]. AD maps certificates to users and

tu

uses the management features of Group Policy Editor to control for whom, by whom, and

In

sti

for what purposes Certificate Services issues certificates. Certificate Services can also

NS

publish certificates in other third-party directories making it even more versatile in the

SA

enterprise. Finally, Certificate Services now supports multilevel hierarchies [MANA99].

©

F. ENCRYPTED FILE SERVICE

Two areas where critical data can be protected with encryption are on disk and on
the network. In NT 4.0, anyone could easily eavesdrop on network data by using sniffers
Key fingerprint = AF19 FA27 2F94 998D FDB5 DE3D F8B5 06E4 A169 4E46
or copy data from disks by using direct access. Win2K's Encrypted File Service (EFS)
11
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lets the user encrypt files at the file-system level by simply selecting a check box. EFS
handles encryption and decryption with complete transparency to the user and the

ull
rig
ht
s.

application program. EFS integrates with Win2K's PKI and supports data recovery in
case the user's private key is lost or unavailable [MANA99]. This, however, can only be
accomplished by sending the media to Microsoft or having the encryption key placed in

tai
ns
f

escrow somewhere [MANA99]. EFS will be a nice enhancement for laptop users since

re

thesefingerprint
systems are
alwaysFA27
vulnerable
to theft.
Key
= AF19
2F94 998D
FDB5 DE3D F8B5 06E4 A169 4E46

th

or

G. IPSEC

Au

To protect data across the network, with complete transparency to the user and the

00

2,

application, Win2K uses IPSec. IPSec provides authentication, confidentiality, data

-2

integrity, and filtering for TCP/IP traffic [MANA99]. IPSec's implementation is below

00

the application protocol layer and lets you secure communications for any application

20

without modifying it. IPSec is a solid Internet protocol with plenty of industry backing

tu

te

[MANA99].

sti

Microsoft integrated IPSec well, making it easy to deploy and manage. The AD

NS

In

stores IPSec policy, and IPSec is controlled through the Group Policy Editor. In addition

SA

to establishing secure network communication within your enterprise, a Virtual Private

©

Network can be established where users from home or on the road can authenticate to the
network and accomplish most tasks. For example, the NPS administrators could require
authentication of traffic within individual labs, between labs, encrypted communication
between administrators and other departments, and no connections between certain labs
Key fingerprint = AF19 FA27 2F94 998D FDB5 DE3D F8B5 06E4 A169 4E46
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and the Internet. Even though these requirements might affect systems in different ways,
everything can be centrally managed through AD.
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H. CONCLUSION

This section has focused primarily on the new features of Window 2000 and the

tai
ns
f

improvements over Windows NT 4.0. The design of the security architecture for Win2K
was a monumental undertaking of technology and integration. Microsoft uses proven
Key fingerprint = AF19 FA27 2F94 998D FDB5 DE3D F8B5 06E4 A169 4E46

re

design concepts such as industry standards, protocols, modularity, and support for PKI to

th

or

uphold the company's Win2K goals to provide security, scalability, and support. These

Au

improvements in Win2K over Windows NT 4.0 are significant and will greatly improve

00

2,

the ability of administrators to implement the security configuration that best fits the

-2

organization. The greatest improvements are linked to the Active Directory and the use

00

of Group Policy to configure security settings that are portable across the domain. Next,

20

the discussion will go to the use of the Security Configuration Tool set, which is included

©

SA

NS

In

sti

tu

te

with the Windows 2000 operating system.

Key fingerprint = AF19 FA27 2F94 998D FDB5 DE3D F8B5 06E4 A169 4E46
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II. WINDOWS SECURITY TOOL SET

ull
rig
ht
s.

A. INTRODUCTION

As discussed in the Chapter One of this paper, the advantages of Windows 2000
over Windows NT lies in its ability to link the security architecture designed into Win2K

tai
ns
f

Active Directory and the ability to configure security settings using the tools provided.

or

This section will provide a brief overview of Security Policy and the

th

with Win2K.

re

Microsoft has significantly improved the way security is configured on both the
Key fingerprint = AF19 FA27 2F94 998D FDB5 DE3D F8B5 06E4 A169 4E46
workstation and server. This is due to the security configuration tools that are provided

00

2,

Au

Security Configuration Tools Set that is available with Win2K.

-2

B. SECURITY POLICY

00

Security Policy is treated as an object within Windows 2000. It contains an

20

extensive list of security permissions that apply primarily to the security settings of a

tu

te

domain, computer, or computer desktop (rather than to users). A single Security Policy

In

sti

object can be applied to a single computer or all of the computers in an organizational

NS

unit or a domain. Security Policy is applied when an individual computer starts up, and is

SA

periodically refreshed if changes are made without restarting.

©

Stand-alone computers have Security Policy associated with them that can be
modified by users (administrators by default) with the appropriate rights, referred to as
Local Security Policy. When a computer joins a domain, the domain Security Policy is
applied
to the local
computer.
Domain
Security
override
any changes
Key
fingerprint
= AF19
FA27 2F94
998D
FDB5 Policy
DE3D will
F8B5
06E4 A169
4E46 made to
the Local Security Policy. Security Policy lets you apply a single security profile to
14
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multiple computers. It enforces consistency and provides easy administration. Security
Policy objects contain permissions and parameters that implement multiple types of
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security strategies. Security Policy is installed by default on local computers. However,
Active Directory must be installed on a server before you can edit and apply domainwide Security Policy objects [MSDN00].

tai
ns
f

Security Policy in Active Directory is configurable by administrators with the
proper
access. = AF19
This is
accomplished
defining
security
settings
in 4E46
a Group Policy
Key
fingerprint
FA27
2F94 998Dby
FDB5
DE3D
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Object (GPO) that are associated with a domain or an organizational unit (OU). Security

th

settings that are defined for a domain or OU apply to all machines that are contained in

Au

that domain or OU.

00

2,

Security policy is also established on the local machine by default. However, this
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local machine policy only contains security settings for two security areas, Account

00

Policies and Local Policies (other security areas will be discussed in detail in a later

te

20

section). While local security policy may only be established for Account Policies and

sti

In

of various other tools.

tu

Local Policies, other security areas may be configured on a local machine through the use

NS

Security settings that are defined in Active Directory always override any security

SA

settings on the local machine. Security settings for an OU always override security

©

settings defined in any parent OUs or on the domain itself [MSDN00]. The following is
the order of precedence that determines the security settings that apply to a specific
machine, from lowest to highest:
Local security
Key1.fingerprint
= AF19policy
FA27 2F94 998D FDB5 DE3D F8B5 06E4 A169 4E46
2. Domain policy
3. OU policy
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4. OU policy (for the OU that the machine is contained in)
5. Windows 2000 Workstations and Servers
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The way the Security Policy is applied on Workstations, servers and domain controllers,
and which security areas are implemented at what level is discussed next.
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1. Windows 2000 Workstations and Servers

When Win2K workstations and servers are installed, Local Security Policy is

re

Key
fingerprintby= default.
AF19 FA27
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998D Policy
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06E4
A169 4E46
implemented
Local
Security
definesF8B5
security
settings
for all Account

or

Policies and Local Policies with the following exceptions:

Au

th

Kerberos Policy - A Kerberos policy is not defined because Kerberos settings are
domain-wide and cannot be configured on individual machines [MSDN00].
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2,

Disable CTRL+ALT+DEL requirement for logon - The CTRL+ALT+DEL
requirement is not defined because this setting differs depending on whether
or not the machine is joined to a domain [MSDN00].

20

00

Rename Administrator Account and Rename Guest Account - The
Administrator and Guest account names are not defined because these
accounts are not "renamed" by default [MSDN00].
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te

Driver and Non-Driver Signing Policy - A signing policy is not established
because there are specific mechanisms for configuring these values during
unattended setup [MSDN00].

©
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Nonexistent registry keys on upgrades - for upgraded machines, there may be
several registry values that did not exist on the previous Windows NT4
configuration. No attempt is made to create these registry values during the
upgrade process, so any policy associated with these registry values remains
undefined [MSDN00].
In any situation where the policy is not defined for a particular value, the system always
assumes some default value. This just means that there is no set policy for that specific
setting.
An example
this would
be where
machine
is joined
to a domain,
Key
fingerprint
= AF19ofFA27
2F94 998D
FDB5a DE3D
F8B5
06E4 A169
4E46 and last
user name is left in the login box. This setting is the default upon installation, but it is not
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defined by policy. To change this default behavior, or to establish a policy regarding this
behavior (even if it's the same as the default behavior), the setting for this security option
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should be defined.

It is important to note that maintaining a defined state for all local policies ensures
that a system is not altered with an Active Directory based setting that has since been

tai
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f

undefined [MSDN00]. The following is an example taken from the Microsoft Developer
Network
July 2000:
Key
fingerprint
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Consider the security option Additional restrictions
for anonymous connections. By default, there are no
additional restrictions for anonymous connections, and this
is reflected in the default local security policy. Now assume
that an administrator decides to define additional
restrictions for all machines in the domain. The
administrator modifies the Default Domain GPO and
configures this security option. Subsequently it is
determined that certain applications no longer function
properly with these restrictions so the administrator
"undefines" the domain-level policy. If there were no local
policy definition for this security option, then the domainlevel policy would remain in effect even after it was
"undefined". By having a local policy defined, that local
policy setting becomes effective when the domain-level
policy is not defined.

NS

2. Windows 2000 Domain Controllers

SA

In Windows 2000, Domain Controllers Account Policies (Password, Lockout, and

©

Kerberos Settings) are all defined in the Default Domain Controller GPO [MSDN00].
Domain controllers are also subject to the Default Domain GPO. Therefore, all
Windows 2000 machines in the domain obtain the same password and lockout policies
Key fingerprint = AF19 FA27 2F94 998D FDB5 DE3D F8B5 06E4 A169 4E46
for their local Security Accounts Manager (SAM) database even though they have their
own default local account policies defined [MSDN00]. As mentioned above, this is
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because domain-level policies have precedence over local policies. It is important to
remember that a policy defined for a specific OU has priority over a domain policy;
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therefore, allowing an override of the domain policy by including a specific server or
workstation in an OU with different policy settings.

Since Audit Policy and User Rights are also defined by default in the Default

tai
ns
f

Domain Controller GPO, all domain controllers have the same Audit and User Rights
policy.
The Security
Options
subcategory
of local
policies
not defined
in the Default
Key
fingerprint
= AF19
FA27 2F94
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F8B5is06E4
A169 4E46
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Domain Controller GPO because it is possible, and may be desirable, to have different

th

values defined for individual domain controllers [MSDN00]. It is recommended that the
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policy settings for Event Log Settings, Restricted Groups, System Services, Registry

00

2,

access control lists (ACLs), and File System ACLs be defined on Domains or OUs in

-2

Active Directory [MSDN00]. This will allow administrators with the proper permissions

00

to protect the Win2K system directories in a certain way or that members of the local

te

20

Administrators group on all machines only contain a certain set of individuals. This is

tu

because these security settings are not considered part of local security policy, and no

In

sti

local security policy is maintained for these security areas.

SA

NS

C. WINDOWS SECURITY CONFIGURATION AND ANALYSIS TOOL

©

With Windows NT 4.0 the tools available to manage and configure the security of
the operating system were always readily available, but not in an organized manner.
Through various registry hacks, file permission settings and tools such as User Manager
for Domains, a system administrator could feel relatively secure about their domain.
Key fingerprint = AF19 FA27 2F94 998D FDB5 DE3D F8B5 06E4 A169 4E46
What Windows 2000 has done is consolidate and organize all the tools required to secure
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a system or domain. These tools are available within the Microsoft Management Console
(MMC). These tools also simplify the construction and deployment of various security
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configurations across multiple systems. The tools are scalable and the security policies
that can be created can be applied to individual systems or deploy them across multiple
domains or Organizational Units (OUs) via Group Policy Objects (GPOs) [MSTR00].
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The policies can also be exported or imported allowing their deployment across a single
domain
or the =entire
tools include
the Security
Configuration
and
Key
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AF19enterprise.
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Analysis Snap-in, the secedit.exe command line tool, the Security Settings extension to

th

the Group Policy editor, and the Security Templates snap-in.
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The Windows Security Configuration and Analysis Snap-in is a tool that allows
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2,

the administrator to configure specific security settings, test them against the security
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settings on the local machine, and then apply those settings if required. Although these

00

settings only affect the local machine and cannot be applied to the domain or any
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20

organizational unit, it is important to understand how this tool works because it is the

sti

The Configuration and Analysis Snap-in tool is accessible via the

In

domain or OU.

tu

primary tool used to test configurations that can be applied to all the machines in the

In order to open a MMC, go to the run

NS

Microsoft Management Console (MMC).

SA

command and type in “mmc” then click OK. From the MMC menu, click add/remove

©

snap-in and then click the add button. Select and add Configuration and Analysis and
Security Templates. The MMC can be saved to any name the administrator wishes.
Once the MMC is created, a database must be opened. The database used by the
snap-in
contains= all
the FA27
existing
security
available
for a A169
Windows
Key
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998D properties
FDB5 DE3D
F8B5 06E4
4E462000 Local
machine. This is the database that will be compared to security settings on the local
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machine, but not the domain. The user has the option of opening an existing database or
creating a new one. Right click on Security Configuration and Analysis and select Open
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Database. Then choose between opening an existing database or creating an new one by
entering the name of the database in the filename box. If choosing to create a new one
and after clicking Open, the Import Template dialog box appears. This is where the
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security configuration entries come from to populate the database. These templates can
eitherfingerprint
be imported
in their
entirety
merged
with
otherF8B5
templates.
The template
chosen
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should contain the configuration settings that most closely resemble the level of security

th

the user is trying to obtain. It is also important to note that although Win2K comes with

Au

several templates to choose from, a new template created by the user can also be

00

2,

imported for comparison.

00
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D. DEFAULT SECURITY TEMPLATES

20

The Security Templates snap-in enables the administrator to define, edit, and save

tu

te

secure templates. The templates are text based files which can be read by any text editor,

sti

but it is not recommended that they be modified with a text editor since that can easily

NS

In

render them unusable by the Security configuration Service Engine [MSTR00].
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Windows comes with a complete set of security templates. These templates ease
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the burden of developing a security policy for a new install. There are two categories of
templates, one is the Basic Template and the second is the Secure Template. The Basic or
Default template is applied to the system when a clean install is performed.
The Basic security templates apply the Windows 2000 default security settings for
Key fingerprint = AF19 FA27 2F94 998D FDB5 DE3D F8B5 06E4 A169 4E46
all security areas with the exception of user rights and groups [MSTR00]. The Basic
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templates can be applied to a Windows NT computer that has been upgraded to Windows
2000. This will bring the upgraded computer in line with the new Windows 2000 default
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security settings that are applied only to clean-installed computers. The following is a list
of the basic security templates:
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• Basicwk.inf (for computers running Windows 2000 professional)
• Basicsv.inf (for computers running Windows 2000 server)
• Basicdc.inf (for domain controllers running Windows 2000 Server)
• OCFiless.inf (for standalone or member servers, not domain controllers)
Key fingerprint
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• OCFilesw.inf
(for computers
Windows
2000
professional)

In

With these basic templates, user and group rights are not affected because these

SA

NS

settings are often modified by applications [MSTR00]. The OCFiles templates contain
default security settings for all optional component files that might or might not be

©

installed during or after the initial setup is run. Since not all the files specified in the
OCFiles template can exist on a given system, the log files will probably contain
numerous warning messages reflecting that the file did not exist and thus security could
Key fingerprint = AF19 FA27 2F94 998D FDB5 DE3D F8B5 06E4 A169 4E46
not be set on it [MSTR00].
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The Secure Template comes in three varieties, compatible, secure, and highly
secure. These templates are intended to modify the default security settings. These are

the default settings plus the modified security settings [MSTR00].
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1. Conpat.inf
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intended for machines that are already running the default templates and do not include

re

This template is for workstations or servers. The default Windows 2000 access
Key fingerprint = AF19 FA27 2F94 998D FDB5 DE3D F8B5 06E4 A169 4E46
permissions are assigned to three primary groups: Users, Power Users, and
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Administrators. The default permissions for the Users group have been considerably
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tightened over previous versions of Windows NT, providing for a more secure operating

2,

system environment. However, this has resulted in non-certified applications, including
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00

most legacy applications, failing to run properly. Therefore in order to run these legacy

00

applications the user must have the same access as the access granted in the Power Users

20

group [MSDN00].
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By default, users on Win2K workstations are Power Users. Administrators might
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not want their users to have the access granted to Power Users. This is because users have

In

additional capabilities, such as the ability to create shares. These abilities also grant

NS

access control settings necessary to run legacy applications. The Compatible template

SA

"opens up" the default access control policy for the Users group in a manner that is
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consistent with the requirements of most legacy applications [MSDN00]. For example,
Microsoft Office 97 SR1 runs successfully as a Power User, or as a User under the
Compatible configuration. However, Office 97 does not run successfully as a cleanKey fingerprint = AF19 FA27 2F94 998D FDB5 DE3D F8B5 06E4 A169 4E46
installed User. Note that Microsoft Office 2000 runs successfully as a clean-installed
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User because it is compliant with the Windows 2000 application specification
[MSTR00]. This template is supplied so administrators can allow their users access to
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legacy software, but not allow the User Group the elevated privileges allowed the Power
Users Group in Windows 2000. The Power Users Group in Windows 2000 has even
more privileges than they did under Windows NT 4.0. A computer that is configured with

tai
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the Compatible template must not be considered a secure installation.
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2. Securews.inf
and Securedc.inf.
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The Securews.inf is for Windows 2000 Professional and Windows 2000 Server

Au

and Securedc.inf template is for Windows 2000 domain controllers. The Secure template
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modifies settings that are less likely to have an impact on application functionality and
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00

more of an impact on the operational behavior of the operating system and its network

00

protocols. Additionally, they provide security for areas of the operating system not

20

covered by default access permissions, including increased security settings for account
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policy, auditing, and well-known security relevant registry keys [MSTR00].
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The Secure template provides recommendations that are distinct from the default

In

access control policy that has been defined. The Secure template does not modify any

NS

ACLs, but it does remove all members of the Power Users group. These templates with

SA

increase the level of security for account policy, certain registry keys, and auditing.
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Permissions to files system objects are not affected with these templates.
3. Hisecdc.inf and Hisecws.inf
The Highly
Secure
templates
include
hisecdc.inf
and 06E4
hisecws.inf.
This template
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is used when there is a requirement for increased security beyond what is defined in the
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Secure Template. The High Secure template configures many operational parameters to
their extreme values without regard for performance, operational ease of use, or
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connectivity with clients using third-party or earlier versions of NTLM [MSDN00]..
These two templates remove all members of the Power Users Group, and also include all
the settings listed in the Secure templates plus security settings for IPSec and added
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security for network communications [MSTR00].
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The Configuration and Analysis Tool takes the database, which has been

Au

populated with a template [Remember that on a clean installation the default template is
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2,

applied to the local machine.], and compares it to what is currently applied to the local
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machine. In order to accomplish this, right click on the Security Configuration and

00

Analysis node and select Analyze Computer Now and the computer will run and analysis
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and show its progress.

Key fingerprint = AF19 FA27 2F94 998D FDB5 DE3D F8B5 06E4 A169 4E46
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The analysis tool will compare the two configuration settings and display the

00

outcome in the right pane of the MMC. It will list the different policy settings then in the

20

next two columns list the database settings and the local computer settings. Individual
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security settings will be flagged with an icon that will change, depending on whether or
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not the actual security settings are the same or different from those include in the

In

database. The administrator will also be informed if the settings have been configured at

SA

NS

all. A green check mark indicates that the current settings are the same as those set in the
database. A red “x” indicates that there is a conflict and a generic icon indicates that the

©

setting has not yet been defined in the database.
The administrator can now apply any needed changes to the database and then
apply settings in the database to the local machine by simply right clicking on Security
Key fingerprint = AF19 FA27 2F94 998D FDB5 DE3D F8B5 06E4 A169 4E46
Configuration and Analysis under the console root in the MMC. Then just click on
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Configure Computer Now… and the settings in the template are automatically applied.
The settings can also be exported to a template by just right clicking on Security
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Configuration and Analysis under the console root in the MMC and choosing Export
Template. The exported template is saved as an .inf file and can be imported to any other
computer.
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F. SECURITY CONFIGURATION AND ANALYSIS AREAS
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The most powerful aspect of the tool is the bringing together in one workspace

The following categories allow granular manipulation of the security

Au

NT 4.0.
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many components that were spread throughout many different programs under Windows
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configuration: Account Policies, Local policies, Event Log, Restricted Groups, System
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Services, Registry, and File System.
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1. Account Policies
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The Account Policies node includes those configuration variables that you
formerly manipulated in the User Manager for Domains applet in NT 4.0. These policies
cover areas of security regarding users and accounts. The three sub nodes include the
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Password Policy node, Kerberos node and Account Lockout node. In the Password

re

policy node, the administrator can set the minimum and maximum password age,
Key fingerprint = AF19 FA27 2F94 998D FDB5 DE3D F8B5 06E4 A169 4E46
uniqueness and length. This policy can be modified to meet the specific requirements of

Default settings for Password Policies on a local

Au

prevent the reuse of passwords.
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the organization. Also requirements can be set for users to use complex passwords and
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computer are described in Table 3.1 .
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Table 3.1. Password Policy Table from MSDN Library, July 00.
Policy
Local Setting
Enforce password history
0 passwords remembered
Maximum password age
42 days
Minimum password age
0 days
Minimum password length
0 characters
Passwords must meet complexity
Disabled
requirements
Store password using reversible
Disabled
encryption for all users in the
domain

©

The Account Lockout Policy allows you to set the lockout durations and reset by
time or administrator. There are also settings for user accounts to be locked out after a
specific number of failed logon attempts. Default settings for Account Lockout Policies
on a local computer are described in Table 3.2.
Key fingerprint = AF19 FA27 2F94 998D FDB5 DE3D F8B5 06E4 A169 4E46
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Table 3.2 Account Lockout Policy Table from MSDN Library, July 00.
Policy
Local Setting
Account lockout duration
Not defined
Account lockout threshold
0 invalid logon attempts
Reset account lockout counter after
Not defined

The Kerberos Policy configures the security settings for Kerberos authentication,

tai
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such as the Kerberos ticket lifetime. Kerberos settings are domain wide and are not
applied
to any =specific
machine.
TheseFDB5
settings
are F8B5
defined
in the
domain
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GPO.
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2. Local Policies
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The sub nodes of Local Policies include the Audit Policy, User Rights

00

2,

Assignment, and the Security Options node. The Security Options node offers the
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administrator the ability to manipulate settings that used to be only changeable via the

00

registry in Windows 4.0. These include a variety of configuration settings, such as
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20

whether or not to display last logged on user and the right to eject removable NTFS
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formatted media. These individual settings are discussed at length in a following section.
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Default settings for Security Options Policies on a local computer are described in Table

NS

3.5.
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SA

Table 3.5 Security Options Policy Table from MSDN Library, July 00.
Policy
Local Setting
Additional restrictions for anonymous
Rely on default permissions (none set
connections
by default)
Allow server operators to schedule
Not defined
tasks (domain controllers only)
Allow system to be shut down
Enabled
without having to log on
Key fingerprint = AF19 FA27 2F94 998D FDB5 DE3D F8B5 06E4 A169 4E46
Allowed to eject removable NTFS
Administrators
media
Amount of idle time required before
15 minutes
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disconnecting session
Audit the access of global system
Disabled
objects
Audit use of Backup and Restore
Disabled
privilege
Automatically log off users when
Enabled
logon time expires (local)
Clear virtual memory pagefile when
Disabled
system shuts down
Digitally sign client communication
Disabled
(always)
Digitally= sign
Key fingerprint
AF19client
FA27 communication
2F94 998D FDB5 DE3D
F8B5 06E4 A169 4E46
Enabled
(when possible)
Digitally sign server communication
Disabled
(always)
Digitally sign server communication
Disabled
(when possible)
Disable
CTRL+ALT+DEL
Not defined
requirement for logon
Do not display last user name in
Disabled
logon screen
LAN Manager Authentication Level
Send LM and NTLM responses
Message text for users attempting to
<None>
log on
Message title for users attempting to
<None>
log on
Number of previous logons to cache
(in case domain controller is not
10 logons
available)
Prevent system maintenance of
Disabled
computer account password
Prevent users from installing printer
Disabled
drivers
Prompt user to change password
14 days
before expiration
Recovery Console: Allow automatic
Disabled
administrative logon
Recovery Console: Allow floppy
copy and access to all drives and all
Disabled
folders
Key fingerprint
AF19 FA27 2F94
998D FDB5 DE3D
F8B5
06E4 A169 4E46
Rename=administrator
account
Not
defined
Rename guest account
Not defined
Restrict CD-ROM access to locally
Disabled
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logged-on user only
Restrict floppy access to locally
Disabled
logged-on user only
Secure channel: Digitally encrypt or
Disabled
sign secure channel data (always)
Secure channel: Digitally encrypt
Enabled
secure channel data (when possible)
Secure channel: Digitally sign secure
Enabled
channel data (when possible)
Secure channel: Require strong
Disabled
(Windows 2000 or later) session key
Send =
unencrypted
password
to DE3D F8B5 06E4 A169 4E46
Key fingerprint
AF19 FA27 2F94
998D FDB5
Disabled
connect to third-party SMB servers
Shut down system immediately if
Disabled
unable to log security audits
Smart card removal behavior
No Action
Strengthen default permissions of
global system objects (for example,
Enabled
Symbolic Links)
Unsigned driver installation behavior
Not defined
Unsigned non-driver installation
Not defined
behavior
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Audit policy lets the administrator establish the overall audit policy settings for
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described in Table 3.3.
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the particular system or GPO. Default settings for Audit Policies on a local computer are
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Table 3.3 Audit Policy Table from MSDN Library, July 00.
Policy
Local Setting
Audit account logon events
No auditing
Audit account management
No auditing
Audit directory service access
No auditing
Audit logon events
No auditing
Audit object access
No auditing
Audit policy change
No auditing
Audit privilege use
No auditing
Audit process
tracking
NoF8B5
auditing
Key fingerprint
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Audit system events
No auditing
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User Rights Assignment enables the administrator to specify the rights for user
account and security groups including the rights of users or groups to perform specific
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security related management tasks. Default settings for User Rights Assignment Policies
on a local computer are described in Table 3.4 .
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Table 3.4 User Rights Assignment Policy Table from MSDN Library, July 00.
Policy
Local Setting
Access this computer from the
Everyone
network
Key fingerprint
= AF19
2F94 system
998D FDB5 DE3D
F8B5 06E4 A169 4E46
Act as part
of theFA27
operating
<None>
Add workstations to domain
<None>
Back up files and directories
Backup Operators
Bypass traverse checking
Everyone
Change the system time
Power Users
Create a pagefile
Administrators
Create a token object
<None>
Create permanent shared objects
<None>
Debug programs
Administrators
Deny access to this computer from
<None>
the network
Deny logon as a batch job
<None>
Deny logon as a service
<None>
Deny logon locally
<None>
Enable computer and user accounts to
<None>
be trusted for delegation
Force shutdown from a remote
Administrators
system
Generate security audits
<None>
Increase quotas
Administrators
Increase scheduling priority
Administrators
Load and unload device drivers
Administrators
Lock pages in memory
<None>
Log on as a batch job
<None>
Log on as a service
<None>
Log on locally
Computer Domain\Guest
Manage auditing and security log
Administrators
Modify firmware
environment
values
Administrators
Key fingerprint
= AF19 FA27
2F94 998D
FDB5 DE3D
F8B5 06E4 A169 4E46
Profile single process
Power Users
Profile system performance
Administrators
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Remove computer from docking
Users
station
Replace a process level token
<None>
Restore files and directories
Backup Operators
Shut down the system
Users
Synchronize directory service data
<None>
Take ownership of files or other
Administrators
objects
Note To permit users to log on to a computer, grant the user or group of users the
Log on locally right listed above
3. Event
Log
Key fingerprint
= AF19
FA27 2F94 998D FDB5 DE3D F8B5 06E4 A169 4E46
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The Event Log node allow the administrator to set maximum log sizes, configure

th

guest access to the event log, and whether or not the computer should be shut down when

Au

the security log is full.
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4. Restricted Groups

-2

Through these settings the administrator can centrally control members of groups.

00

A group membership list of approved members can be configured then applied to the

20

local machine. Therefore, when a restricted group is applied to a machine, only the

tu

te

restricted groups that are local to the machine will be configured.
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sti

5. System Services

NS

The System Services node allows the administrator to define all the security

SA

parameters of all the system services to include whether a service startup should be

©

automatic, manual or disabled; and which user account has access to each service. This
defines whether a user can start, stop, pause, or delete a service, or is restricted to read or
write access only. The administrator can also set audit levels for the services to aid in
Key fingerprint = AF19 FA27 2F94 998D FDB5 DE3D F8B5 06E4 A169 4E46
detecting intruders.
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6. Registry
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The Registry node allows the administrator to set access restrictions on individual
registry keys. It can also specify the types of accesses for which auditing is desired.
7. File System
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The File System node allows the administrator to set folder and file permissions
on file
system =objects;
it can2F94
also 998D
specify
the DE3D
types of
accesses
for which
Key
fingerprint
AF19 FA27
FDB5
F8B5
06E4 A169
4E46auditing is
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desired. Additionally, this allows the administrator to apply a security template to a

th

machine and restore all file and folder permissions to their original settings.
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8. Public Key Policies
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Default settings for the Encrypted Data Recovery Agent Policy are described in

00

Table 3.6.
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Table 3.6 Encrypted Data Recovery Agent Policy from MSDN Library, July 00.
Expiration
Intended Friendly
Issued To Issued By
Status
Date
Purposes Name
File
Administrator Administrator 10/8/99
<None> <None>
Recovery

In

9. Internet Protocol Security Policies on Local Computer

SA

in Table 3.7.

NS

Default settings for Internet Protocol Security Policies on a local computer are described

©

Table 3.7 Internet Protocol Security Policies on Local Computer from MSDN Library,
July 00.
Name
Description
Policy Assigned
Communicate normally (unsecured).
Client
Use the default response rule to
(Respond
with 2F94
servers
that
request
Key
fingerprintnegotiate
= AF19 FA27
998D
FDB5
DE3DNo
F8B5 06E4 A169 4E46
Only)
security. Only the requested protocol
and port traffic with that server is
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Server
(Request
Security)
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secured.
For all IP traffic, always require
security using Kerberos trust. Do not
No
allow unsecured communication with
untrusted clients.
For all IP traffic, always request
security using Kerberos trust. Allow
No
unsecured communication with clients
that do not respond to request.

Secure
Server
(Require
Security)

G. CONCLUSION

We have= AF19
now taken
look998D
at allFDB5
the settings
that can
manipulated
by the
Key fingerprint
FA27 a2F94
DE3D F8B5
06E4beA169
4E46
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Security Configuration Tool set. These areas, especially the Security Options area, are

th

the key to insuring the proper security settings are in place on machines for different

Au

purposes. Once the administrator feels comfortable with all the settings and what they
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mean, (see Appendix B) then the exact configuration can be put in place on workstations,
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Servers, and Domain Controllers. The security configuration tools available with Win2K
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should greatly enhance the administrator’s ability to secure his/her enterprise.

Key fingerprint = AF19 FA27 2F94 998D FDB5 DE3D F8B5 06E4 A169 4E46
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APPENDIX A. SECURITY SETTINGS BY POLICY SETTING
The following section lists the policies that are enabled, disabled, or not set. This is the
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same information listed above only organized in a different manner. This allows the
administrator to view which settings are set and which are not straight out of the box.
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The following information is from the Microsoft Developers Network, July 2000 edition.
Enabled

re

Key
AF19 FA27
998DbyFDB5
DE3D
F8B5you
06E4install
A169 Windows
4E46
The fingerprint
following =policies
are 2F94
enabled
default
when
2000

00

2,
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Allow system to be shut down without having to log on.
Automatically log off users when logon time expires (local).
Digitally sign client communication (when possible).
Secure channel: Digitally encrypt secure channel data (when possible).
Secure channel: Digitally sign secure channel data (when possible).
Strengthen default permissions of global system objects (for example,
Symbolic Links).

-2

•
•
•
•
•
•

or

Professional on a stand-alone computer:

00

Disabled

20

The following policies are disabled by default when you install Windows 2000
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te

Professional on a stand-alone computer:
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• Passwords must meet complexity requirements.
• Store password using reversible encryption for all users in the domain.
• Account lockout threshold.
• Audit the access of global system objects.
• Audit use of Backup and Restore privilege.
• Clear virtual memory pagefile when system shuts down.
• Digitally sign client communication (always).
• Digitally sign server communication (always).
• Digitally sign server communication (when possible).
• Do not display last user name on logon screen.
• Prevent system maintenance of computer account password.
• Prevent
printer
drivers.
Key fingerprint
= AF19users
FA27from
2F94installing
998D FDB5
DE3D
F8B5 06E4 A169 4E46
• Recovery Console: Allow automatic administrative logon.
• Recovery Console: Allow floppy copy and access to all drives and all
folders.
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• Restrict CD-ROM access to locally logged-on user only.
• Restrict floppy access to locally logged-on user only.
• Secure channel: Digitally encrypt or sign secure channel data (always).
• Secure channel: Require strong (Windows 2000 or later) session key.
• Send unencrypted password to connect to third-party SMB servers.
• Shut down system immediately if unable to log security audits.
• Additional restrictions for anonymous connections.
• Message text for users attempting to log on.
• Message title for users attempting to log on.
• Smart card removal behavior.
• Audit account logon events.
• Audit
account
Key fingerprint
= AF19
FA27 management.
2F94 998D FDB5 DE3D F8B5 06E4 A169 4E46
• Audit logon events.
• Audit object access.
• Audit policy change.
• Audit privilege use.
• Audit process tracking.
• Audit system events.

00

2,

Not Defined

-2

By default, the following policies are not defined. This does not mean that values are not

00

set for these parameters on the system. It just means that there is no local policy defined

NS
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Account lockout duration.
Reset account lockout counter after.
Audit directory service access.
Allow server operators to schedule tasks (domain controllers only).
Disable CTRL+ALT+DEL requirement for logon.
Rename administrator account.
Rename guest account.
Unsigned driver installation behavior.
Unsigned non-driver installation behavior.
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•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

20

for these parameters.

Not Granted
By default, the following policies are not granted to any particular group when you cleaninstall Windows 2000 Professional on a stand-alone computer:
Key fingerprint = AF19 FA27 2F94 998D FDB5 DE3D F8B5 06E4 A169 4E46
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• Create a token object.
• Create permanent shared objects.
• Deny access to this computer from the network.
• Deny logon as a batch job.
• Deny logon as a service.
• Deny logon locally.
• Enable computer and user accounts to be trusted for delegation.
• Generate security audits.
• Lock pages in memory.
• Log on as a batch job.
• Log on as a service.
• Replace
process
level
token.
Key fingerprint
= AF19 aFA27
2F94
998D
FDB5 DE3D F8B5 06E4 A169 4E46
• Synchronize directory service data.
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Comparison of Group Capabilities
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What can an Administrator do that a Power User can't? By default, a member of the
Administrators group can:
•
•
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Install the operating system.
Install or configure hardware device drivers, although Power Users are
allowed to install printer drivers.
• Install system services.
• Install Service Packs and Windows Updates.
• Upgrade the operating system.
• Repair the operating system.
• Install applications that modify Windows system files.
• Configure password policy.
• Configure audit policy.
• Manage security logs.
• Create administrative shares.
• Create administrative accounts.
• Modify groups or accounts created by other users.
• Remotely access the registry.
• Stop or start any service.
• Configure services.
• Increase quotas.
• Increase execution priorities
• Remotely shut down the system.
• Take ownership of arbitrary objects.
Key fingerprint = AF19 FA27 2F94 998D FDB5 DE3D F8B5 06E4 A169 4E46
• Assign rights to members of the Users group.
• Override a locked computer.
• Format a hard disk drive.
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Modify system-wide environment variables
Access the private data of members of the Users group.
Back up and restore files.
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What can a Power User do that a User can't? By default, a member of the Power Users
group can:

re

tai
ns
f

• Create local users and groups.
• Modify users and groups that they have created.
• Create and delete non-administrator file shares.
• Create, manage, delete, and share local printers.
• Change
time 998D
(default
user DE3D
right). F8B5 06E4 A169 4E46
Key fingerprint
= AF19system
FA27 2F94
FDB5
• Stop or start non-auto-started services.
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Modify access to the Program Files directory.
Modify access to many locations within the HKEY_LOCAL_MACHINE
\Software registry hive.
Write access to most system directories including %windir% and
%windir%\system32.
These permissions allow members of the Power Users group to:
Perform per-computer installation of many applications. For example,
applications that do not modify Windows system files or do not modify
HKEY_LOCAL_MACHINE \System.
Run legacy applications that improperly store per-user data in percomputer locations (without receiving error messages).
Unfortunately, these permissions also allow members of the Power Users
group to:
Plant Trojan horses that, if executed by administrators or other users, can
compromise system and data security.
Make system-wide operating system and application changes that affect
other users of the system.
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•
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By default, members of the Power Users group are granted the following permissions:
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The following information was taken from the Windows 2000 Resource Kit and
the Microsoft Developer’s Network Library. It includes all the policy settings available
for Windows 2000. It is a comprehensive guide to what you need to know in order to
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make the proper settings for your system.
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Computer Configuration
Software Settings
Software Installation
Windows Settings
Scripts (Startup / Shutdown)
Startup
Shutdown
Security Settings
Key fingerprint = AF19 FA27 Account
2F94 998DPolicies
FDB5 DE3D F8B5 06E4 A169 4E46
Password Policy
Enforce password history
Maximum password age
Minimum password length
Minimum password age
Password must meet complexity
requirements
Store password using reversible
encryption for all users in the domain
Account Lockout Policy
Account lockout duration
Account lockout threshold
Reset lockout counter after
Kerberos Policy
Enforce user logon restrictions
Maximum lifetime for service ticket
Maximum lifetime for user ticket
Maximum lifetime for user ticket
renewal
Maximum tolerance for computer
clock synchronization
Local Policies
Audit Policy
Audit account logon events
Audit account management
Audit
directory
service
Key fingerprint = AF19 FA27 2F94 998D FDB5
DE3D
F8B5 06E4
A169access
4E46
Audit logon events
Audit object access
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Audit policy change
Audit privilege use
Audit process tracking
Audit system events
User Rights Assignment
Access this computer from the
network
Act as part of the operating system
Add workstations to the domain
Backup files and directories
Bypass
checking
Key fingerprint = AF19 FA27 2F94 998D FDB5
DE3Dtraverse
F8B5 06E4
A169 4E46
Change the system time
Create a pagefile
Create a token object
Create permanent shared objects
Debug programs
Deny access to this computer from the
network
Deny logon as a batch job
Deny logon as a service
Deny logon locally
Enable computer and user accounts to
be trusted for delegation
Force shutdown from a remote system
Generate security audits
Increase quotas
Increase scheduling priority
Load and unload device drivers
Lock pages in memory
Log on as a batch job
Log on as a service
Log on locally
Manage audit and security log
Modify firmware environment values
Profile single process
Profile system performance
Key fingerprint = AF19 FA27 2F94 998D FDB5
DE3D F8B5
06E4 A169
4E46 docking
Remove
computer
from
station
Replace a process level token
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Restore files and directories
Shut down the system
Synchronize directory service data
Take ownership of files and other
objects
Security Options
Additional
restrictions
for
anonymous connections
Do not allow enumeration of SAM
accounts and shares.
Allow
operators
to schedule
Key fingerprint = AF19 FA27 2F94 998D FDB5
DE3Dserver
F8B5 06E4
A169 4E46
tasks (domain controllers only)
Allow system to shut down without
having to log on
Allowed to reject removable NTFS
media
Amount of idle time required before
disconnecting session
Audit the access of global system
objects
Audit use of backup and restore
privilege
Automatically log off users when log
on time expires
Automatically log off users when log
on time expires (local)
Clear virtual memory pagefile when
system shuts down
Digitally sign client communications
(always)
Digitally sign client communications
(when possible)
Digitally sign server communications
(always)
Digitally sign server communications
(when possible)
Key fingerprint = AF19 FA27 2F94 998D FDB5
DE3D F8B5 06E4 A169
4E46
Disable
CTRL+ALT+DEL
requirement for logon
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Do not display last user name in
logon screen
LAN Manager Authentication level
Message text for users attempting to
logon
Message title for users attempting to
logon
Number of previous logons to cache
(in case domain controller is not available)
Prevent system maintenance of
computer
account
Key fingerprint = AF19 FA27 2F94 998D
FDB5 DE3D
F8B5password
06E4 A169 4E46
Prevent users form installing print
drivers
Prompt user to change password
before expiration
Recovery console: Allow automatic
administrative logon
Recovery console: Allow floppy copy
and access to all drivers and all folders
Rename guest account
Restrict CD-Rom access to locally
logged on user only
Restrict floppy access to locally
logged on user only
Secure channel: Digitally encrypt or
sign secure channel data (always)
Secure channel: Digitally encrypt
secure channel data (when possible)
Secure channel: Digitally sign secure
channel data (when possible)
Secure channel: Require strong
(Windows 2000 or later) session key
Secure system partition (for RISC
Platforms only)
Shut down system immediately if
unable to log security audits
Key fingerprint = AF19 FA27 2F94 998D FDB5
DE3D
F8B5
06E4 A169
4E46
Smart
card
removal
behavior
Strengthen default permissions of
global system objects (e.g. Symbolic links)
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Unsigned
driver
installation
behavior
Event Logs
Settings for Event Logs
Maximum application log size
Maximum security log size
Maximum system log size
Restrict guest access to application
log
Restrict guest access to security log
Restrict
to system
Key fingerprint = AF19 FA27 2F94 998D FDB5
DE3Dguest
F8B5 access
06E4 A169
4E46 log
Retain application log
Retain system log
Retain security log
Retention method for application log
Retention method for security log
Retention method for system log
Shut down the computer when the
security audit log is full
Restricted Groups
System Services
Registry
File System
Public Key Policies
IP Security Policies on Active Directory
Administrative Templates
Windows Components
Net Meeting
Disable remote desktop sharing
Internet Explorer
Security Zones: Use only machine settings
Security Zones: Do not allow users to
change policies
Security Zones: Do not allow users to
add/delete sites
Make proxy settings per machine
Key fingerprint = AF19 FA27 2F94 998D
FDB5 DE3D
F8B5 06E4
A169 4E46
Disable
automatic
install
of Internet
Explorer components
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Disable periodic check for IE software
updates
Disable software update shell notifications
on program launch
Disable showing the splash screen
Task Scheduler
Hide property pages
Prevent task run or end
Disable drag and drop
Disable new task creation
Disable
deletion
Key fingerprint = AF19 FA27 2F94 998D
FDB5task
DE3D
F8B5 06E4 A169 4E46
Disable advanced menu
Prohibit browse
Windows Installer
Disable windows installer
Always install with elevated privileges
Disable rollback
Disable browse dialog box for new source
Disable patching
Disable IE security prompt for windows
installer script
Enable user control over installs
Enable user to browse the source while
elevated
Enable user to use media source while
elevated
Enable user to patch elevated products
Allow admin to install from terminal
services session
Cache transforms in secure location on
workstation
Logging
System
Remove security option from start menu
Remove disconnect item from start menu
Disable Boot / Shutdown / Logon / Logoff status
Key fingerprint = AF19messages
FA27 2F94 998D FDB5 DE3D F8B5 06E4 A169 4E46
Verbose vs. normal status messages
Display Autoplay
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Don’t display welcome screen at logon
Run these programs at user logon
Disable the run once list
Disable legacy run list
Do not automatically encrypt files moved to
encrypted folders
Download missing COM components
Logon
Run logon scripts synchronously
Run startup scripts asynchronously
RunFDB5
startup
scripts
Key fingerprint = AF19 FA27 2F94 998D
DE3D
F8B5visible
06E4 A169 4E46
Run Shutdown scripts visible
Maximum wait time for group policy scripts
Delete cached copies of roaming profiles
Do not detect slow network connections
Slow network connection time out for user
profiles
Wait for remote user profile
Prompt user when slow link is detected
Timeout for dialog boxes
Log users off when roaming profile fails
Maximum retries to unload and update user
profile
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Disk Quotas
Enable disk quotas
Enforce disk quota limit
Default quota limit and warning level
Log event when quota limit exceeded
Log event when quota warning level
exceeded
Apply policy to removable media
DNS Client
Primary DNS suffix
Group Policies
Disable
refresh
of group
Key fingerprint = AF19 FA27 2F94 998D
FDB5background
DE3D F8B5 06E4
A169
4E46 policy
Apply group policy for computers
asynchronously during startup
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Apply group policy for users asynchronously
during logon
Group policy refresh interval for computers
Group policy refresh interval for domain
controllers
User group policy loopback processing
mode
Group policy slow link detection
Registry policy processing
IE maintenance policy processing
Software
policy
processing
Key fingerprint = AF19 FA27 2F94 998D
FDB5 installation
DE3D F8B5 06E4
A169
4E46
Folder redirection policy processing
Scripts policy processing
Security policy processing
IP security policy processing
EFS recovery policy processing
Disk quota policy processing
Windows File Protection
Set Windows file protection scanning
Hide the file scan process window
Limit Windows file protection cache size
Specify Windows file protection cache
location
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Network
Offline Files
Enabled
Disable user configuration of offline files
Synchronize all offline files before logging
off
Default cache size
Action on server disconnect
Non-default server disconnect actions
Disable “Make available offline”
Files not cached
Administratively assigned offline files
Key fingerprint = AF19 FA27 2F94 998D
FDB5reminder
DE3D F8B5
06E4 A169 4E46
Disable
balloons
Reminder balloon frequency
Initial reminder balloon lifetime
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Event logging level
Subfolders always available offline
Network and Dial-up Connections
Allow configuration of connection sharing
Printers
Allow printers to be published
Automatically new printers in active directory
pruning
published
printers
Key fingerprint = AF19 FA27 Allow
2F94 998D
FDB5ofDE3D
F8B5 06E4
A169 4E46
Printer browsing
Prune printers that are not automatically
republished
Directory pruning interval
Directory pruning retry
Directory pruning priority
Check published state
Web based printing
Custom support URL in the printer’s folders left
pane
Computer location
Pre-populate printer search location text
User Configuration
Software Settings
Software installation
Windows Settings
IE maintenance
Browser user interface
Browser Title
Animated Bitmaps
Custom Logo
Browser Toolbar buttons
Connection
Connection Settings
Automated Browser configuration
Key fingerprint = AF19 FA27 2F94 998D
FDB5
DE3D F8B5 06E4 A169 4E46
Proxy
settings
User agent strings
URLs
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Favorites and Links
Important URLs
Channels
Security
Security Zones and content ratings
Authenticode settings
Programs
Programs
Scripts
Logon
Key fingerprint = AF19 FA27 Logoff
2F94 998D FDB5 DE3D F8B5 06E4 A169 4E46
Security Settings
Public key policies
Enterprise trust
Remote Installation Service
Choice options
Folder Redirection
Application Data
Desktop
My Documents
My Pictures
Start Menu
Administrative Templates
Windows Components
Netmeeting
Enable automatic configuration
Disable directory services
Prevent adding directory servers
Prevent viewing web directory
Set the intranet support page
Set call security option
Prevent changing call placement method
Prevent automatic acceptance of calls
Prevent sending files
Prevent receiving files
Limit the size of sent files
Key fingerprint = AF19 FA27 2F94 998D
FDB5chat
DE3D F8B5 06E4 A169 4E46
Disable
Disable Netmeeting 2.X whiteboard
Disable whiteboard
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Disable Application sharing
Prevent sharing
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color
Audio
and
Video
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(ii)
Limit the bandwidth of audio
and video
Disable audio
Disable full duplex audio
Prevent changing direct sound audio
settings
Prevent sending video
Prevent receiving video
Options Page
Hide the general page
Disable the advanced calling button
Hide the security page
Hide the audio page
Hide the video page
Internet Explorer
Search: Disable search customization
Search: Disable find files via F3 within
browser
Disable external branding of IE
Disable importing and exporting of favorites
Disable changing advanced page settings
Disable changing home page settings
Use automatic detection for dial-up
connections
Disable
of auto-proxy
Key fingerprint = AF19 FA27 2F94 998D
FDB5caching
DE3D F8B5
06E4 A169 scripts
4E46
Display error message on proxy script
download failure
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Disable changing temporary internet files
settings
Disable changing history settings
Disable changing color settings
Disable changing link color settings
Disable changing font color settings
Disable changing language settings
Disable changing accessibility settings
Disable internet connection wizard
Disable connection settings
Disable
proxy
Key fingerprint = AF19 FA27 2F94 998D
FDB5changing
DE3D F8B5
06E4settings
A169 4E46
Disable changing automatic configuration
settings
Disable changing ratings settings
Disable changing certificate settings
Disable changing profile assistant settings
Disable autocomplete for forms
Do not allow autocomplete to save
passwords
Disable changing messaging settings
Disable changing calendar and contact
settings
Disable the reset web settings feature
Disable changing default browser check
Identity manager: Prevent users from using
Identities
Internet Control Panel
Disable the general page
Disable the security page
Disable the content page
Disable the connections page
Disable the programs page
Disable the advanced page
Offline Pages
Disable adding channels
Disable removing channels
Key fingerprint = AF19 FA27 2F94 998D FDB5
DE3D adding
F8B5 06E4
A169 4E46
Disable
schedules
for offline
pages
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Disable removing schedules for
offline pages
Disable offline pages hit logging
Disable all scheduled offline pages
Disable channel user interface
completely
Disable
downloading
of
site
subscription content
Disable
editing
of
Key fingerprint = AF19 FA27 2F94 998D FDB5
DE3D F8B5
06E4and
A169scheduling
4E46
scheduled groups
Subscription limit
Browser Menus
File menu: Disable Save as… menu
option
File menu: Disable New menu option
File menu:
Disable Open menu
option
File menu: Disable Save as Web
Page Complete
File menu: Disable closing browser
and explorer windows
View menu: Disable Full Screen
menu option
Hide Favorites menu
Tool menu:
Disable Internet
Options… menu option
Help menu: Remove “Tip of the
Day” menu option
Help menu: Remove “For Netscape
Users” menu option
Help menu: Remove Tour menu
option
Help menu:
Remove “Send
feedback” menu option
Key fingerprint = AF19 FA27 2F94 998D FDB5
DE3Dcontext
F8B5 06E4
A169 4E46
Disable
menu
Disable open in new window menu
option
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Disable save this program to disk
option
Toolbars
Disable customizing browser toolbar
buttons
Disable customizing browser tool
bars
Configure toolbar buttons
Persistence Behavior
File size limits for local machine
zones
Key fingerprint = AF19 FA27 2F94 998D
FDB5 DE3D F8B5 06E4 A169 4E46
File size limits for Intranet zone
File size limits for trusted sites zone
File size limits for Internet zone
File size limits for restricted sites
zone
Administrator Approval Controls
Media Player
Menu controls
Microsoft agent
Microsoft chat
Microsoft survey control
Shockwave flash
Netshow file transfer control
DHTML edit control
Microsoft scriptlet component
Carpoint
Investor
MSNBC
Windows Explorer
Common Open File Dialog
Hide the common dialog places bar
Hide the common dialog back button
Hide the dropdown list of recent files
Enable classic shell
Removes the folder options menu item from
Key fingerprint = AF19 FA27 the
2F94tools
998Dmenu
FDB5 DE3D F8B5 06E4 A169 4E46
Remove file menu form windows explorer
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Remove “Map network drive” and
“Disconnect network drive”
Remove search button for windows explorer
Disable window explorer’s default context
menu
Hides the manage item on the windows
explorer context menu
Only allow approved shell extensions
Do not track shell shortcuts during roaming
Hide these specified drives in My computer
Prevents
to drives
Key fingerprint = AF19 FA27 2F94 998D
FDB5 access
DE3D F8B5
06E4 from
A169 My
4E46computer
Hide hardware tab
Disable UI to chance menu animation
settings
Disable UI to change keyboard navigation
indicator settings
Disable DFS tab
No “Computers near me” in My network
place
No “Entire network” in My network place
Maximum number of recent documents
Do not request alternate credentials
Request credentials for network installations
Microsoft Management Console
Restrict the user form entering the author
mode
Restrict the users to the explicitly permitted
list of snap-ins
Restricted/Permitted Snap-ins
Active directory users and computers
Active directory sites and services
Certificates
Component Services
Computer management
Device manager
Disk Management
Key fingerprint = AF19 FA27 2F94 998D FDB5
F8B5 06E4 A169 4E46
DiskDE3D
Defragmenter
Distributed File System
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Event viewer
FAX service
Indexing service
Internet Authentication service
Internet information service
IP security
Local users and groups
Performance logs and alerts
QoS admission control
Removable storage management
Key fingerprint = AF19 FA27 2F94 998D FDB5
DE3Dand
F8B5remote
06E4 A169
4E46
Routing
access
Security Configuration and analysis
Security templates
Services
Shared folders
System information
Telephony
Terminal services configuration
VMI control
Extension Snap-ins
Apple Talk Routing
Certification Authority
Connection sharing (NAT)
DCOM configuration extension
Device manager
DHCP relay management
Event viewer
IAS Logging
IGMP routing
IPX routing
IPX RIP routing
IPX SAP routing
Logical and mapped drives
OSPF routing
Public Key policies
RAS dial-in
Key fingerprint = AF19 FA27 2F94 998D FDB5 DE3D
F8B5 06E4
A169 4E46
Remote
Access
Removable storage
RIP routing
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(iii)
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Routing
Send console message
Services dependencies
SMTP Protocol
SNMP
System properties
Group Policy
Group policy snap-in
Group policy tab for active
directory tools
Administrative
Key fingerprint = AF19 FA27 2F94 998D FDB5 DE3D
F8B5 06E4 A169 4E46templates
(Computers)
Administrative
templates
(Users)
Folder Redirection
Internet Explorer Maintenance
Remote installation service
Scripts (logon/logoff)
Scripts (startup/shutdown)
Security settings
Software
installation
(Computers)
Software installation (Users)
Task Scheduler
Hide property pages
Prevent task run or end
Disable Drag-and-drop
Disable new task creation
Disable task deletion
Disable advanced menu
Prohibit browse
Windows Installer
Always install with elevated privileges
Search order
Disable rollback
Disable media source for any install
Key fingerprint = AF19Start
FA27menu
2F94 998D
FDB5
DE3D F8B5 06E4 A169 4E46
and taskbar
Remove user’s folder from the start menu
Disable and remove links to windows update
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Remove common programs group form start menu
Remove documents menu form start menu
Disable programs on setting menu
Remove networks and dial-up connections from
start menu
Remove favorites menu from start menu
Remove search menu from start menu
Remove help menu from start menu
Remove run menu from start menu
Add logoff to start menu
logoff
the start
Key fingerprint = AF19 FA27 Disable
2F94 998D
FDB5on
DE3D
F8B5menu
06E4 A169 4E46
Disable and remove the shutdown command
Disable drag-and-drop context menus from the
start menu
Disable changes to taskbar and start menu settings
Disable context menus for the taskbar
Do not keep history of recently opened document
Clear history of recently opened documents on exit
Disable personalized menus
Disable user tracking
Add “Run in separate memory space” check box to
run dialog box
Do not use the search based method when
resolving shell shortcuts
Do not use the tracking based method when
resolving shell shortcuts
Gray unavailable windows installer programs
start menu shortcuts
Desktop
Hide all icons on Desktop
Remove my documents icon from desktop
Remove my documents icon from start menu
Hide my network places icon on desktop
Hide my Internet Explorer icon on desktop
Do not add shares of recently opened document to
My network place
Key fingerprint = AF19 FA27 Prohibit
2F94 998Dusers
FDB5from
DE3D
F8B5 06E4
4E46
changing
MyA169
Documents
path
Disable adding, dragging, dropping, and closing
the taskbar’s toolbar
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Disable adjusting taskbar’s toolbar
Don’t save settings at exit
Active desktop
Enable active desktop
Disable active desktop
Disable all items
Prohibit changes
Prohibit adding items
Prohibit deleting items
Prohibit editing items
Prohibit
items06E4 A169 4E46
Key fingerprint = AF19 FA27 2F94 998D
FDB5closing
DE3D F8B5
Add/delete items
Active desktop wallpaper
Allow only bitmapped wallpaper
Active directory
Maximum size of active directory searches
Enable filter to find dialog box
Hide active directory folder
Control panel
Disable Control Panel
Hide specified control panel applets
Show only specified control panel applets
Add/Remove programs
Disable Add/Remove programs
Hide change or remove program page
Hide add new programs page
Hide add remove windows components page
Hide the “Add a program from CD-ROM or
floppy disk” option
Hide the “Add the program from Microsoft”
option
Hide the “Add program from your network”
option
Go directly to the components wizard
Disable support information
Specify default category for Add new
Key fingerprint = AF19 FA27 programs
2F94 998D FDB5 DE3D F8B5 06E4 A169 4E46
Display
Disable display in control panel
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Hide background tab
Disable changing wallpaper
Hide appearance tab
Hide settings tab
Hide screen saver tab
No screen saver
Screen saver executable name
Password protect the screen saver
Printers
Disable deletion of printers
Disable
of printers
Key fingerprint = AF19 FA27 2F94 998D
FDB5addition
DE3D F8B5
06E4 A169 4E46
Browse the network to find printers
Default active directory path when
searching for printers
Browse a common web site to find printers
Regional options
Restrict selection of Windows 2000 menus
and dialogs language
Network
Offline files
Disable user configuration of offline files
Synchronize all offline files before logging
off
Action of server disconnect
Non-default server disconnect actions
Disable “make available offline”
Disable use of offline files folder
Administratively assign offline files
Disable reminder balloons
Reminder balloon frequency
Initial reminder balloon lifetime
Reminder balloon lifetime
Event logging level
Network and dialup connections
Disable deletion of RAS connections
Enable deletion of RAS connections
Key fingerprint = AF19 FA27 available
2F94 998D to
FDB5
DE3D F8B5 06E4 A169 4E46
all users
Enable connecting and disconnecting a RAS
connection
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Enable connecting and disconnecting a LAN
connection
Enable access to properties of a LAN
connection
Allow access to current user’s RAS
connection properties
Enable access to properties of RAS
connections available to all users
Enable renaming of connections, if
supported
Enable
of A169
RAS 4E46
connections
Key fingerprint = AF19 FA27 2F94 998D
FDB5 renaming
DE3D F8B5 06E4
belonging to the current user
Enable adding and removing components
for a RAS or a LAN connection
Allow connection components to be enabled
or disabled
Enable access to properties of components
of a LAN connection
Enable access to properties of components
of a RAS connection
Disable and enable the network connection
wizard
Enable status statistics for an active
connection
Enable the dial-up preferences item on the
advanced menu
Enable the advanced settings item on the
advanced menu
Allow configuration of connection sharing
Allow TCP/IP advanced configuration

©

System
Don’t display welcome screen at logon
Century interpretation for year 2000
Code signing for device drivers
Custom user interface
Key fingerprint = AF19 FA27 Disable
2F94 998D
DE3D F8B5
06E4 A169 4E46
theFDB5
command
prompt
Disable registry editing tools
Run only allowed windows applications
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Don’t run specified windows applications
Disable autoplay
Download missing COM components
Logon/Logoff
Disable task manager
Disable lock computer
Disable change password
Disable logoff
Run logon scripts synchronously
Run legacy logon scripts hidden
RunFDB5
logonDE3D
scripts
visible
Key fingerprint = AF19 FA27 2F94 998D
F8B5
06E4 A169 4E46
Run logoff scripts visible
Connect home directory to root of the share
Limit profile size
Exclude directories in roaming profile
Run these programs at user logon
Disable the run once list
Disable legacy run list
Group Policy
Group policy refresh interval for users
Group policy slow link detection
Group policy domain controller selection
Create new group policy object links disable
by default
Enforce show policies only
Disable automatic update of ADM files
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SOFTWARE SETTINGS
Software Installation
WINDOWS SETTINGS
Scripts (Startup / Shutdown)

Startup
Shutdown
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Security Settings
Account Policies
(2)
Password Policy
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Enforce
Key fingerprint = AF19 FA27 2F94 998D FDB5
DE3D password
F8B5 06E4history
A169 4E46
Determines the number of unique new
passwords that have to be associated with a user
account before an old password can be reused. The
value must be between 0 and 24 passwords.
By default, this setting is defined in the
Default Domain Group Policy object (GPO) and in
the local security policy of workstations and servers
with a value of 1.
The intent of this policy is to enable
administrators to enhance security by ensuring that
old passwords are not continually reused
[MSDN00].
Maximum password age
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te

20

Determines the period of time (in days) that
a password can be used before the system requires
the user to change it. You can set passwords to
expire after a number of days between 1 and 999, or
you can specify that passwords never expire by
setting the number of days to 0.
By default, this setting is defined in the
Default Domain Group Policy object (GPO) and in
the local security policy of workstations and servers
with a value of 42 [MSDN00].

Minimum password length

©

Determines the period of time (in days) that
a password must be used before the user can change
it. You can set values between 1 and 999 days, or
you can allow changes immediately by setting the
number of days to 0.
By DE3D
default,F8B5
this 06E4
setting
is 4E46
defined in the
Key fingerprint = AF19 FA27 2F94 998D FDB5
A169
Default Domain GPO and in the local security
policy of workstations and servers with a value of 0,
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which allows passwords to be changed
immediately.
Note: The minimum password age must be
less than the Maximum password age.
Configure the minimum password age to be
more than 0 if you would like to have entered a
value for Enforce password history to be effective.
Without a minimum password age, the user can
repeatedly cycle through passwords until they get to
an old favorite. The reason the default settings do
not adhere to this recommendation is to support the
scenario where an administrator specifies a
password
theF8B5
user 06E4
and requires
that user to
Key fingerprint = AF19 FA27 2F94 998D
FDB5 for
DE3D
A169 4E46
change the administrator-defined password when
the user logs on. If password history were set to 0,
then the user would not have to pick a new
password. Thus, password history is set to 1 by
default to handle this specific case [MSDN00].
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Determines the least number of characters a
user account's password may contain. You can set
values between 1 and 14 characters, or you can
establish that no password is required by setting the
number of characters to 0.
By default, this setting is defined in the
Default Domain Group Policy object (GPO) and in
the local security policy of workstations and servers
with a value of 0 [MSDN00].

Password
requirements

must

meet

complexity

Determines whether passwords must meet
complexity requirements.
By default, this setting is disabled in the
Default Domain Group Policy object (GPO) and in
the local security policy of workstations and
servers.
If this policy is enabled, then passwords
must meet the minimum requirements described in
the Notes section.

Notes
The default password filter (passfilt.dll)
Key fingerprint = AF19 FA27 2F94 998D
FDB5 with
DE3DWindows
F8B5 06E4
A169requires
4E46 that a
included
2000
password:
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Does not contain all or part of the user's
account name
Is at least six characters in length
Contains characters from three of the
following four categories:
English upper case characters (A..Z)
English lower case characters (a..z)
Base 10 digits (0..9)
Non-alphanumeric (For example, !,$#,%)
Complexity requirements are enforced upon
password change or creation.
To create custom password filters, refer to
the Microsoft
Platform
Software
Development
Kit
Key fingerprint = AF19 FA27 2F94 998D
FDB5 DE3D
F8B5 06E4
A169
4E46
and the Microsoft Knowledge Base [MSDN00].
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Store password using reversible
encryption
for all users in the domain
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Au

Determines whether Windows 2000 will
store passwords using reversible encryption.
The intent of this policy is to provide
support for applications that use protocols that
require knowledge of the user password for
authentication purposes. Storing passwords using
reversible encryption is essentially the same as
storing clear-text versions of the passwords. For this
reason, this policy should never be enabled unless
application requirements outweigh the need to
protect password information.
By default, this setting is disabled in the
Default Domain Group Policy object (GPO) and in
the local security policy of workstations and servers
[MSDN00].

User must log on to change password

©

SA

Determines whether users have to log on
before they can change their password.
By default, this setting is disabled in the
Default Domain Group Policy object (GPO) and in
the local security policy of workstations and
servers.
If this policy is enabled, then users have to
log on before changing their password. Thus, if a
user'sFDB5
password
the user
will
not be able to
Key fingerprint = AF19 FA27 2F94 998D
DE3Dexpires,
F8B5 06E4
A169
4E46
change the expired password, but must instead have
an administrator reset the password [MSDN00].
(3)
Account Lockout Policy
66
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Determines the number of failed logon
attempts that will cause a user account to be locked
out. A locked out account cannot be used until it is
reset by an administrator or the account lockout
duration has expired. You can set values between 1
and 999 failed logon attempts, or you can specify
that the account will never be locked out by setting
the value to 0.
By default, this setting is disabled in the
Default Domain Group Policy object (GPO) and in
the local security policy of workstations and
Key fingerprint = AF19 FA27 2F94 998D
FDB5 DE3D F8B5 06E4 A169 4E46
servers.
Note: Failed password attempts against
workstations or member servers that have been
locked using either CTRL+ALT+DELETE or
password-protected screen savers do not count as
failed logon attempts [MSDN00].

Account lockout threshold
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Determines the number of minutes a locked
out account remains locked out before automatically
becoming unlocked. The range is 1 to 99999
minutes. You can specify that the account will be
locked out until an administrator explicitly unlocks
it by setting the value to 0.
By default, this policy is not defined, since it
only has meaning when an Account lockout
threshold is specified.
If an Account lockout threshold is defined,
then the Account lockout duration must be greater
than or equal to the reset time [MSDN00].

Reset lockout counter after
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NS

Determines the number of minutes that must
elapse after a failed logon attempt before the bad
logon attempt counter is reset to 0 bad logons. The
range is 1 to 99999 minutes.
By default, this policy is not defined, since it
only has meaning when an Account lockout
threshold is specified.
If an Account lockout threshold is defined,
then this reset time must be less than or equal to the
Account lockout duration.
Key fingerprint = AF19 FA27 2F94 998D FDB5 DE3D F8B5 06E4 A169 4E46
(4)
Kerberos Policy

Enforce user logon restrictions
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Determines whether the Kerberos Key
Distribution Center (KDC) validates every request
for a session ticket against the user rights policy of
the target computer. Validation of each request for a
session ticket is optional because the extra step
takes time and may slow network access to services.
By default, this setting is enabled in the
Default Domain Group Policy object (GPO).
When this policy is enabled, the user
requesting the session ticket must have the right to
Log on locally (if the requested service is running
on the same machine) or the right to Access this
computer
theF8B5
network
(ifA169
the requested
Key fingerprint = AF19 FA27 2F94 998D
FDB5from
DE3D
06E4
4E46 service
is on a remote machine) in order to receive a session
ticket. If the policy is disabled, this check is not
performed [MSDN00].
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Determines the maximum amount of time
(in minutes) that a granted session ticket can be
used to access a particular service. The setting must
be greater than ten minutes and less than or equal to
the setting for Maximum lifetime for user ticket.
By default, this value is set to 600 minutes
(10 hours) in the Default Domain Group Policy
object (GPO).
Note: If a client presents an expired session
ticket when requesting a connection to a server, the
server returns an error message. The client must
request a new session ticket from the Kerberos Key
Distribution Center (KDC). Once a connection is
authenticated, however, it no longer matters
whether the session ticket remains valid. Session
tickets are used only to authenticate new
connections with servers. Ongoing operations are
not interrupted if the session ticket used to
authenticate the connection expires during the
connection [MSDN00].

Maximum lifetime for user ticket

Determines the maximum amount of time
(in hours) that a user's ticket-granting ticket (TGT)
may be used. When a user's TGT expires, a new one
must be requested or the existing one must be
Key fingerprint = AF19 FA27 2F94 998D
FDB5 DE3D F8B5 06E4 A169 4E46
"renewed."
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the Default Domain Group Policy object (GPO)
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Maximum lifetime for user ticket
renewal
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Determines the period of time (in days)
during which a user's ticket-granting ticket (TGT)
may be renewed.
By default, this setting is set to 7 days in the
Default Domain Group Policy object (GPO)
[MSDN00].

Maximum tolerance for computer
clock synchronization
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Determines the maximum time difference
(in minutes) that Kerberos will tolerate between the
time on a client's clock and the time on a server's
clock while still considering the two clocks
synchronous.
In order to prevent "replay attacks,"
Kerberos uses timestamps as part of its protocol
definition. For timestamps to work properly, the
clocks of the client and the server need to be in
synch as much as possible. In other words, both
computers need to be set to the same time and date.
Because the clocks of two computers are often out
of synch, administrators can use this policy to
establish the maximum acceptable difference to
Kerberos between a client's clock and server's
clock. If the difference between a client's clock and
the server's clock is less than the maximum time
difference specified in this policy, any timestamp
used in a session between the two computers will be
considered authentic.
By default, this value is set to 5 minutes in
the Default Domain Group Policy object (GPO)
[MSDN00].

Local Policies
(5)
Audit Policy

Audit account logon events
Determines whether to audit each instance
of aFDB5
user DE3D
loggingF8B5
on 06E4
or logging
off of another
Key fingerprint = AF19 FA27 2F94 998D
A169 4E46
computer where this computer was used to validate
the account.
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For domain controllers, this policy is
defined in the Default Domain Controllers Group
Policy object (GPO). The default setting is No
auditing.
If you define this policy setting, you can
specify whether to audit successes, audit failures, or
not to audit the event type at all. Success audits
generate an audit entry when account logon occurs
successfully. Failure audits generate an audit entry
when an attempted occurrence of the account logon
fails. You can select No auditing by defining the
policy setting and unchecking Success and Failure.
As DE3D
an example,
if success
auditing for
Key fingerprint = AF19 FA27 2F94 998D FDB5
F8B5 06E4
A169 4E46
account logon events is enabled on a domain
controller, then an entry is logged for each user
validated against that domain controller even
though the user is actually logging on to a
workstation that is joined to the domain [MSDN00].
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Determines whether to audit each event of
account management on a computer. Examples of
account management events include:
A user account or group is created,
changed, or deleted
A user account is renamed, disabled, or
enabled
A password is set or changed
By default, this value is set to No auditing
in the Default Domain Controller Group Policy
object (GPO) and in the local policies of
workstations and servers.
If you define this policy setting, you can
specify whether to audit successes, audit failures,
or not to audit the event type at all. Success audits
generate an audit entry when any account
management event is successful. Failure audits
generate an audit entry when any account
management event fails. You can select No
auditing by defining the policy setting and
unchecking Success and Failure [MSDN00].

Audit directory service access
Determines whether to audit the event of a
Key fingerprint = AF19 FA27 2F94 998D
DE3D
06E4
A169 4E46
userFDB5
accessing
anF8B5
Active
Directory
object that has
its own system access control list (SACL)
specified.
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By default, this value is set to No auditing
in the Default Domain Controller Group Policy
object (GPO) and remains undefined for
workstations and servers where it has no meaning.
If you define this policy setting, you can
specify whether to audit successes, audit failures,
or not to audit the event type at all. Success audits
generate an audit entry when a user successfully
accesses an Active Directory object that has a
SACL specified. Failure audits generate an audit
entry when a user unsuccessfully attempts to
access an Active Directory object that has a SACL
specified.
You can
select
NoA169
auditing
by defining
Key fingerprint = AF19 FA27 2F94 998D
FDB5 DE3D
F8B5
06E4
4E46
the policy setting and unchecking Success and
Failure.
Notes: You can set a SACL on an Active
Directory object using the Security tab on the
object's Properties page.
This is the same as Audit object access
except it applies only to Active Directory objects
rather than file system and registry objects
[MSDN00].

Audit logon events
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Determines whether to audit each instance
of a user logging on, logging off, or making a
network connection to this computer.
If you are auditing successful Audit account
logon events on a domain controller, then
workstation logons do not generate logon audits.
Only interactive and network logons to the domain
controller itself generate logon events. In short,
"account logon events" are generated where the
account lives. "Logon events" are generated where
the logon occurs.
By default, this value is set to No auditing in
the Default Domain Controller Group Policy object
(GPO) and in the local policies of workstations and
servers.
If you define this policy setting, you can
specify whether to audit successes, audit failures, or
not to audit the event type at all. Success audits
generate an audit entry when logon occurs
Key fingerprint = AF19 FA27 2F94 998D
FDB5 DE3D
F8B5
06E4generate
A169 4E46
successfully.
Failure
audits
an audit entry
when an attempted occurrence of the logon fails.
You can select No auditing by defining the policy
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Determines whether to audit the event of a
user accessing an object (for example, file, folder,
registry key, printer, and so forth) which has its own
system access control list (SACL) specified.
By default, this value is set to No auditing in
the Default Domain Controller Group Policy object
(GPO) and in the local policies of workstations and
servers.
If you define this policy setting, you can
Key fingerprint = AF19 FA27 2F94 998D
FDB5
DE3DtoF8B5
A169 audit
4E46failures, or
specify
whether
audit 06E4
successes,
not to audit the event type at all. Success audits
generate an audit entry when a user successfully
accesses an object that has a SACL specified.
Failure audits generate an audit entry when a user
unsuccessfully attempts to access an object that has
a SACL specified. You can select No auditing by
defining the policy setting and unchecking Success
and Failure.
Note: You can set a SACL on a file system
object using the Security tab on the object's
Properties page [MSDN00].

Audit policy change
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Determines whether to audit every incidence
of a change to user rights assignment policies, audit
policies, or trust policies.
By default, this value is set to No auditing in
the Default Domain Controller Group Policy object
(GPO) and in the local policies of workstations and
servers.
If you define this policy setting, you can
specify whether to audit successes, audit failures, or
not to audit the event type at all. Success audits
generate an audit entry when a change to user rights
assignment policies, audit policies, or trust policies
is successful. Failure audits generate an audit entry
when a change to user rights assignment policies,
audit policies, or trust policies fails. You can select
No auditing by defining the policy setting and
unchecking Success and Failure [MSDN00].
Key fingerprint = AF19 FA27 2F94 998D FDB5 DE3D F8B5 06E4 A169 4E46

Audit privilege use

Determines whether to audit each instance
of a user exercising a user right.
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By default, this value is set to No auditing in
the Default Domain Controller Group Policy object
(GPO) and in the local policies of workstations and
servers.
If you define this policy setting, you can
specify whether to audit successes, audit failures, or
not to audit the event type at all. Success audits
generate an audit entry when a user right is
successfully exercised. Failure audits generate an
audit entry when the exercise of a user right fails.
You can select No auditing by defining the policy
setting and unchecking Success and Failure.
Note:
By F8B5
default,
audits
are4E46
not generated
Key fingerprint = AF19 FA27 2F94 998D FDB5
DE3D
06E4
A169
for use of the following user rights even if success
or failure auditing is specified for audit privilege
use:
Bypass traverse checking
Debug programs
Create a token object
Replace process level token
Generate Security Audits
Backup files and directories
Restore files and directories
[MSDN00].

Audit process tracking
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Determines whether to audit detailed
tracking information for events such as program
activation, process exit, handle duplication, and
indirect object access.
By default, this value is set to No auditing in
the Default Domain Controller Group Policy object
(GPO) and in the local policies of workstations and
servers.
If you define this policy setting, you can
specify whether to audit successes, audit failures, or
not to audit the event type at all. Success audits
generate an audit entry when the process being
tracked is a success. Failure audits generate an audit
entry when the process being tracked fails. You can
select No auditing by defining the policy setting and
unchecking Success and Failure [MSDN00].

Audit system events

Key fingerprint = AF19 FA27 2F94 998D FDB5
DE3D F8B5
06E4toA169
4E46
Determines
whether
audit
when a user
restarts or shuts down the computer; or an event has
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occurred that affects either the system security or
the security log.
By default, this value is set to No auditing in
the Default Domain Controller Group Policy object
(GPO) and in the local policies of workstations and
servers.
If you define this policy setting, you can
specify whether to audit successes, audit failures, or
not to audit the event type at all. Success audits
generate an audit entry when a system event is
successfully executed. Failure audits generate an
audit entry when a system event is unsuccessfully
attempted.
You can
select
NoA169
auditing
Key fingerprint = AF19 FA27 2F94 998D
FDB5 DE3D
F8B5
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4E46by defining
the policy setting and unchecking Success and
Failure [MSDN00].
(6)
User Rights Assignment
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Determine which users and groups are
allowed to connect to the computer over the
network.
This user right is defined in the Default
Domain Controller Group Policy object (GPO) and
in the local security policy of workstations and
servers.
The default groups that have this right on
each platform are:
Workstations and Servers
Administrators
Backup Operators
Power Users
Users
Everyone
Domain Controllers
Administrators
Authenticated Users
Everyone
[MSDN00].

Act as part of the operating system
This policy allows a process to authenticate
as any user, and therefore gain access to the same
Key fingerprint = AF19 FA27 2F94 998D FDB5 DE3D F8B5 06E4 A169 4E46
resources as any user. Only low-level authentication
services should require this privilege.
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The potential access is not limited to what is
associated with the user by default, because the
calling process may request that arbitrary additional
accesses be put in the access token. Of even more
concern is that the calling process can build an
anonymous token that can provide any and all
accesses. Additionally, the anonymous token does
not provide a primary identity for tracking events in
the audit log.
Processes that require this privilege should
use the LocalSystem account, which already
includes this privilege, rather than using a separate
user FDB5
account
with F8B5
this privilege
specially
Key fingerprint = AF19 FA27 2F94 998D
DE3D
06E4 A169
4E46assigned.
By default, only the LocalSystem account
has the privilege to act as part of the operating
system [MSDN00].
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Determines which groups or users can add
workstations to a domain.
This policy is valid only on domain
controllers. By default, any authenticated user has
this right and can create up to ten computer
accounts in the domain.
Adding a computer account to the domain
allows the computer to participate in Active
Directory based networking. For example, adding a
workstation to a domain allows that workstation to
recognize accounts and groups that exist in Active
Directory.
The default group that has this right on
domain controllers is:
Authenticated Users
Note: Users that have the "Create Computer
Objects" permission on the Active Directory
Computers container can also create computer
accounts in the domain. The distinction is that users
with permissions on the container are not restricted
to the creation of only ten computer accounts.
Furthermore, computer accounts created by means
of the Add workstations to domain user right have
Domain Administrators as the owner of the
computer account, while computer accounts created
Key fingerprint = AF19 FA27 2F94 998D
F8B5 06E4 A169
by FDB5
means DE3D
of permissions
on 4E46
the computers
container have the creator as the owner of the
computer account. If a user has permissions on the
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container and also has the add workstation to
domain user right, then the computer is added based
on the computer container permissions rather than
the user right [MSDN00].
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Determines which users can circumvent file
and directory permissions for the purposes of
backing up the system.
Specifically, the privilege is similar to
granting the following permissions to the user or
group in question on all files and folders on the
system:
Key fingerprint = AF19 FA27 2F94 998D FDB5
DE3DFolder/Execute
F8B5 06E4 A169
Traverse
File4E46
List Folder/Read Data
Read Attributes
Read Extended Attributes
Read Permissions
This user right is defined in the Default
Domain Controller Group Policy object (GPO) and
in the local security policy of workstations and
servers.
The default groups that have this right on
each platform are:
Workstations and Servers
Administrators
Backup Operators
Domain Controllers
Administrators
Backup Operators
[MSDN00].

Bypass traverse checking
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Determines which users can traverse
directory trees even though the user may not have
permissions on the traversed directory. This privilege
does not allow the user to list the contents of a
directory, only to traverse directories.
This user right is defined in the Default
Domain Controller Group Policy object (GPO) and
in the local security policy of workstations and
servers.
The default groups that have this right on
each platform are:
Key fingerprint = AF19 FA27 2F94 998D FDB5
DE3D F8B5
A169 4E46
Workstations
and 06E4
Servers
Administrators
Backup Operators
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Power Users
Users
Everyone
Domain Controllers
Administrators
Authenticated Users
Everyone
[MSDN00].

Change the system time
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Determines which users and groups can
change the time and date on the internal clock of the
computer.
Key fingerprint = AF19 FA27 2F94 998D FDB5
A169 4E46
ThisDE3D
user F8B5
right 06E4
is defined
in the Default
Domain Controller Group Policy object (GPO) and
in the local security policy of workstations and
servers.
The default groups that have this right on
each platform are:
Workstations and Servers
Administrators
Power Users
Domain Controllers
Administrators
Server Operators
[MSDN00].

Create a pagefile

Determines which users and groups can
create and change the size of a pagefile. Creating a
pagefile is accomplished by specifying a paging file
size for a given drive in the System Properties
Performance Options.
This user right is defined in the Default
Domain Controller Group Policy object (GPO) and
in the local security policy of workstations and
servers.
The default is to allow administrators the
ability to create a pagefile [MSDN00].

Create a token object

Determines which accounts can be used by
processes to create a token which can then be used
to get access to any local resources when the
process uses NtCreateToken() or other tokenKey fingerprint = AF19 FA27 2F94 998D FDB5 DE3D F8B5 06E4 A169 4E46
creation APIs.
This user right is defined in the Default
Domain Controller Group Policy object (GPO) and
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in the local security policy of workstations and
servers.
It is recommended that processes requiring
this privilege use the LocalSystem account, which
already includes this privilege, rather than using a
separate user account with this privilege specially
assigned [MSDN00].

Create permanent shared objects
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Determines which accounts can be used by
processes to create a directory object in the
Windows 2000 object manager.
This privilege is useful to kernel-mode
Key fingerprint = AF19 FA27 2F94 998D
FDB5 DE3D
F8B5
A169
4E46
components
that plan
to 06E4
extend
the Windows
20000
object name space. Because components running in
kernel mode already have this privilege assigned to
them, it is not necessary to specifically assign this
privilege.
This user right is defined in the Default
Domain Controller Group Policy object (GPO) and
in the local security policy of workstations and
servers.
By default, LocalSystem is the only account
that has this right [MSDN00].

Debug programs
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Determines which users can attach a
debugger to any process. This privilege provides
powerful access to sensitive and critical operating
system components.
This user right is defined in the Default
Domain Controller Group Policy object (GPO) and
in the local security policy of workstations and
servers.
By default, only administrators and
LocalSystem accounts have the privileges to debug
programs [MSDN00].

Deny access to this computer from
the network

Determines which users are prevented from
accessing a computer over the network. This policy
setting supercedes the Access this computer from
the network policy setting if a user account is
subject
to both
policies.
Key fingerprint = AF19 FA27 2F94 998D
FDB5
DE3D
F8B5 06E4 A169 4E46
This user right is defined in the Default
Domain Controller Group Policy object (GPO) and
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in the local security policy of workstations and
servers [MSDN00].

Deny logon as a batch job
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Determines which accounts are prevented
from being able to log on as a batch job. This policy
setting supercedes the Log on as a batch job policy
setting if a user account is subject to both policies.
This user right is defined in the Default
Domain Controller Group Policy object (GPO) and
in the local security policy of workstations and
servers.
By default, there are no users denied logon
Key fingerprint = AF19 FA27 2F94 998D
FDB5job
DE3D
F8B5 06E4 A169 4E46
as a batch
[MSDN00].
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Determines which service accounts are
prevented from registering a process as a service.
This policy setting supercedes the Log on as a
service policy setting if an account is subject to both
policies.
This user right is defined in the Default
Domain Controller Group Policy object (GPO) and
in the local security policy of workstations and
servers.
By default, there are no accounts denied
logon as a service [MSDN00].

Deny logon locally

Determines which users are prevented from
logging on at the computer. This policy setting
supercedes the Log on locally policy setting if an
account is subject to both policies.
This user right is defined in the Default
Domain Controller Group Policy object (GPO) and
in the local security policy of workstations and
servers.
By default, there are no accounts denied the
ability to logon locally [MSDN00].

Enable computer and user accounts
to be trusted for delegation

Determines which users can set the Trusted
for Delegation setting on a user or computer object.
The user or object that is granted this
privilege
to the account
Key fingerprint = AF19 FA27 2F94 998D
FDB5must
DE3Dhave
F8B5write
06E4access
A169 4E46
control flags on the user or computer object. A
server process running on a computer (or under a
user context) that is trusted for delegation can
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access resources on another computer using a
client's delegated credentials, as long as the client's
account does not have the Account cannot be
delegated account control flag set.
This user right is defined in the Default
Domain Controller Group Policy object (GPO) and
in the local security policy of workstations and
servers.
The default groups that have this right on
each platform are:
Workstations and Servers (none)
Domain Controllers (Administrators)
Note:
Misuse
thisA169
privilege
Key fingerprint = AF19 FA27 2F94 998D FDB5
DE3D
F8B5 of
06E4
4E46 or of the
Trusted for Delegation setting could make the
network vulnerable to sophisticated attacks using
Trojan horse programs that impersonate incoming
clients and use their credentials to gain access to
network resources [MSDN00].
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Determines which users are allowed to shut
down a computer from a remote location on the
network.
This user right is defined in the Default
Domain Controller Group Policy object (GPO) and
in the local security policy of workstations and
servers.
The default groups that have this right on
each platform are:
Workstations and Servers (Administrators)
Domain Controllers (Administrators, Server
Operators) [MSDN00].

Generate security audits

©

SA

Determines which accounts can be used by a
process to add entries to the security log. The
security log is used to trace unauthorized system
access.
This user right is defined in the Default
Domain Controller Group Policy object (GPO) and
in the local security policy of workstations and
servers.
By default, only the LocalSystem account
Key fingerprint = AF19 FA27 2F94 998D FDB5 DE3D F8B5 06E4 A169 4E46
has the privilege to be used by processes to generate
security audits [MSDN00].

Increase quotas
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Determines which accounts can use a
process with write property access to another
process to increase the processor quota assigned to
the other process.
This user right is defined in the Default
Domain Controller Group Policy object (GPO) and
in the local security policy of workstations and
servers.
The default groups that have this right on
each platform are:
Workstations and Servers (Administrators)
Domain Controllers (Administrators)
Note:
This
privilege
is useful
Key fingerprint = AF19 FA27 2F94 998D FDB5
DE3D
F8B5
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4E46for system
tuning, but can be abused as in a denial-of-service
attack [MSDN00].
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Determines which accounts can use a
process with write property access to another
process to increase the execution priority assigned
to the other process. A user with this privilege can
change the scheduling priority of a process through
the Task Manager user interface.
This user right is defined in the Default
Domain Controller Group Policy object (GPO) and
in the local security policy of workstations and
servers.
The default groups that have this right on
each platform are:
Workstations and Servers (Administrators)
Domain
Controllers
(Administrators)
[MSDN00].

Load and unload device drivers
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Determines which users can dynamically
load and unload device drivers. This privilege is
necessary for installing drivers for Plug and Play
devices.
This user right is defined in the Default
Domain Controller Group Policy object (GPO) and
in the local security policy of workstations and
servers.
The default groups that have this right on
each platform are:
Key fingerprint = AF19 FA27 2F94 998D FDB5
DE3D F8B5
A169
4E46
Workstations
and06E4
Servers
(Administrators)
Domain
Controllers
(Administrators)
[MSDN00].
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This privilege is obsolete and, therefore, is
never checked.
This policy determines which accounts can
use a process to keep data in physical memory,
preventing the system from paging the data to
virtual memory on disk. Exercising this privilege
could significantly affect system performance
[MSDN00].
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Allows a user to be logged on by means of a
batch-queue facility.
Key fingerprint = AF19 FA27 2F94 998D FDB5
F8B5
06E4
A169submits
4E46 a job by
For DE3D
example,
when
a user
means of the task scheduler, the task scheduler logs
that user on as a batch user rather than as an
interactive user.
This user right is defined in the Default
Domain Controller Group Policy object (GPO) and
in the local security policy of workstations and
servers.
By default, only the LocalSystem account
has the privilege to be logged on as a batch job.
See also the Deny logon as a batch job
policy.
Note:
In the initial release of
Windows 2000, the task scheduler automatically
grants this right as necessary [MSDN00].

Log on as a service

Determines which service accounts can
register a process as a service.
This user right is defined in the Default
Domain Controller Group Policy object (GPO) and
in the local security policy of workstations and
servers.
By default, no accounts have the privilege to
log on as a service [MSDN00].

Log on locally

Determine which users can log on at the
computer.
This user right is defined in the Default
Domain Controller Group Policy object (GPO) and
in the
local
security
of workstations
and
Key fingerprint = AF19 FA27 2F94 998D
FDB5
DE3D
F8B5policy
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servers.
The default groups that have this right on
each platform are:
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Workstations and Servers
Administrators
Backup Operators
Power Users
Users
Guest
Domain Controllers
Account Operators
Administrators
Backup Operators
Print Operators
Note: To allow a user to log on locally to a
domain
controller,
you 06E4
have to
grant
this right by
Key fingerprint = AF19 FA27 2F94 998D
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means of the Default Domain Controller GPO
[MSDN00].
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Determines which users can specify object
access auditing options for individual resources
such as files, Active Directory objects, and registry
keys.
A user with this right can use the security
tab in the security permission set editor's Properties
dialog box to specify auditing options for the
selected object.
This user right is defined in the Default
Domain Controller Group Policy object (GPO) and
in the local security policy of workstations and
servers.
By default, only administrators have the
privilege to manage auditing and the security log.
Note: This policy does not allow a user to
specify that file and object access auditing be
enabled in general. In order for such auditing to take
place, the Audit object access setting under Audit
Policies must be configured.
Audited events are viewed in the security
log of the Event Viewer. A user with this policy can
also view and clear the security log [MSDN00].

Modify firmware environment values

Allows a user to modify system-wide
environment variables.
This user right is defined in the Default
Key fingerprint = AF19 FA27 2F94 998D
FDB5
DE3D F8B5
06E4
A169
4E46(GPO) and
Domain
Controller
Group
Policy
object
in the local security policy of workstations and
servers.
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By default, only administrators and
LocalSystem accounts have the privilege to modify
firmware environment variables [MSDN00].

Profile single process
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Determines
which
users
can
use
Windows NT and Windows 2000 performance
monitoring tools to monitor the performance of
non-system processes.
This user right is defined in the Default
Domain Controller Group Policy object (GPO) and
in the local security policy of workstations and
servers.
Key fingerprint = AF19 FA27 2F94 998D FDB5
F8B5 only
06E4 A169
4E46
By DE3D
default,
administrators
and
LocalSystem accounts have the privilege to profile
a single non-system process [MSDN00].
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Profile system performance
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Determines
which
users
can
use
Windows NT and Windows 2000 performance
monitoring tools to monitor the performance of
system processes.
This user right is defined in the Default
Domain Controller Group Policy object (GPO) and
in the local security policy of workstations and
servers.
By default, only administrators and
LocalSystem accounts have the privilege to profile
a single non-system process [MSDN00].

Remove
station

computer from

docking
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Determines which users can undock a laptop
computer from its docking station.
This user right is defined in the Default
Domain Controller Group Policy object (GPO) and
in the local security policy of workstations and
servers.
On
servers
and
workstations,
Administrators, Power Users, and Users have the
right to remove a laptop computer from its docking
station on computers that contain "clean
installations" of Windows 2000 (that is, they
weren't upgraded from a previous version of
Windows).
If youF8B5
have06E4
upgraded
the computer's
Key fingerprint = AF19 FA27 2F94 998D
FDB5 DE3D
A169 4E46
operating
system
from
Windows NT
to
Windows 2000, this right to remove the laptop
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computer from its docking station must be explicitly
granted to the appropriate group or user [MSDN00].

Replace a process level token
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Determines which user accounts can initiate
a process to replace the default token associated
with a launched sub-process.
This user right is defined in the Default
Domain Controller Group Policy object (GPO) and
in the local security policy of workstations and
servers.
By default, only LocalSystem accounts have
this privilege [MSDN00].
Key fingerprint = AF19 FA27 2F94 998D FDB5
DE3Dfiles
F8B5and
06E4
A169 4E46
Restore
directories
Determines which users can circumvent file
and directory permissions when restoring backed up
files and directories, and which users can set any
valid security principal as the owner of an object.
This user right is defined in the Default
Domain Controller Group Policy object (GPO) and
in the local security policy of workstations and
servers.
The default groups that have this right on
each platform are:
Workstations and Servers (Administrators &
Backup Operators)
Domain
Controllers
(Administrators,
Backup Operators, Server Operators) [MSDN00].

Shut down the system
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Determines which users logged on locally to
the computer can shut down the operating system
using the Shut Down command.
This user right is defined in the Default
Domain Controller Group Policy object (GPO) and
in the local security policy of workstations and
servers.
The default groups that have this right on
each platform are:
Workstations and Servers
Administrators
Backup Operators
Power Users
Users
Key fingerprint = AF19 FA27 2F94 998D FDB5 DE3D F8B5 06E4 A169 4E46
Domain Controllers
Account Operators
Administrators
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Backup Operators
Server Operators
Print Operators
[MSDN00].
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Synchronize Directory Service Data
This policy setting is not used in the initial
release of Windows 2000.

Take ownership of files and other
objects
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Determines which users can take ownership
of any securable object in the system including
Active Directory objects, files and folders, printers,
Key fingerprint = AF19 FA27 2F94 998D FDB5 DE3D F8B5 06E4 A169 4E46
registry keys, processes, and threads.
This user right is defined in the Default
Domain Controller Group Policy object (GPO) and
in the local security policy of workstations and
servers.
By default, only administrators have the
privilege to take ownership of files or other objects
[MSDN00].
(7)
Security Options

for

00

-2

Additional
restrictions
anonymous connections
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Determines what additional restrictions
should be placed on anonymous connections to the
computer. Windows 2000 allows anonymous users
to perform certain activities such as enumerating the
names of domain accounts and network shares. This
is convenient, for example, when an administrator
wants to grant access to users in a trusted domain
that does not maintain a reciprocal trust. By default,
an anonymous user has the same access that is
granted to the Everyone group for a given resource.
This security option allows additional restrictions to
be placed on anonymous connections as follows:
None. Rely on default permissions [MSDN00].

Do not allow enumeration of SAM
accounts and shares.

This option replaces "Everyone" with
"Authenticated Users" in the security permissions
Key fingerprint = AF19 FA27 2F94 998D
DE3D F8B5
4E46 explicit
for FDB5
resources.
No 06E4
accessA169
without
anonymous
permissions.
This option removes "Everyone" and "Network"
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from the anonymous users token; thus requiring that
"Anonymous" be given explicit access to any
required resources. This policy is defined by default
in Local Computer Policy. By default, no additional
restrictions are in place for anonymous connections
[W2RK00].

Allow server operators to schedule
tasks (domain controllers only)
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Determines if Server Operators are allowed
to submit jobs by means of the AT schedule facility.
By default, you must be an administrator in order to
submit jobs by means of the AT scheduler.
Key fingerprint = AF19 FA27 2F94 998D
FDB5 DE3D
F8B5 06E4
A169 4E46
Enabling
this security
policy
setting allows
members of the Server Operators group to submit
AT schedule jobs on Domain Controllers without
having to make them Administrators. This policy is
not defined by default [W2RK00].
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Allow system to shut down without
having to log on
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Determines whether a computer can be shut
down without having to log on to Windows. When
this policy is enabled, the Shut Down command is
available on the Windows logon screen. When this
policy is disabled, the option to shut down the
computer does not appear on the Windows logon
screen. In this case, users must be able to log on to
the computer successfully and have the Shut down
the system user right in order to perform a system
shutdown [W2RK00].

Allowed to reject removable NTFS
media
Determines who is allowed to eject
removable NTFS media from the computer. This
policy is defined by default in Local Computer
Policy. By default, only administrators have the
right to eject removable NTFS media. This policy
setting can be modified to provide any interactive
user with the ability to eject removable NTFS media
from the computer [W2RK00].

Amount of idle time required before
disconnecting session

Key fingerprint = AF19 FA27 2F94 998D FDB5
DE3D F8B5
A169
4E46
Determines
the 06E4
amount
of continuous
idle
time that must pass in a Server Message Block
(SMB) session before the session is disconnected
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due to inactivity. Administrators can use this policy
to control when a computer disconnects an inactive
SMB session. If client activity resumes, the session
is automatically reestablished.
This policy is
defined for servers by default in Local Computer
Policy with a default value of 15 minutes. This
policy is not defined on workstations. For this
policy setting, a value of 0 means to disconnect an
idle session as quickly as reasonably possible
[W2RK00].
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Audit the access of global system
objects
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Key fingerprint = AF19 FA27 2F94 998D FDB5
DE3D F8B5
06E4access
A169of
4E46
Determines
whether
global system
objects will be audited. When this policy is
enabled, it causes system objects such as events,
semaphores, and DOS Devices to be created with a
default system access control list (SACL). If the
Audit object access audit policy is also enabled,
then access to these system objects will be audited.
This policy is defined by default in Local Computer
Policy where it is disabled by default [W2RK00].
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Audit use of backup and restore
privilege
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Determines whether to audit every use of
user rights including Backup and Restore. If you
enable this policy, and if the Audit privilege use
policy is enabled and in effect, then any instance of
user rights being exercised will be recorded in the
security log. If you disable this policy, when users
use Backup or Restore privileges, those events will
not be audited even when Audit Privilege Use is
enabled. You should disable this policy if you want
to contain the growth of the security log. This
policy is defined by default in Local Computer
Policy where it is disabled by default [W2RK00].

Automatically log off users when log
on time expires

Determines whether to disconnect users that
are connected to the local machine outside of their
user account's valid logon hours. This setting affects
the Server Message Block (SMB) component of a
Windows
server.
this policy
Key fingerprint = AF19 FA27 2F94 998D
FDB52000
DE3D
F8B5 When
06E4 A169
4E46is enabled,
it causes client sessions with the SMB server to be
forcibly disconnected when the client's logon hours
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expire. If this policy is disabled, an established
client session is allowed to be maintained after the
client's logon hours have expired [W2RK00].
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Automatically log off users when log
on time expires (local)
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Determines whether to disconnect users that
are connected to the local machine outside of their
user account's valid logon hours. This setting affects
the Server Message Block (SMB) component of a
Windows 2000 server. When this policy is enabled,
it causes client sessions with the SMB server to be
forcibly disconnected when the client's logon hours
Key fingerprint = AF19 FA27 2F94 998D
FDB5
F8B5 06E4
A169 4E46
expire.
If DE3D
this policy
is disabled,
an established
client session is allowed to be maintained after the
client's logon hours have expired. This policy is
defined by default in Local Computer Policy, where
it is enabled by default [W2RK00].
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system shuts down
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Determines whether the virtual memory
pagefile should be cleared when the system is shut
down. Windows 2000 virtual memory support uses
a system pagefile to swap pages of memory to disk
when they are not being actively used. On a running
system, this pagefile is opened exclusively by the
operating system and is well protected. However,
systems that are configured to allow booting to
other operating systems might want to ensure that
system pagefile is wiped clean when Windows 2000
shuts down. This ensures that sensitive information
from process memory that might have made it into
the pagefile is not available to an unauthorized user
who has managed to directly access the page file.
When this policy is enabled, it causes the system
pagefile to be cleared upon clean shutdown.
Enabling this security option also causes the
hibernation file (hiberfil.sys) to be zeroed out when
hibernation is disabled on a laptop system. When
this policy is disabled, the virtual memory pagefile
is not cleared during system shutdown. This policy
is defined by default in Local Computer Policy,
where
it is disabled
by default
[W2RK00].
Key fingerprint = AF19 FA27 2F94 998D
FDB5
DE3D F8B5
06E4 A169
4E46

Digitally sign client communications
(always)
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If this policy is enabled, it requires the
Windows 2000 Server Message Block (SMB)
server to perform SMB packet signing. This policy
is defined by default in Local Computer Policy,
where it is disabled by default [W2RK00].

Digitally sign client communications
(when possible)

re
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If this policy is enabled, it causes the
Windows 2000 Server Message Block (SMB)
server to perform SMB packet signing. This policy
is disabled by default on workstation and server
platforms in Local Computer Policy. This policy is
Key fingerprint = AF19 FA27 2F94 998D
FDB5
F8B5
A169
4E46
enabled
byDE3D
default
on 06E4
Domain
Controllers
in the
Default Domain Controllers Group Policy object
(GPO) [W2RK00].
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(always)
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Determines whether the computer will
always digitally sign client communications. The
Windows 2000 Server Message Block (SMB)
authentication
protocol
supports
mutual
authentication, which closes a "man-in-the-middle"
attack, and supports message authentication, which
prevents active message attacks. SMB signing
provides this authentication by placing a digital
signature into each SMB, which is then verified by
both the client and the server. In order to use SMB
signing, you must either enable it or require it on
both the SMB client and the SMB server. If SMB
signing is enabled on a server, then clients that are
also enabled for SMB signing will use the packet
signing protocol during all subsequent sessions. If
SMB signing is required on a server, then a client
will not be able to establish a session unless it is at
least enabled for SMB signing. If this policy is
enabled, it requires the Windows 2000 SMB client
to perform SMB packet signing. If this policy is
disabled, it does not require the SMB client to sign
packets. This policy is defined by default in Local
Computer Policy, where it is disabled by default
[W2RK00].

Digitally
sign 06E4
serverA169
communications
Key fingerprint = AF19 FA27 2F94 998D FDB5
DE3D F8B5
4E46
(when possible)
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If this policy is enabled, it causes the
Windows 2000 Server Message Block (SMB) client
to perform SMB packet signing when
communicating with an SMB server that is enabled
or required to perform SMB packet signing. This
policy is defined by default in Local Computer
Policy, where it is enabled by default [W2RK00].

CTRL+ALT+DEL
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Determines
whether
pressing
CTRL+ALT+DEL is required before a user can log
on. If this policy is enabled on a computer, a user is
Key fingerprint = AF19 FA27 2F94 998D
FDB5 DE3D
F8B5
06E4 A169 4E46in order to
not required
to press
CTRL+ALT+DEL
log on. Not having to press CTRL+ALT+DEL
leaves the user susceptible to attacks that attempt to
intercept
the
user's password.
Requiring
CTRL+ALT+DEL before logon ensures that the
user is communicating by means of a trusted path
when entering their password. If this policy is
disabled, then any user is required to press
CTRL+ALT+DEL before logging on to Windows
(unless they are using a smart card for Windows
logon). This policy is disabled by default on
workstations and servers that are joined to a
domain. It is enabled by default on stand-alone
workstations [W2RK00].

Do not display last user name in
logon screen
Determines whether the name of the last
user to logon to the computer is displayed in the
Windows logon screen. If this policy is enabled,
the name of the last user to successfully logon is not
displayed in the Log On to Windows dialog box. If
this policy is disabled, the name of the last user to
logon is displayed. This policy is defined by default
in Local Computer Policy, where it is disabled by
default [W2RK00].

LAN Manager Authentication level

Determines
which
challenge/response
authentication protocol is used for network logons.
The choice affects the level of authentication
protocol
clients,
Key fingerprint = AF19 FA27 2F94 998D
FDB5used
DE3DbyF8B5
06E4the
A169level
4E46of session
security negotiated, and the level of authentication
accepted by servers as follows:
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Send LM & NTLM responses: Clients use
LM and NTLM authentication, and never use
NTLMv2 session security; Domain Controllers
(DCs) accept LM, NTLM, and NTLMv2
authentication.
Send LM & NTLM - use NTLMv2 session
security if negotiated: Clients use LM and NTLM
authentication, and use NTLMv2 session security if
server supports it; DCs accept LM, NTLM, and
NTLMv2 authentication.
Send NTLM response only: Clients use
NTLM authentication only, and use NTLMv2
session
security
server
supports
it; DCs accept
Key fingerprint = AF19 FA27 2F94 998D
FDB5
DE3DifF8B5
06E4
A169 4E46
LM, NTLM, and NTLMv2 authentication.
Send NTLMv2 response only: Clients use
NTLMv2 authentication only, and use NTLMv2
session security if server supports it; DCs accept
LM, NTLM, and NTLMv2 authentication.
Send NTLMv2 response only\refuse LM:
Clients use NTLMv2 authentication only, and use
NTLMv2 session security if server supports it; DCs
refuse LM (accept only NTLM and NTLMv2
authentication).
Send NTLMv2 response only\refuse LM &
NTLM: Clients use NTLMv2 authentication only,
and use NTLMv2 session security if server supports
it; DCs refuse LM and NTLM (accept only
NTLMv2 authentication).
The default setting for servers is Send LM &
NTLM responses. This setting can affect the ability
of Windows 2000 computers to communicate with
Windows NT 4.0 and earlier clients over the
network. For example, at the time of this writing,
Windows NT 4.0 computers prior to SP4 do not
support NTLMv2. Win9x computers do not support
NTLM [W2RK00].

Message text for users attempting to
logon

Specifies a text message that is displayed to
users when they log on. This text is often used for
legal reasons, such as to warn users about the
ramifications of misusing company information or
Key fingerprint = AF19 FA27 2F94 998D
FDB5
DE3D
06E4 A169
to warn
them
that F8B5
their actions
may 4E46
be audited. For
servers, this policy is enabled but there is no default
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text specified. This policy is not defined for
workstations by default [W2RK00].

Message title for users attempting to
logon
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Allows the specification of a title to appear
in the title bar of the window that contains the
Message text for users attempting to log on. For
servers, this policy is enabled but there is no default
text specified. This policy is not defined for
workstations by default [W2RK00].

Number of previous logons to cache
(in case
controller
is not
available)
Key fingerprint = AF19 FA27 2F94 998D
FDB5domain
DE3D F8B5
06E4 A169
4E46
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Determines the number of times a user can
log on to a Windows domain using cached account
information. Windows 2000 caches previous users'
logon information locally so that they will be able
to log on in the event that a domain controller is
unavailable during subsequent logon attempts. If a
domain controller is unavailable and a user's logon
information is cached, the user will be prompted
with a dialog that reads: A domain controller for
your domain could not be contacted. You have been
logged on using cached account information.
Changes to your profile since you last logged on
may not be available. If a domain controller is
unavailable and a user's logon information is not
cached, the user is prompted with this message:
The system cannot log you on now because the
domain <DOMAIN_NAME> is not available.
In this policy setting, a value of 0 disables
logon caching. Any value above 50 will only cache
50 logon attempts. For servers, this policy is defined
by default in Local Computer Policy and the default
value is 10 logons [W2RK00].

Prevent system maintenance
computer account password

of

©

Determines whether the computer account
password should be prevented from being reset
every week. As a part of Windows 2000 security,
computer account passwords are changed
automatically every seven days. If this policy is
enabled,
theDE3D
machine
is prevented
requesting a
Key fingerprint = AF19 FA27 2F94 998D
FDB5
F8B5
06E4 A169from
4E46
weekly password change. If this policy is disabled,
a new password for the computer account will be
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generated every week. This policy is defined by
default in Local Computer Policy where it is
disabled by default [W2RK00].
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Prevent users form installing print
drivers

re
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Determines whether members of the Users
group are prevented from installing print drivers. If
this policy is enabled, it prevents users from
installing printer drivers on the local machine. This
prevents users from "Adding Printers" when the
device driver does not exist on the local machine. If
this policy is disabled, then a member of the Users
Key fingerprint = AF19 FA27 2F94 998D
A169
groupFDB5
can DE3D
install F8B5
printer06E4
drivers
on4E46
the computer.
By default, this setting is enabled on servers and
disabled on workstations [W2RK00].
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Prompt user to change password
before expiration
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Determines how far in advance Windows
2000 should warn users that their password is about
to expire. By giving the user advanced warning, the
user has time to construct a sufficiently strong
password. By default, this value is set to 14 days
[W2RK00].
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Recovery console: Allow automatic
administrative logon
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By default, the Recovery Console requires
you to provide the password for the Administrator
account before accessing the system. If this option
is set, the Recovery Console does not require you to
provide a password and will automatically log on to
the system [W2RK00].

Recovery console: Allow floppy copy
and access to all drivers and all folders

©

SA

Enabling this option enables the Recovery
Console SET command, which allows you to set the
following Recovery Console environment variables:
AllowWildCards - Enable wildcard support
for some commands (such as the DEL command).
AllowAllPaths - Allow access to all files
and folders on the computer.
AllowRemovableMedia - Allow files to be
Key fingerprint = AF19 FA27 2F94 998D
FDB5
DE3D F8B5
06E4
A169
copied
to removable
media,
such
as a4E46
floppy disk.
NoCopyPrompt - Do not prompt when
overwriting an existing file.
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By default, the SET command is disabled
and all these variables are not enabled[W2RK00].
Rename administrators account
Determines whether a different account
name will be associated with the security identifier
(SID) for the account "Administrator." By
associating the Administrator SID with another
account, you will no longer have an account named
"Administrator," which is often a point of attack by
hackers [W2RK00].
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Rename administrator account
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Determines whether a different account
Key fingerprint = AF19 FA27 2F94 998D
DE3D
F8B5 06E4
4E46 identifier
nameFDB5
will be
associated
with A169
the security
(SID) for the account "Administrator." By
associating the Administrator SID with another
account, you will no longer have an account named
"Administrator," which is often a point of attack by
hackers [W2RK00].

Rename guest account
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Determines whether a different account
name will be associated with the security identifier
(SID) for the account "Guest." By associating the
Guest SID with another account, you will no longer
have an account named "Guest," which is often a
point of attack by hackers [W2RK00].
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Restrict CD-Rom access to locally
logged on user only
Determines whether a CD-ROM is
accessible to both local and remote users
simultaneously. If enabled, this policy allows only
the interactively logged-on user to access removable
CD-ROM media. If no one is logged on
interactively, the CD-ROM may be shared over the
network. If this policy is disabled, then the local
user and remote users can access the CD-ROM
simultaneously [W2RK00].

Restrict floppy access to locally
logged on user only

Determines whether removable floppy
media is accessible to both local and remote users
simultaneously. If enabled, this policy allows only
the interactively
user
to access
Key fingerprint = AF19 FA27 2F94 998D
FDB5 DE3Dlogged-on
F8B5 06E4
A169
4E46 removable
floppy media. If no one is logged on interactively,
the floppy media may be shared over the network. If
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this policy is disabled, then the local user and
remote users can access the floppy media
simultaneously [W2RK00].
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Secure channel: Digitally encrypt or
sign secure channel data (always)
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Determines whether the computer will
always digitally encrypt or sign secure channel data.
When a Windows 2000 system joins a domain, a
computer account is created. Thereafter, when the
system boots, it uses the password for that account
to create a secure channel with the domain
controller for its domain. Requests sent on the
Key fingerprint = AF19 FA27 2F94 998D
FDB5
DE3D are
F8B5
06E4 A169 4E46
secure
channel
authenticated,
and sensitive
information (such as passwords) is encrypted, but
the channel is not integrity checked and not all
information is encrypted. If this policy is enabled,
all outgoing secure channel traffic must be either
signed or encrypted. If this policy is disabled,
signing and encryption are negotiated with the
domain controller. By default, this policy is
disabled. This option should only be enabled if all
of the domain controllers in all the trusted domains
support signing and sealing. If this parameter is
enabled, then Secure channel: Digitally sign secure
channel data (when possible) is automatically
enabled [W2RK00].

Secure channel: Digitally encrypt
secure channel data (when possible)
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Determines whether the computer will
always digitally encrypt or sign secure channel data.
When a Windows 2000 system joins a domain, a
computer account is created. Thereafter, when the
system boots, it uses the password for that account
to create a secure channel with the domain
controller for its domain. Requests sent on the
secure channel are authenticated, and sensitive
information (such as passwords) is encrypted, but
the channel is not integrity checked and not all
information is encrypted. If this policy is enabled,
all outgoing secure channel traffic should be
encrypted. If this policy is disabled, outgoing
secure
channel
be 4E46
encrypted. By
Key fingerprint = AF19 FA27 2F94 998D
FDB5
DE3Dtraffic
F8B5will
06E4not
A169
default, this option is enabled [W2RK00].
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Secure channel: Digitally
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Determines whether the computer will
always digitally encrypt or sign secure channel data.
When a Windows 2000 system joins a domain, a
computer account is created. Thereafter, when the
system boots, it uses the password for that account
to create a secure channel with the domain
controller for its domain. Requests sent on the
secure channel are authenticated, and sensitive
information (such as passwords) is encrypted, but
the channel is not integrity checked and not all
Key fingerprint = AF19 FA27 2F94 998D
FDB5 DE3D
F8B5 06E4
A169
4E46is enabled,
information
is encrypted.
If this
policy
all outgoing secure channel traffic should be signed.
If this policy is disabled, no outgoing secure
channel traffic will be signed. By default, this
option is enabled. If Secure channel: Digitally
encrypt secure channel data (when possible) is
enabled, it will override any setting for this option
and force it to be enabled [W2RK00].
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Secure channel: Require strong
(Windows 2000 or later) session key
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If this policy is enabled, all outgoing secure
channel traffic will require a strong (Windows 2000
or later) encryption key. If this policy is disabled,
the key strength is negotiated with the DC. This
option should only be enabled if all of the DCs in
all trusted domains support strong keys. By default,
this value is disabled [W2RK00].

Secure system partition (for RISC
Platforms only)
If this policy is enabled, only administrative
access is allowed to a RISC-based system partition
(which must be FAT) while the operating system is
running [W2RK00].

Send unencrypted password
connect to third party SMB servers

to

If this policy is enabled, the Server Message
Block (SMB) redirector is allowed to send cleartext passwords to non-Microsoft SMB servers
which do not support password encryption during
Key fingerprint = AF19 FA27 2F94 998D
FDB5 DE3DBy
F8B5
06E4this
A169
4E46is disabled
authentication.
default,
option
[W2RK00].
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Determines whether the system should shut
down if it is unable to log security events. If this
policy is enabled, it causes the system to halt if a
security audit cannot be logged for any reason.
Typically, an event will fail to be logged when the
security audit log is full and the retention method
specified for the security log is either Do Not
Overwrite Events or Overwrite Events by Days. If
the security log is full and an existing entry cannot
be overwritten and this security option is enabled,
Key fingerprint = AF19 FA27 2F94 998D
FDB5 DE3D
4E46
the following
blueF8B5
screen06E4
errorA169
will occur:
STOP:
C0000244
{Audit
Failed}
An attempt to generate a security audit failed.
To recover, an administrator must log on,
archive the log (if desired), clear the log, and reset
this option as desired. By default, this policy is
disabled [W2RK00].
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Smart card removal behavior
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Determines what should happen when the
smart card for a logged-on user is removed from the
smart card reader. The options are: 1) No Action 2)
Lock Workstation 3) Force Logoff 4) By default,
No Action is specified. If Lock Workstation is
specified, then the workstation is locked when the
smart card is removed allowing users to leave the
area, take their smart card with them, and still
maintain a protected session. If Force Logoff is
specified, then the user is automatically logged off
when the smart card is removed [W2RK00].

Strengthen default permissions of
global system objects (e.g. Symbolic links)

©

SA

Determines the strength of the default
discretionary access control list (DACL) for objects.
Windows 2000 maintains a global list of shared
system resources such as DOS device names,
mutexes, and semaphores. In this way, objects can
be located and shared among processes. Each type
of object is created with a default DACL that
specifies who can access the objects with what
permissions.
If this
policy
enabled,
Key fingerprint = AF19 FA27 2F94 998D
FDB5 DE3D
F8B5
06E4isA169
4E46the default
DACL is stronger, allowing non-admin users to
read shared objects, but not modify shared objects
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that they did not create. By default, this option is
enabled [W2RK00].

Unsigned driver installation behavior
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Determines what should happen when an
attempt is made to install a device driver (by means
of the Windows 2000 device installer) that has not
been certified by the Windows Hardware Quality
Lab (WHQL). The options are: 1) Silently succeed
2) Warn but allow installation 3) Do not allow
installation 4) The default setting is to Warn but
allow installation [W2RK00].
Unsigned non-driver installation behavior
Key fingerprint = AF19 FA27 2F94 998D FDB5
DE3D F8B5
A169happen
4E46 when an
Determines
what06E4
should
attempt is made to install any non-device driver
software that has not been certified. The options
are: 1) Silently succeed 2) Warn but allow
installation 3) Do not allow installation 4) The
default setting is to Silently succeed [W2RK00].
Event Logs
(8)
Settings for Event Logs
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Maximum application log size
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Specifies the maximum size for the
application event log. The default is 512KB, and
the maximum size is 4GB.
Note: The Event Log folder that contains
this policy is available only in Group Policy objects
associated with domains, OUs, and sites. The Event
Log folder does not appear in the Local Computer
Policy object [MSDN00].

Maximum security log size
Specifies the maximum size for the security
event log. The default is 512KB, and the maximum
size is 4GB.
Note: The Event Log folder that contains
this policy is available only in Group Policy objects
associated with domains, OUs, and sites. The Event
Log folder does not appear in the Local Computer
Policy object [MSDN00].

Maximum system log size
Specifies the maximum size for the system
eventFDB5
log. The
default
512KB,
and
the maximum
Key fingerprint = AF19 FA27 2F94 998D
DE3D
F8B5is06E4
A169
4E46
size is 4GB.
Note: The Event Log folder that contains
this policy is available only in Group Policy objects
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associated with domains, OUs, and sites. The Event
Log folder does not appear in the Local Computer
Policy object [MSDN00].

Restrict guest access to application
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If this policy is enabled, guests are
prevented from access to the application event log.
By default, this policy is disabled.
Note: The Event Log folder that contains
this policy is available only in Group Policy objects
associated with domains, OUs, and sites. The Event
Log folder does not appear in the Local Computer
Key fingerprint = AF19 FA27 2F94 998D
FDB5
DE3D
F8B5 06E4 A169 4E46
Policy
object
[MSDN00].
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If this policy is enabled, guests are
prevented from access to the security event log.
By default, this policy is disabled.
Note: A user must possess the Manage
auditing and security log user right in order to
access the security log. The Event Log folder that
contains this policy is available only in Group
Policy objects associated with domains, OUs, and
sites. The Event Log folder does not appear in the
Local Computer Policy object [MSDN00].

Restrict guest access to system log
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If this policy is enabled, guests are
prevented from access to the system event log.
By default, this policy is disabled.
Note: The Event Log folder that contains
this policy is available only in Group Policy objects
associated with domains, OUs, and sites. The Event
Log folder does not appear in the Local Computer
Policy object [MSDN00].

Retain application log

©

SA

Determines the number of days' worth of
events that should be retained for the application log
if the retention method for the application log is "By
Days."
Set this value only if you archive the log at
scheduled intervals and make sure that the
Maximum application log size is large enough to
accommodate
the interval.
Key fingerprint = AF19 FA27 2F94 998D
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Note: The Event Log folder that contains
this policy is available only in Group Policy objects
associated with domains, OUs, and sites. The Event
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Log folder does not appear in the Local Computer
Policy object [MSDN00].
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Determines the number of days' worth of
events that should be retained for the security log if
the retention method for the security log is "By
Days."
Set this value only if you archive the log at
scheduled intervals and make sure that the
maximum security log size is large enough to
accommodate the interval.
Note: The Event Log folder that contains
Key fingerprint = AF19 FA27 2F94 998D
FDB5 is
DE3D
F8B5only
06E4inA169
this policy
available
Group4E46
Policy objects
associated with domains, OUs, and sites. The Event
Log folder does not appear in the Local Computer
Policy object [MSDN00].
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Determines the number of days' worth of
events that should be retained for the system log if
the retention method for the system log is "By
Days."
Set this value only if you archive the log at
scheduled intervals and make sure that the
Maximum system log size is large enough to
accommodate the interval.
Note: The Event Log folder that contains
this policy is available only in Group Policy objects
associated with domains, OUs, and sites. The Event
Log folder does not appear in the Local Computer
Policy object [MSDN00].

Retention method for application log
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Determines the "wrapping" method for the
application log.
If you do not archive the application log,
specify Overwrite events as needed.
If you archive the log at scheduled intervals,
specify Overwrite events by days and specify the
appropriate number of days in the retain application
log setting. Make sure the Maximum application log
size is large enough to accommodate the interval.
If you must retain all the events in the log,
select Do not overwrite events. This option requires
Key fingerprint = AF19 FA27 2F94 998D FDB5 DE3D F8B5 06E4 A169 4E46
that the log be cleared manually. In this case, when
the maximum log size is reached, new events will
be discarded.
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Note: The Event Log folder that contains
this policy is available only in Group Policy objects
associated with domains, OUs, and sites. The Event
Log folder does not appear in the Local Computer
Policy object [MSDN00].

Retention method for security log
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Determines the "wrapping" method for the
security log.
If you do not archive the security log,
specify Overwrite events as needed.
If you archive the log at scheduled intervals,
specify Overwrite events by days and specify the
Key fingerprint = AF19 FA27 2F94 998D
FDB5 DE3D
F8B5
06E4
4E46security log
appropriate
number
of days
in A169
the retain
setting. Make sure the Maximum security log size is
large enough to accommodate the interval.
If you must retain all the events in the log,
select Do not overwrite events. This option requires
that the log be cleared manually. In this case, when
the maximum log size is reached, new events will
be discarded.
Note: The Event Log folder that contains
this policy is available only in Group Policy objects
associated with domains, OUs, and sites. The Event
Log folder does not appear in the Local Computer
Policy object [MSDN00].

Retention method for system log
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Determines the "wrapping" method for the
system log.
If you do not archive the system log, specify
Overwrite events as needed.
If you archive the log at scheduled intervals,
specify Overwrite events by days and specify the
appropriate number of days in the retain system log
setting. Make sure the Maximum system log size is
large enough to accommodate the interval.
If you must retain all the events in the log,
select Do not overwrite events. This option requires
that the log be cleared manually. In this case, when
the maximum log size is reached, new events will
be discarded.
Note: The Event Log folder that contains
this policy is available only in Group Policy objects
Key fingerprint = AF19 FA27 2F94 998D
FDB5 with
DE3D
F8B5 06E4
4E46 The Event
associated
domains,
OUs,A169
and sites.
Log folder does not appear in the Local Computer
Policy object [MSDN00].
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Shut down the computer when the
security audit log is full
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Use Shut down system immediately if
unable to log security audits instead of this policy
setting.
Note: The Event Log folder that contains
this policy is available only in Group Policy objects
associated with domains, OUs, and sites. The Event
Log folder does not appear in the Local Computer
Policy object [MSDN00].
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Restricted Groups
System Services
Key fingerprintRegistry
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File System
Public Key Policies
IP Security Policies on Active Directory
ADMINISTRATIVE TEMPLATES
Windows Components
Net Meeting
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Disable remote desktop sharing
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Disables the remote desktop sharing feature of
NetMeeting. Users will not be able to set it up or use it for
controlling their computers remotely. The NetMeeting
folder containing this policy is created by the Conf.adm
administrative template. Conf.adm is included in
Windows 2000, but does not load in Group Policy
automatically. To display the NetMeeting folder, add the
Conf.adm administrative template to Group Policy
[MSDN00].
Internet Explorer

Security Zones: Use only machine settings
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Applies security zone information to all users of the
same computer. A security zone is a group of Web sites
with the same security level.
If you enable this policy, changes that the user
makes to a security zone will apply to all users of that
computer.
If you disable this policy or do not configure it,
users of the same computer can establish their own security
zone settings.
This policy is intended to ensure that security zone
apply
uniformly
to the 06E4
sameA169
computer
Key fingerprint = AF19 FA27 settings
2F94 998D
FDB5
DE3D F8B5
4E46and do not
vary from user to user [MSDN00].
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Prevents users from changing security zone settings.
A security zone is a group of Web sites with the same
security level.
If you enable this policy, the Custom Level button
and security-level slider on the Security tab in the Internet
Options dialog box are disabled.
If you disable this policy or do not configure it,
users can change the settings for security zones.
This policy prevents users from changing security
zone settings established by the administrator.
Key fingerprint = AF19 FA27 2F94 998D
F8B5the
06E4
A169 4E46
Note:FDB5
The DE3D
"Disable
Security
page" policy
(located
in
\User
Configuration\Administrative
Templates\Windows
Components\Internet
Explorer\Internet Control Panel), which removes the
Security tab from Internet Explorer in Control Panel, takes
precedence over this policy. If it is enabled, this policy is
ignored [MSDN00].

Do not allow users to
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add/delete sites
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Prevents users from adding or removing sites from
security zones. A security zone is a group of Web sites with
the same security level.
If you enable this policy, the site management
settings for security zones are disabled. (To see the site
management settings for security zones, in the Internet
Options dialog box, click the Security tab, and then click
the Sites button.)
If you disable this policy or do not configure it,
users can add Web sites to or remove sites from the Trusted
Sites and Restricted Sites zones, and alter settings for the
Local Intranet zone.
This policy prevents users from changing site
management settings for security zones established by the
administrator.
Note: The "Disable the Security page" policy
(located
in
\User
Configuration\Administrative
Templates\Windows
Components\Internet
Explorer\Internet Control Panel), which removes the
Security tab from the interface, takes precedence over this
If it is
enabled,
thisF8B5
policy
is ignored
[MSDN00].
Key fingerprint = AF19 FA27 policy.
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Make proxy settings per machine

Applies proxy settings to all users of the same
computer.
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If you enable this policy, users cannot set userspecific proxy settings. They must use the zones created for
all users of the computer.
If you disable this policy or do not configure it,
users of the same computer can establish their own proxy
settings.
This policy is intended to ensure that proxy settings
apply uniformly to the same computer and do not vary from
user to user [MSDN00].
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Prevents Internet Explorer from automatically
Key fingerprint = AF19 FA27 installing
2F94 998D
FDB5 DE3D F8B5 06E4 A169 4E46
components.
If you enable this policy, it prevents Internet
Explorer from downloading a component when users
browse to a Web site that needs that component.
If you disable this policy or do not configure it,
users will be prompted to download and install a
component when visiting a Web site that uses that
component.
This policy is intended to help the administrator
control which components the user installs [MSDN00].
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Disable periodic check for IE software
updates
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Prevents Internet Explorer from checking whether a
new version of the browser is available.
If you enable this policy, it prevents Internet
Explorer from checking to see whether it is the latest
available browser version and notifying users if a new
version is available.
If you disable this policy or do not configure it,
Internet Explorer checks every 30 days by default, and then
notifies users if a new version is available.
This policy is intended to help the administrator
maintain version control for Internet Explorer by
preventing users from being notified about new versions of
the browser [MSDN00].

Disable software update shell notifications
on program launch

Specifies that programs using the Microsoft
Software Distribution Channel will not notify users when
new components.
The Software
Distribution
Key fingerprint = AF19 FA27 they
2F94 install
998D FDB5
DE3D F8B5 06E4
A169 4E46
Channel is a means of updating software dynamically on
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users' computers by using Open Software Distribution
(.osd) technologies.
If you enable this policy, users will not be notified
if their programs are updated using Software Distribution
Channels.
If you disable this policy or do not configure it,
users will be notified before their programs are updated.
This policy is intended for administrators who want
to use Software Distribution Channels to update their users'
programs without user intervention [MSDN00].
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Prevents the Internet Explorer splash screen from
Key fingerprint = AF19 FA27 appearing
2F94 998Dwhen
FDB5
DE3D
06E4 A169 4E46
users
startF8B5
the browser.
If you enable this policy, the splash screen, which
displays the program name, licensing, and copyright
information, is not displayed.
If you disable this policy or do not configure it, the
splash screen will be displayed when users start their
browsers [MSDN00].
Task Scheduler
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Hide property pages
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Prevents users from viewing and changing the
properties of an existing task.
This policy removes the Properties item from the
File menu in Scheduled Tasks and from the context menu
that appears when you right-click a task. As a result, users
cannot change any properties of a task. They can only see
the properties that appear in Detail view and in the task
preview.
This policy prevents users from viewing and
changing characteristics such as the program the task runs,
its schedule details, idle time and power management
settings, and its security context.
Note: This policy appears in the Computer
Configuration and User Configuration folders. if both
policies are configured, the setting in Computer
Configuration takes precedence over the setting in User
Configuration.
Tip: This policy affects existing tasks only. To
prevent users from changing the properties of newly
created tasks, use the "Disable Advanced Menu" policy
[MSDN00].
Key fingerprint = AF19 FA27 2F94 998D FDB5 DE3D F8B5 06E4 A169 4E46

Prevent task run or end

Prevents users from starting and stopping tasks
manually.
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This policy removes the Run and End Task items
from the context menu that appears when you right-click a
task. As a result, users cannot start tasks manually or force
tasks to end before they are finished.
Note: This policy appears in the Computer
Configuration and User Configuration folders. if both
policies are configured, the setting in Computer
Configuration takes precedence over the setting in User
Configuration [MSDN00].
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Prevents users from adding or removing tasks by
moving or copying programs in the Scheduled Tasks
Key fingerprint = AF19 FA27 folder.
2F94 998D FDB5 DE3D F8B5 06E4 A169 4E46
This policy disables the Cut, Copy, Paste, and Paste
shortcut items on the context menu and the Edit menu in
Scheduled Tasks. It also disables the drag-and-drop
features of the Scheduled Tasks folder.
As a results, users cannot add new scheduled tasks
by dragging, moving, or copying a document or program
into the Scheduled tasks folder.
This policy does not prevent users from using other
methods to create new tasks and it does not prevent users
from deleting tasks.
Note: This policy appears in the Computer
Configuration and User Configuration folders. if both
policies are configured, the setting in Computer
Configuration takes precedence over the setting in User
Configuration [MSDN00].

Disable new task creation
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Prevents users from creating new tasks.
This policy removes the Add Scheduled Task item
that starts the New Task wizard. Also, the system does not
respond when users try to move, paste, or drag programs or
documents into the Scheduled Tasks folder.
Note: This policy appears in the Computer
Configuration and User Configuration folders. if both
policies are configured, the setting in Computer
Configuration takes precedence over the setting in User
Configuration.
Important: This policy does not prevent
administrators of a computer from using At.exe to create
new tasks or prevent administrators from submitting tasks
Key fingerprint = AF19 FA27 from
2F94 remote
998D FDB5
DE3D[MSDN00].
F8B5 06E4 A169 4E46
computers

Disable task deletion
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Prevents users from deleting tasks from the
Scheduled Tasks folder.
This policy removes the Delete item from the Edit
menu in the Scheduled Tasks folder and from the menu that
appears when you right-click a task. Also, the system does
not respond when users try to cut or drag a task from the
Scheduled Tasks folder.
Note: This policy appears in the Computer
Configuration and User Configuration folders. if both
policies are configured, the setting in Computer
Configuration takes precedence over the setting in User
Configuration.
Important:
This F8B5
policy
does 4E46
not prevent
Key fingerprint = AF19 FA27 2F94 998D
FDB5 DE3D
06E4 A169
administrators of a computer from using At.exe to delete
tasks [MSDN00].
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Prevents users from viewing or changing the
properties of newly created tasks.
This policy removes the "Open advanced properties
for this task when I click Finish" item from the last page of
the Scheduled Task wizard.
This policy prevents users from viewing and
changing task characteristics, such as the program the task
runs, details of its schedule, idle time and power
management settings, and its security context. It is designed
to simplify task creation for beginning users.
Note: This policy appears in the Computer
Configuration and User Configuration folders. if both
policies are configured, the setting in Computer
Configuration takes precedence over the setting in User
Configuration.
Tip: This policy affects newly created tasks only.
To prevent users from changing the properties of existing
tasks, use the "Hide Property Pages" policy [MSDN00].

Prohibit browse

©

Limits newly scheduled items on the user's Start
menu and prevents the user from changing the scheduled
program for existing tasks.
This policy removes the Browse button from the
Schedule Task wizard and from the Task tab of the
properties dialog box for a task. Also, users cannot edit the
"Run" box or the "Start in" box that determine the program
Key fingerprint = AF19 FA27 and
2F94path
998D
forFDB5
a task.DE3D F8B5 06E4 A169 4E46
As a result, when users create a task, they must
select a program from the list in the Scheduled Task
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wizard, which displays only the tasks that appear on the
Start menu and its submenus. Once a task is created, users
cannot change the program a task runs.
Important: This policy does not prevent users from
creating a new task by pasting or dragging any program
into the Scheduled Tasks folder. To prevent this action, use
the "Disable Drag-and-Drop" policy.
Note: This policy appears in the Computer
Configuration and User Configuration folders. if both
policies are configured, the setting in Computer
Configuration takes precedence over the setting in User
Configuration [MSDN00].
Installer
Key fingerprintWindows
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Disables or restricts the use of Windows Installer.
This policy can prevent users from installing
software on their systems or permit users to install only
those programs offered by a system administrator.
If you enable this policy, you can use the options in
the Disable Windows Installer box to establish an
installation policy.
-The "Never" option indicates that Windows
Installer is fully enabled. Users can install and upgrade
software. Windows Installer is enabled by default on
Windows 2000.
-The "For non-managed apps only" option
permits users to install only those programs that a system
administrator assigns (offers on the desktop) or publishes
(adds them to Add/Remove Programs).
-- The "Always" option indicates that Windows
Installer is disabled.
This policy affects Windows Installer only. It does
not prevent users from using other methods to install and
upgrade programs [MSDN00].

Always install with elevated privileges

©

Directs Windows Installer to use system
permissions when it installs any program on the system.
This policy extends elevated privileges to all
programs. These privileges are usually reserved for
programs that have been assigned to the user (offered on
the desktop), assigned to the computer (installed
automatically), or made available in Add/Remove
Key fingerprint = AF19 FA27 Programs
2F94 998DinFDB5
DE3D
F8B5
06E4
A169lets
4E46
Control
Panel.
This
policy
users install
programs that require access to directories that the user
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might not have permission to view or change, including
directories on highly restricted computers.
If you disable this policy or do not configure it, the
system applies the current user's permissions when it
installs programs that a system administrator does not
distribute or offer.
Note: This policy appears both in the Computer
Configuration and User Configuration folders. To make
this policy effective, you must enable the policy in both
folders.
Caution: Skilled users can take advantage of the
permissions this policy grants to change their privileges and
access
restricted
and
folders. Note
Key fingerprint = AF19 FA27 gain
2F94permanent
998D FDB5
DE3DtoF8B5
06E4files
A169
4E46
that the User Configuration version of this policy is not
guaranteed to be secure [MSDN00].
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Prohibits Windows Installer from generating and
saving the files it needs to reverse an interrupted or
unsuccessful installation.
This policy prevents Windows Installer from
recording the original state of the system and sequence of
changes it makes during installation. It also prevents
Windows Installer from retaining files it intends to delete
later. As a result, Windows installer cannot restore the
computer to its original state if the installation does not
complete.
This policy is designed to reduce the amount of
temporary disk space required to install programs. Also, it
prevents malicious users from interrupting an installation to
gather data about the internal state of the computer or to
search secure system files. However, because an
incomplete installation can render the system or a program
inoperable, do not use this policy unless essential.
This policy appears in the Computer Configuration
and User Configuration folders. If the policy is enabled in
either folder, it is considered be enabled, even if it is
explicitly disabled in the other folder [MSDN00].

Disable browse dialog box for new source

Prevents users from searching for installation files
when they add features or components to an installed
program.
This policy disables the Browse button beside the
Key fingerprint = AF19 FA27 Use
2F94feature
998D FDB5
DE3D
F8B5
06E4 A169
4E46dialog box.
from list
in the
Windows
Installer
As a result, users must select an installation file source
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from the Use features from list that the system
administrator configures.
This policy applies even when the installation is
running in the user's security context.
If you disable this policy or do not configure it, the
Browse button is enabled when an installation is running in
the user's security context, but only system administrators
can browse when an installation is running with elevated
system privileges, such as installations offered on the
desktop or in Add/Remove Programs.
This policy affects Windows Installer only. It does
not prevent users from selecting other browsers, such
or My
Network
Places,
to search for
Key fingerprint = AF19 FA27 Windows
2F94 998DExplorer
FDB5 DE3D
F8B5
06E4 A169
4E46
installation files [MSDN00].

Disable patching
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Prevents users from using Windows Installer to
install patches.
Patches are updates or upgrades that replace only
those program files that have changed. Because patches can
be easy vehicles for malicious programs, some installations
prohibit their use.
Note: This policy applies only to installations that
run in the user's security context. By default, users who are
not system administrators cannot apply patches to
installations that run with elevated system privileges, such
as those offered on the desktop or in Add/Remove
Programs [MSDN00].
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Disable IE security prompt for windows
installer script
Allows Web-based programs to install software on
the computer without notifying the user.
By default, when a script hosted by an Internet
browser tries to install a program on the system, the system
warns users and allows them to select or refuse the
installation. This policy suppresses the warning and allows
the installation to proceed.
This policy is designed for enterprises that use
Web-based tools to distribute programs to their employees.
However, because this policy can pose a security risk, it
should be applied cautiously [MSDN00].

Enable user control over installs
Permits
users
to F8B5
change
installation
options that
Key fingerprint = AF19 FA27 2F94 998D
FDB5
DE3D
06E4
A169 4E46
typically are available only to system administrators.
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This policy bypasses some of the security features
of Windows Installer. It permits installations to complete
that otherwise would be halted due to a security violation.
The security features of Windows Installer prevent
users from changing installation options typically reserved
for system administrators, such as specifying the directory
to which files are installed. If Windows Installer detects
that an installation package has permitted the user to
change a protected option, it stops the installation and
displays a message. These security features operate only
when the installation program is running in a privileged
security context in which it has access to directories denied
the 998D
user. FDB5 DE3D F8B5 06E4 A169 4E46
Key fingerprint = AF19 FA27 to
2F94
This policy is designed for less restrictive
environments. It can be used to circumvent errors in an
installation program that prevent software from being
installed [MSDN00].
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Enable user to browse the source while
elevated
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Allows users to search for installation files during
privileged installations.
This policy enables the Browse button on the "Use
feature from" dialog box. As a result, users can search for
installation files, even when the installation program is
running with elevated system privileges. By default, only
system administrators can browse during installations with
elevated privileges, such as installations offered on the
desktop or displayed in Add/Remove Programs.
Because the installation is running with elevated
system privileges, users can browse through directories that
their own permissions would not allow.
This policy does not affect installations that run in
the user's security context. Also, see the "Disable browse
dialog box for new source" policy [MSDN00].

Enable user to use media source while
elevated

©

Allows users to install programs from removable
media, such as floppy disks and CD-ROMs, during
privileged installations.
This policy permits all users to install programs
from removable media, even when the installation program
running
with elevated
system
Key fingerprint = AF19 FA27 is
2F94
998D FDB5
DE3D F8B5
06E4privileges.
A169 4E46By default,
users can install programs from removable media only
when the installation runs in the user's security context.
During privileged installations, such as those offered on the
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desktop or displayed in Add/Remove Programs, only
system administrators can install from removable media.
This policy does not affect installations that run in
the user's security context. By default, users can install
from removable media when the installation runs in their
own security context [MSDN00].

Enable user to patch elevated products
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Allows users to upgrade programs during privileged
installations.
This policy permits all users to install patches, even
when the installation program is running with elevated
system privileges. Patches are updates or upgrades that
Key fingerprint = AF19 FA27 replace
2F94 998D
FDB5
DE3D
F8B5 06E4
only
those
program
files A169
that 4E46
have changed.
Because patches can easily be vehicles for malicious
programs, some installations prohibit their use.
By default, only system administrators can apply
patches during installations with elevated privileges, such
as installations offered on the desktop or displayed in
Add/Remove Programs.
This policy does not affect installations that run in
the user's security context. By default, users can install
patches to programs that run in their own security context.
Also, see the "Disable patching" policy [MSDN00].

00

Allow admin to install from terminal
services session
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Allows Terminal Services administrators to install
and configure programs remotely.
By default, system administrators can install
programs only when system administrators are logged on to
the computer on which the program is being installed. This
policy creates a special exception for computers running
Terminal Services.
This policy affects system administrators only.
Other users cannot install programs remotely [MSDN00].

Cache transforms in secure location on
workstation

©

Saves copies of transform files in a secure location
on the local computer.
Transform files consist of instructions to modify or
customize a program during installation. By default,
Windows Installer stores transform files in the Application
in the
user's
profile.
user reinstalls,
Key fingerprint = AF19 FA27 Data
2F94 directory
998D FDB5
DE3D
F8B5
06E4When
A169a4E46
removes, or repairs an installation, the transform file is
available, even if the user is on a different computer or isn’t
connected to the network.
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If you enable this policy, the transform file is saved
in a secure location on the user's computer instead of in the
user profile. Because Windows Installer requires the
transform file in order to repeat an installation in which the
transform file was used, the user must be using the same
computer or be connected to the original or identical media
to reinstall, remove, or repair the installation.
This policy is designed for enterprises that must
take special precautions to prevent unauthorized or
malicious editing of transform files [MSDN00].
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Specifies the types of events that Windows Installer
Key fingerprint = AF19 FA27 records
2F94 998D
DE3D F8B5
4E46 The log,
in itsFDB5
transaction
log for06E4
eachA169
installation.
Msi.log, appears in the Temp directory of the system
volume.
When you enable this policy, you can specify the
types of events you want Windows Installer to record. To
indicate that an event type is recorded, type the letter
representing the event type. You can type the letters in any
order and list as many or as few event types as you desire.
To disable logging, delete all of the letters from the
box.
If you disable this policy or do not configure it,
Windows Installer logs the default event types, represented
by the letters "iweap" [MSDN00].
System

Remove security option from start menu
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Removes the Windows Security item from the Settings
menu on Terminal Services clients.
If you enable this policy, the Windows Security item does
not appear in Settings menu on the Start menu. As a result, users
must type a security attention sequence, such as Ctrl+Alt+End, to
open the Windows Security dialog box on a Terminal Services
client.
This policy is designed to prevent inexperienced users from
logging on to Terminal Services inadvertently [MSDN00].

Remove disconnect item from start menu

Removes the Disconnect item from the Shut Down
Windows dialog box on Terminal Services clients.
If you enable this policy, the Disconnect item does not
appear in the drop-down list of options in the Shut Down Windows
dialog box. As a result, Terminal Services users cannot use this
Key fingerprint = AF19 FA27 2F94 998D FDB5 DE3D F8B5 06E4 A169 4E46
familiar method to disconnect their client from a Terminal Services
server.
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Disable Boot / Shutdown / Logon / Logoff status
messages
Suppresses system status messages.
If you enable this policy, the system does not display a
message reminding users to wait while their system starts or shuts
down, or while users log on or off [MSDN00].
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Verbose vs. normal status messages
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Directs the system to display highly detailed status
messages.
Key fingerprint = AF19 FA27 2F94 998D FDB5 DE3D F8B5 06E4 A169 4E46
If you enable this policy, the system displays status
message that reflect each step in the process of starting, shutting
down, logging on or logging off the system.
This policy is designed for sophisticated users that require
this information.
Note: This policy is ignored if the "Disable Boot /
Shutdown / Logon / Logoff status messages" policy is enabled
[MSDN00].
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Display autoplay
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Disables the Autoplay feature.
Autoplay begins reading from a drive as soon as you insert
media in the drive. As a result, the setup file of programs and the
music on audio media starts immediately.
By default, Autoplay is disabled on removable drives, such
as the floppy disk drive (but not the CD-ROM drive), and on
network drives.
If you enable this policy, you can also disable Autoplay on
CD-ROM drives, or disable Autoplay on all drives.
This policy disables Autoplay on additional types of drives.
You cannot use this policy to enable Autoplay on drives on which
it is disabled by default.
Note: This policy appears in both the Computer
Configuration and User Configuration folders. If the settings
conflict, the setting in Computer Configuration takes precedence
over the setting in User Configuration [MSDN00].

Don’t display welcome screen at logon

Suppresses the "Getting Started with Windows 2000"
welcome screen.
This policy hides the welcome screen that is displayed on
2000
Professional
eachF8B5
time the
user
logs4E46
on.
Key fingerprint = AF19Windows
FA27 2F94
998D
FDB5 DE3D
06E4
A169
Users can still display the "Getting Started with Windows
2000" welcome screen by selecting it from the Start menu or by
typing "Welcome" in the Run dialog box.
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This policy applies only to Windows 2000 Professional. It
does not affect the "Configure Your Server on a Windows 2000
Server" screen on Windows 2000 Server.
Note: This policy appears in the Computer Configuration
and User Configuration folders. if both policies are configured, the
setting in Computer Configuration takes precedence over the
setting in User Configuration.
Tip: To display the welcome screen, click Start, point to
Programs, point to Accessories, point to System Tools, and then
click "Getting Started." To suppress the welcome screen without
setting a policy, clear the "Show this screen at startup" check box
on the welcome screen [MSDN00].
Key fingerprint = AF19 FA27 Run
2F94 these
998D FDB5
DE3Dat
F8B5
A169 4E46
programs
user06E4
logon
Specifies additional programs or documents that Windows
starts automatically when a user logs on to the system.
To use this policy, click Show, click Add and, in the text
box, type the name of the executable program (.exe) file or
document file. Unless the file is located in the %Systemroot%
directory, you must specify the fully qualified path to the file.
Note: This policy appears in the Computer Configuration
and User Configuration folders. if both policies are configured, the
system starts the programs specified in the Computer
Configuration policy just before it starts the programs specified in
the User Configuration policy [MSDN00].
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Disable the run once list
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Ignores customized run-once lists.
You can create a customized list of additional programs
and documents that are started automatically the next time the
system starts (but not thereafter). These programs are added to the
standard list of programs and services that the system starts.
If you enable this policy, the system ignores the run-once
list.
If you disable this policy, or do not configure it, the system
runs the programs in the run-once list.
This policy appears in the Computer Configuration and
User Configuration folders. if both policies are configured, the
setting in Computer Configuration takes precedence over the
setting in User Configuration.
Tip: Customized run-once lists are stored in the registry in
HKEY_LOCAL_MACHINE\Software\Microsoft\Windows\Curre
ntVersion\RunOnce [MSDN00].

Disable legacy run list

Key fingerprint = AF19 FA27 2F94 998D FDB5 DE3D F8B5 06E4 A169 4E46
Ignores the customized run list for Windows NT 4.0 and
earlier.
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On Windows 2000 and Windows NT 4.0 and earlier, you
can create a customized list of additional programs and documents
that the system starts automatically when it starts. These programs
are added to the standard run list of programs and services that the
system starts.
If you disable this policy, or do not configure it, Windows
2000 adds any customized run list configured for Windows NT 4.0
and earlier to its run list.
If you enable this policy, the system ignores the run list for
Windows NT 4.0 and earlier.
This policy appears in the Computer Configuration and
User Configuration folders. if both policies are configured, the
in Computer
Configuration
precedence
Key fingerprint = AF19setting
FA27 2F94
998D FDB5
DE3D F8B5 takes
06E4 A169
4E46 over the
setting in User Configuration.
Tip: To create a customized run list by using a policy, use
the "Run these applications at startup" policy.
The customized run lists for Windows NT 4.0 and earlier
are
stored
in
the
registry
in
HKEY_LOCAL_MACHINE\Software\Microsoft\Windows\Curre
ntVersion\Run
and
HKEY_CURRENT_USER\Software\Microsoft\Windows
NT\CurrentVersion\Windows\Run. These can be configured by
using the "Run" policy in System Policy Editor for Windows NT
4.0 and earlier [MSDN00].
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Do not automatically encrypt files moved to
encrypted folders
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Prevents Windows Explorer from encrypting files that are
moved to an encrypted folder.
If you disable this policy or do not configure it, Windows
Explorer automatically encrypts files that are moved to an
encrypted folder.
This policy applies only to files moved within a volume.
When files are moved to other volumes, or if you create a new file
in an encrypted folder, Windows Explorer encrypts those files
automatically [MSDN00].

Download missing COM components

©

Directs the system to search Active Directory for missing
Component Object Model (COM) components that a program
requires.
Many Windows programs, such as the MMC snap-ins, use
the interfaces provided by the COM. These programs cannot
perform all of their functions unless Windows 2000 has internally
Key fingerprint = AF19 FA27 2F94 998D FDB5 DE3D F8B5 06E4 A169 4E46
registered the required components.
If you enable this policy and a component registration is
missing, the system searches for it in Active Directory and if it is
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found, downloads it. The resulting searches might make some
programs start or run slowly.
If you disable this policy or do not configure it, the
program continues without the registration. As a result, the
program might not perform all of its functions, or it might stop.
This policy appears in the Computer Configuration and
User Configuration folders. if both policies are configured, the
setting in Computer Configuration takes precedence over the
setting in User Configuration [MSDN00].
Logon
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Run logon scripts synchronously
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Directs the system to wait for the logon scripts to
Key fingerprint = AF19 FA27 finish
2F94 998D
FDB5
DE3DitF8B5
06E4
4E46 Explorer
running
before
starts
theA169
Windows
interface program and creates the desktop.
If you enable this policy, Windows Explorer does
not start until the logon scripts have finished running. This
setting assures that logon script processing is complete
before the user starts working, but it can delay the
appearance of the desktop.
If you disable this policy or do not configure it, the
logon scripts and Windows Explorer are not synchronized
and can run simultaneously.
This policy appears in the Computer Configuration
and User Configuration folders. The policy set in Computer
Configuration takes precedence over the policy set in User
Configuration [MSDN00].

Run startup scripts asynchronously
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Lets the system run startup scripts simultaneously.
Startup scripts are batch files that run before the
user is invited to log on. By default, the system waits for
each startup script to complete before it runs the next
startup script.
If you enable this policy, the system does not
coordinate the running of startup scripts. As a result, startup
scripts can run simultaneously.
If you disable this policy or do not configure it, a
startup cannot run until the previous script is complete
[MSDN00].

Run startup scripts visible
Displays the instructions in startup scripts as they
run.
Startup scripts are batch files of instructions that run
Key fingerprint = AF19 FA27 2F94 998D FDB5 DE3D F8B5 06E4 A169 4E46
before the user is invited to log on. By default, the system
does not display the instructions in the startup script.
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If you enable this policy, the system displays each
instruction in the startup script as it runs. The instructions
appear in a command window. This setting is designed for
advanced users.
If you disable this policy or do not configure it, the
instructions are suppressed [MSDN00].

Run Shutdown scripts visible

Displays the instructions in shutdown scripts as they
run.
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Shutdown scripts are batch files of instructions that
run when the user restarts the system or shuts it down. By
default, the system does not display the instructions in the
Key fingerprint = AF19 FA27 shutdown
2F94 998Dscript.
FDB5 DE3D F8B5 06E4 A169 4E46
If you enable this policy, the system displays each
instruction in the shutdown script as it runs. The
instructions appear in a command window.
If you disable this policy or do not configure it, the
instructions are suppressed [MSDN00].
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Maximum wait time for group policy
scripts
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This policy limits the total time allowed for all
logon, startup, and shutdown scripts applied by Group
Policy to finish running. If the scripts have not finished
running when the specified time expires, the system stops
script processing and records an error event.
By default, the system lets the combined set of
scripts run for up to 600 seconds (10 minutes), but you can
use this policy to adjust this interval.
To use this policy, in the Seconds box, type a
number from 1 to 32,000 for the number of seconds you
want the system to wait for the set of scripts to finish. To
direct the system to wait until the scripts have finished, no
matter how long they take, type 0.
This interval is particularly important when other
system tasks must wait while the scripts complete. By
default, each startup script must complete before the next
one runs. Also, you can use the "Run logon scripts
synchronously" policy to direct the system to wait for the
logon scripts to complete before loading the desktop.
An excessively long interval can delay the system
and inconvenience users. However, if the interval is too
short, prerequisite tasks might not be done, and the system
Key fingerprint = AF19 FA27 2F94 998D FDB5 DE3D F8B5 06E4 A169 4E46
can appear to be ready prematurely [MSDN00].

Delete cached copies of roaming profiles
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Determines whether the system saves a copy of a
user’s roaming profile on the local computer's hard drive
when the user logs off.
This policy and related policies in this folder
describe a strategy for managing user profiles residing on
remote servers. In particular, they tell the system how to
respond when a remote profile is slow to load.
Roaming profiles reside on a network server. By
default, when users with roaming profiles log off, the
system also saves a copy of their roaming profile on the
hard drive of the computer they are using in case the server
that stores the roaming profile is unavailable when the user
again.
The DE3D
local copy
also used
Key fingerprint = AF19 FA27 logs
2F94on
998D
FDB5
F8B5is06E4
A169when
4E46the remote
copy of the roaming user profile is slow to load.
If you enable this policy, any local copies of the
user’s roaming profile are deleted when the user logs off.
The roaming profile still remains on the network server that
stores it.
Important: Do not enable this policy if you are
using the slow link detection feature of Windows 2000. To
respond to a slow link, the system requires a local copy of
the user’s roaming profile [MSDN00].
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Do not detect slow network connections
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00

Disables the slow link detection feature.
Slow link detection measures the speed of the
connection between a user's computer and the remote
server that stores the roaming user profile. When the
system detects a slow link, the related policies in this folder
tell the system how to respond.
If you enable this policy, the system does not detect
slow connections or recognize any connections as being
slow. As a result, the system does not respond to slow
connections to user profiles and it ignores the policies that
tell the system how to respond to a slow connection.
If you disable this policy or do not configure it,
slow link detection is enabled. The system measures the
speed of the connection between the user's computer and
profile server. If the connection is slow (as defined by the
"Slow network connection timeout for user profiles"
policy), the system applies the other policies set in this
folder to determine how to proceed. By default, when the
connection is slow, the system loads the local copy of the
Key fingerprint = AF19 FA27 user
2F94profile
998D [MSDN00].
FDB5 DE3D F8B5 06E4 A169 4E46

Slow network connection time out for user
profiles
120
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Defines a slow connection for roaming user
profiles.
If the server on which the user's roaming user
profile resides takes longer to respond than the thresholds
set by this policy allow, then the system considers the
connection to the profile to be slow.
This policy and related policies in this folder
together define the system's response when roaming user
profiles are slow to load.
This policy establishes thresholds for two tests. For
computers connected to IP networks, the system measures
the rate at which the remote server returns data in response
an IP
pingFDB5
message.
ToF8B5
set a threshold
for4E46
this test, in the
Key fingerprint = AF19 FA27 to
2F94
998D
DE3D
06E4 A169
Connection speed box, type a decimal number between 0
and 4,294,967,200, representing the minimum acceptable
transfer rate in kilobits per second. By default, if the server
returns fewer than 500 kilobits of data per second, it is
considered to be slow.
For non-IP computers, the system measures the
responsiveness of the remote server's file system. To set a
threshold for this test, in the Time box, type a decimal
number between 0 and 20,000, representing the maximum
acceptable delay, in milliseconds. By default, if the server's
file system does not respond within 120 milliseconds, it is
considered to be slow.
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Consider increasing this value for clients using
DHCP Service-assigned addresses or for computers
accessing profiles across dial-up connections.
Important: If the "Do not detect slow network
connections" policy is enabled, this policy is ignored. Also,
if the "Delete cached copies of roaming profiles" policy is
enabled, there is no local copy of the roaming profile to
load when the system detects a slow connection
[MSDN00].

Wait for remote user profile

©

Directs the system to wait for the remote copy of
the roaming user profile to load, even when loading is slow.
Also, the system waits for the remote copy when the user is
notified about a slow connection, but does not respond in
the time allowed.
This policy and related policies in this folder
Key fingerprint = AF19 FA27 together
2F94 998D
FDB5
F8B5response
06E4 A169
4E46
define
theDE3D
system's
when
roaming user
profiles are slow to load.
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If you disable this policy or do not configure it, then
when a remote profile is slow to load, the system loads the
local copy of the roaming user profile. The local copy is
also used when the user is consulted (as set in the "Prompt
user when slow link is detected" policy), but does not
respond in the time allowed (as set in the "Timeout for
dialog boxes" policy).
Waiting for the remote profile is appropriate when
users move between computers frequently and the local
copy of their profile is not always current. Using the local
copy is desirable when quick logging on is a priority.
Important: If the "Do not detect slow network
policyDE3D
is enabled,
this policy
ignored. Also,
Key fingerprint = AF19 FA27 connections"
2F94 998D FDB5
F8B5 06E4
A169is4E46
if the "Delete cached copies of roaming profiles" policy is
enabled, there is no local copy of the roaming profile to
load when the system detects a slow connection
[MSDN00].

Prompt user when slow link is detected
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Notifies users when their roaming profile is slow to
load. The notice lets users decide whether to use a local
copy or to wait for the roaming user profile.
If you disable this policy or do not configure it,
when a roaming user profile is slow to load, the system
does not consult the user. Instead, it loads the local copy of
the profile. If you have enabled the "Wait for remote user
profile" policy, then the system loads the remote copy
without consulting the user.
This policy and related policies in this folder
together define the system's response when roaming user
profiles are slow to load.
To adjust the time within which the user must
respond to this notice, use the "Timeout for dialog boxes"
policy.
Important: If the "Do not detect slow network
connections" policy is enabled, this policy is ignored. Also,
if the "Delete cached copies of roaming profiles" policy is
enabled, there is no local copy of the roaming profile to
load when the system detects a slow connection
[MSDN00].

Timeout for dialog boxes
Determines how long the system waits for a user
response before it uses a default value.
Key fingerprint = AF19 FA27 2F94 998D
FDB5 DE3D
06E4when
A169the
4E46
The default
value F8B5
is applied
user does not
respond to messages explaining that any of the following
events has occurred:
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-- The system detects a slow connection between
the user’s
computer and the server that stores
users' roaming user profiles.
-- The system cannot access users’ server-based
profiles when users
log on or off.
-- Users’ local profiles are newer than their serverbased profiles.
You can use this policy to override the system's
default value of 30 seconds. To use this policy, type a
decimal number between 0 and 600 for the length of the
interval [MSDN00].

Log users off when roaming profile fails
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Key fingerprint = AF19 FA27 2F94 998D
DE3D
06E4 A169
4E46the system
LogsFDB5
a user
off F8B5
automatically
when
cannot load the user's roaming user profile.
This policy is used when the system cannot find the
roaming user profile or the profile contains errors which
prevent it from loading correctly.
If you disable this policy or do not configure it,
when the roaming profile fails, the system loads a local
copy of the roaming user profile, if one is available.
Otherwise, the system loads the default user profile (stored
in %Systemroot%\Documents and Settings\Default User).
Also, see the "Delete cached copies of roaming
profiles" policy [MSDN00].

20

00

Maximum retries to unload and update
user profile
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Determines how many times the system tries to
unload and update the registry portion of a user profile.
When the number of trials specified by this policy is
exhausted, the system stops trying. As a result, the user
profile might not be current, and local and roaming user
profiles might not match.
When a user logs off of the computer, the system
unloads the user-specific section of the registry
(HKEY_CURRENT_USER) into a file (NTUSER.DAT)
and updates it. However, if another program or service is
reading or editing the registry, the system cannot unload it.
The system tries repeatedly (at a rate of once per second) to
unload and update the registry settings. By default, the
system repeats its periodic attempts 60 times (over the
course of one minute).
If you enable this policy, you can adjust the number
Key fingerprint = AF19 FA27 2F94 998D FDB5 DE3D F8B5 06E4 A169 4E46
of times the system tries to unload and update the user's
registry settings. (You cannot adjust the retry rate.)
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If you disable this policy or do not configure it, the
system repeats its attempt 60 times.
If you set the number of retries to 0, the system tries
just once to unload and update the user's registry settings. It
does not try again.
Note: This policy is particularly important to
servers running Terminal Services. Because Terminal
Services edits the user's registry settings when they log off,
the system's first few attempts to unload the user settings
are more likely to fail.
This policy does not affect the system's attempts to
update the files in the user profile.
Tip: FDB5
Consider
theA169
number
Key fingerprint = AF19 FA27 2F94 998D
DE3Dincreasing
F8B5 06E4
4E46 of retries
specified in this policy if there are many user profiles
stored in the computer's memory. This indicates that the
system has not been able to unload the profile [MSDN00].
Disk Quotas

Enable disk quotas
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Enables and disables disk quota management on all
NTFS volumes of the computer, and prevents users from
changing the setting.
If you enable this policy, disk quota management is
enabled, and users cannot disable it.
If you disable the policy, disk quota management is
disabled, and users cannot enable it.
If this policy is not configured, disk quota
management is disabled by default, but administrators can
enable it.
To prevent users from changing the setting while a
policy is in effect, the system disables the "Enable quota
management" option on the Quota tab of NTFS volumes.
Note: This policy enables disk quota management
but does not establish or enforce a particular disk quota
limit. To specify a disk quota limit, use the "Default quota
limit and warning level" policy. Otherwise, the system uses
the physical space on the volume as the quota limit.
Tip: To enable or disable disk quota management
without setting a policy, in My Computer, right-click the
name of an NTFS volume, click Properties, click the Quota
tab, and then click the "Enable quota management" option
[MSDN00].

Enforce disk quota limit

Key fingerprint = AF19 FA27 2F94 998D
FDB5 DE3D
F8B5
A169
4E46
Determines
whether
disk06E4
quota
limits
are enforced
and prevents users from changing the setting.
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If you enable this policy, disk quota limits are
enforced. If you disable this policy, disk quota limits are
not enforced. When you enable or disable the policy, the
system disables the "Deny disk space to users exceeding
quota limit" option on the Quota tab so administrators
cannot change the setting while a policy is in effect.
If the policy is not configured, the disk quota limit
is not enforced by default, but administrators change the
setting.
Enforcement is optional. When users reach an
enforced disk quota limit, the system responds as though
the physical space on the volume were exhausted. When
reach FDB5
an unenforced
limit,
their
status
in the Quota
Key fingerprint = AF19 FA27 users
2F94 998D
DE3D F8B5
06E4
A169
4E46
Entries window changes, but they can continue to write to
the volume as long as physical space is available.
Note: This policy overrides user settings that enable
or disable quota enforcement on their volumes.
Tip: To specify a disk quota limit, use the "Default
quota limit and warning level" policy. Otherwise, the
system uses the physical space on the volume as the quota
limit [MSDN00].
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Default quota limit and warning level
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Specifies the default disk quota limit and warning
level for new users of the volume.
This policy determines how much disk space can be
used by each user on each of the NTFS file system volumes
on a computer. It also specifies the warning level, the point
at which the user's status in the Quota Entries window
changes to indicate that the user is approaching the disk
quota limit.
This policy overrides new users’ settings for the
disk quota limit and warning level on their volumes, and it
disables the corresponding options in the "Select the default
quota limit for new users of this volume" section on the
Quota tab.
This policy applies to all new users as soon as they
write to the volume. It does not affect disk quota limits for
current users or affect customized limits and warning levels
set for particular users (on the Quota tab in Volume
Properties).
If you disable this policy or do not configure it, the
disk space available to users is not limited. The disk quota
Key fingerprint = AF19 FA27 management
2F94 998D FDB5
DE3D
F8B5
A169 space
4E46 on each
feature
uses
the06E4
physical
volume as its quota limit and warning level.
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When you select a limit, remember that the same
limit applies to all users on all volumes, regardless of actual
volume size. Be sure to set the limit and warning level so
that it is reasonable for the range of volumes in the group.
This policy is effective only when disk quota
management is enabled on the volume. Also, if disk quotas
are not enforced, users can exceed the quota limit you set.
When users reach the quota limit, their status in the Quota
Entries window changes, but users can continue to write to
the volume [MSDN00].
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Determines whether the system records an event in
Key fingerprint = AF19 FA27 the
2F94
998D
FDB5 DE3D
local
Application
log F8B5
when 06E4
users A169
reach 4E46
their disk quota
limit on a volume, and prevents users from changing the
logging setting.
If you enable this policy, the system records an
event when the user reaches their limit. If you disable this
policy, no event is recorded. Also, when you enable or
disable this policy, the system disables the "Log event
when a user exceeds their quota limit" option on the Quota
tab so administrators cannot change the setting while a
policy is in effect.
If the policy is not configured, no events are
recorded, but administrators can use the Quota tab option to
change the setting.
This policy is independent of the enforcement
policies for disk quotas. As a result, you can direct the
system to log an event regardless of whether or not you
choose to enforce the disk quota limit.
Also, this policy does not affect the Quota Entries
window on the Quota tab. Even without the logged event,
users can detect that they have reached their limit because
their status in the Quota Entries window changes.
Tip: To find the logging option, in My Computer,
right-click the name of an NTFS file system volume, click
Properties, and then click the Quota tab [MSDN00].

Log event when quota- warning level
exceeded

Determines whether the system records an event in
the Application log when users reach their disk quota
warning level on a volume.
If you enable this policy, the system records an
Key fingerprint = AF19 FA27 2F94 998D FDB5 DE3D F8B5 06E4 A169 4E46
event. If you disable this policy, no event is recorded.
When you enable or disable the policy, the system disables
the corresponding "Log event when a user exceeds their
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warning level" option on the Quota tab, so that
administrators cannot change the logging setting while a
policy is in effect.
If the policy is not configured, no event is recorded,
but administrators can use the Quota tab option to change
the logging setting.
This policy does not affect the Quota Entries
window on the Quota tab. Even without the logged event,
users can detect that they have reached their warning level
because their status in the Quota Entries window changes.
Tip: To find the logging option, in My Computer,
right-click the name of an NTFS file system volume, click
thenDE3D
click F8B5
the Quota
[MSDN00].
Key fingerprint = AF19 FA27 Properties,
2F94 998Dand
FDB5
06E4tab
A169
4E46
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Apply policy to removable media
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Extends the disk quota policies in this folder to
NTFS file system volumes on removable media.
If you disable this policy or do not configure it, the
disk quota policies established in this folder apply to fixedmedia NTFS volumes only [MSDN00].
DNS Client
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Primary DNS suffix
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Specifies the primary Domain Name System (DNS)
suffix for all affected computers. The primary DNS suffix
is used in DNS name registration and DNS name
resolution.
This policy lets you specify a primary DNS suffix
for a group of computers, and prevents users, including
administrators, from changing it.
If you disable this policy or do not configure it,
each computer uses its local primary DNS suffix, which is
usually the DNS name of Active Directory domain to
which it is joined. However, administrators can use System
in Control Panel to change the primary DNS suffix of a
computer.
To use this policy, in the text box provided, type the
entire primary DNS suffix you want to assign. For
example, microsoft.com.
This policy does not disable the DNS Suffix and
NetBIOS Computer Name dialog box that administrators
use to change the primary DNS suffix of a computer.
However, if administrators enter a suffix, that suffix is
ignored while this policy is enabled.
Key fingerprint = AF19 FA27 2F94 998D
FDB5 To
DE3D
F8B5
06E4toA169
4E46 effective,
Important:
make
changes
this policy
you must restart Windows 2000 on all computers affected
by the policy.
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Note: This policy has no effect on domain
controllers.
Tip: To change the primary DNS suffix of a
computer without setting a policy, click System in Control
Panel, click the Network Identification tab, click Properties,
click More, and then enter a suffix in the "Primary DNS
suffix of this computer" box [MSDN00].
Group Policies

Disable background refresh of group policy
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Prevents Group Policy from being updated while
the computer is in use. This policy applies to Group
Policies for computers, users, and domain controllers.
Key fingerprint = AF19 FA27 2F94 998D
FDB5
DE3D
A169 4E46
If you
enable
this F8B5
policy,06E4
the system
waits until the
current user logs off the system before updating the
computer and user policies.
If you disable this policy, updates can be applied
while users are working. The frequency of updates is
determined by the "Group Policy refresh interval for
computers" and "Group Policy refresh interval for users"
policies [MSDN00].
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Lets the system display the logon prompt before it
finishes updating computer Group Policy.
If you enable this policy, the system does not wait
for Group Policy updates to complete before inviting the
user to log on. As a result, the Windows interface might
appear to be ready before computer Group Policy is
applied.
If you disable this policy or do not configure it,
users cannot log on until computer Group Policy is updated
[MSDN00].

Apply
group
policy
asynchronously during logon

for

users

©

SA

Lets the system display the Windows desktop
before it finishes updating user Group Policy.
If you enable this policy, the system does not
coordinate the tasks of loading desktop and updating user
Group Policy. As a result, Windows might appear ready for
use before user Group Policy is updated.
If you disable this policy or do not configure it, the
doesFDB5
not make
theF8B5
desktop
to users until
Key fingerprint = AF19 FA27 system
2F94 998D
DE3D
06E4available
A169 4E46
user Group Policy is updated [MSDN00].

Group policy refresh interval for computers
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Specifies how often Group Policy for computers is
updated while the computer is in use (in the background).
This policy specifies a background update rate only for
Group Policies in the Computer Configuration folder.
In addition to background updates, Group Policy for
the computer is always updated when the system starts.
By default, computer Group Policy is updated in the
background every 90 minutes, with a random offset of 0 to
30 minutes.
You can specify an update rate from 0 to 64,800
minutes (45 days). If you select 0 minutes, the computer
tries to update Group Policy every 7 seconds. However,
updates
interfere
Key fingerprint = AF19 FA27 because
2F94 998D
FDB5 might
DE3D F8B5
06E4with
A169users'
4E46 work and
increase network traffic, very short update intervals are not
appropriate for most installations.
If you disable this policy, Group Policy is updated
every 90 minutes (the default). To specify that Group
Policy should never be updated while the computer is in
use, select the "Disable background refresh of Group
Policy" policy.
The Group Policy refresh interval for computers
policy also lets you specify how much the actual update
interval varies. To prevent clients with the same update
interval from requesting updates simultaneously, the
system varies the update interval for each client by a
random number of minutes. The number you type in the
random time box sets the upper limit for the range of
variance. For example, if you type 30 minutes, the system
selects a variance of 0 to 30 minutes. Typing a large
number establishes a broad range and makes it less likely
that client requests overlap. However, updates might be
delayed significantly.
This policy establishes the update rate for computer
Group Policy. To set an update rate for user policies, use
the "Group Policy refresh interval for users" policy (located
in
User
Configuration\Administrative
Templates\System\Group Policy).
This policy is only used when the "Disable
background refresh of Group Policy" policy is not enabled.
Note: Consider notifying users that their policy is
updated periodically so that they recognize the signs of a
policy update. When Group Policy is updated, the
is refreshed;
flickers
briefly
Key fingerprint = AF19 FA27 Windows
2F94 998Ddesktop
FDB5 DE3D
F8B5 it06E4
A169
4E46and closes
open menus. Also, restrictions imposed by Group Policies,
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such as those that limit the programs users can run, might
interfere with tasks in progress [MSDN00].

Group policy refresh interval for domain
controllers
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Specifies how often Group Policy is updated on
domain controllers while they are running (in the
background). The updates specified by this policy occur in
addition to updates performed when the system starts.
By default, Group Policy on the domain controllers
is updated every five minutes.
You can specify an update rate from 0 to 64,800
minutes (45 days). If you select 0 minutes, the domain
Key fingerprint = AF19 FA27 controller
2F94 998Dtries
FDB5
06E4
A169every
4E467 seconds.
to DE3D
updateF8B5
Group
Policy
However, because updates might interfere with users' work
and increase network traffic, very short update intervals are
not appropriate for most installations.
If you disable this policy, the domain controller
updates Group Policy every 5 minutes (the default). To
specify that Group Policies for users should never be
updated while the computer is in use, select the "Disable
background refresh of Group Policy" policy.
This policy also lets you specify how much the
actual update interval varies. To prevent domain controllers
with the same update interval from requesting updates
simultaneously, the system varies the update interval for
each controller by a random number of minutes. The
number you type in the random time box sets the upper
limit for the range of variance. For example, if you type 30
minutes, the system selects a variance of 0 to 30 minutes.
Typing a large number establishes a broad range and makes
it less likely that update requests overlap. However, updates
might be delayed significantly.
Note: This policy is used only when you are
establishing policy for a domain, site, organizational unit
(OU), or customized group. If you are establishing policy
for a local computer only, the system ignores this policy
[MSDN00].

User group policy loopback processing
mode

Applies alternate user policies when a user logs on
to a computer affected by this policy.
This FDB5
policyDE3D
directsF8B5
the 06E4
system
to apply
Key fingerprint = AF19 FA27 2F94 998D
A169
4E46 the set of
Group Policy objects for the computer to any user who logs
on to a computer affected by this policy. It is intended for
special-use computers, such as those in public places,
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laboratories, and classrooms, where you must modify the
user policy based on the computer that is being used.
By default, the user's Group Policy objects
determine which user policies apply. If this policy is
enabled, then, when a user logs on to this computer, the
computer's Group Policy objects determine which set of
Group Policy objects applies.
To use this policy, select one of the following
policy modes from the Mode box:
-"Replace" indicates that the user policies
defined in the computer's Group Policy objects replace the
user policies normally applied to the user.
-- "Merge"
indicates
theA169
user policies
Key fingerprint = AF19 FA27 2F94 998D
FDB5 DE3D
F8B5that
06E4
4E46 defined
in the computer's Group Policy objects and the user policies
normally applied to the user are combined. If the policy
settings conflict, the user policies in the computer's Group
Policy objects take precedence over the user's normal
policies.
If you disable this policy or do not configure it, the
user's Group Policy objects determines which user policies
apply.
Note: This policy is effective only when both the
computer account and the user account are in Windows
2000 domains [MSDN00].
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Group policy slow link detection
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Defines a slow connection for purposes of applying
and updating Group Policy.
If the rate at which data is transferred from the
domain controller providing a policy update to the
computers in this group is slower than the rate specified by
this policy, the system considers the connection to be slow.
The system's response to a slow policy connection
varies among policies. The program implementing the
policy can specify the response to a slow link. Also, the
policy processing policies in this folder let you override the
programs' specified responses to slow links.
To use this policy, in the "Connection speed" box,
type a decimal number between 0 and 4,294,967,200
(0xFFFFFFA0), indicating a transfer rate in kilobits per
second. Any connection slower than this rate is considered
to be slow. If you type 0, all connections are considered to
be fast.
Key fingerprint = AF19 FA27 2F94 998D
FDB5
DE3D
4E46
If you
disable
thisF8B5
policy06E4
or doA169
not configure
it, the
system uses the default value of 500 kilobits per second.
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This policy appears in the Computer Configuration
and User Configuration folders. The policy in Computer
Configuration defines a slow link for policies in the
Computer Configuration folder. The policy in User
Configuration defines a slow link for policies in the User
Configuration folder [MSDN00].

Registry policy processing
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Determines when registry policies are updated.
This policy affects all policies in the Administrative
Templates folder and any other policies that store values in
the registry.
It overrides customized settings that the program
Key fingerprint = AF19 FA27 implementing
2F94 998D FDB5
DE3Dpolicy
F8B5set
06E4
A169
4E46
a registry
when
it was
installed.
If you enable this policy, you can use the check
boxes provided to change the options. If you disable this
policy or do not configure it, it has no effect on the system.
The "Do not apply during periodic background
processing" option prevents the system from updating
affected policies in the background while the computer is in
use. Background updates can disrupt the user, cause a
program to stop or operate abnormally, and, in rare cases,
damage data.
The "Process even if the Group Policy objects have
not changed" option updates and reapplies the policies even
if the policies have not changed. Many policy
implementations specify that they are updated only when
changed. However, you might want to update unchanged
policies, such as reapplying a desired setting in case a user
has changed it [MSDN00].

IE maintenance policy processing
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Determines when Internet Explorer Maintenance
policies are updated.
This policy affects all policies that use the Internet
Explorer Maintenance component of Group Policy, such as
those in Windows Settings\Internet Explorer Maintenance.
It overrides customized settings that the program
implementing the Internet Explorer Maintenance policy set
when it was installed.
If you enable this policy, you can use the check
boxes provided to change the options. If you disable this
policy or do not configure it, it has no effect on the system.
The "Allow processing across a slow network
Key fingerprint = AF19 FA27 connection"
2F94 998D FDB5
F8B5the
06E4
A169 even
4E46 when the
optionDE3D
updates
policies
update is being transmitted across a slow network
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connection, such as a telephone line. Updates across slow
connections can cause significant delays.
The "Do not apply during periodic background
processing" option prevents the system from updating
affected policies in the background while the computer is in
use. Background updates can disrupt the user, cause a
program to stop or operate abnormally, and, in rare cases,
damage data.
The "Process even if the Group Policy objects have
not changed" option updates and reapplies the policies even
if the policies have not changed. Many policy
implementations specify that they are updated only when
However,
you might
want A169
to update
Key fingerprint = AF19 FA27 changed.
2F94 998D
FDB5 DE3D
F8B5 06E4
4E46unchanged
policies, such as reapplying a desired setting in case a user
has changed it [MSDN00].
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Determines when software installation polices are
updated.
This policy affects all policies that use the software
installation component of Group Policy, such as policies in
Software Settings\Software Installation. You can set
software installation policy only for Group Policy objects
stored in Active Directory, not for Group Policy objects on
the local computer.
This policy overrides customized settings that the
program implementing the software installation policy set
when it was installed.
If you enable this policy, you can use the check
boxes provided to change the options. If you disable this
policy or do not configure it, it has no effect on the system.
The "Allow processing across a slow network
connection" option updates the policies even when the
update is being transmitted across a slow network
connection, such as a telephone line. Updates across slow
connections can cause significant delays.
The "Process even if the Group Policy objects have
not changed" option updates and reapplies the policies even
if the policies have not changed. Many policy
implementations specify that they are updated only when
changed. However, you might want to update unchanged
policies, such as reapplying a desired setting in case a user
has changed it [MSDN00].
Key fingerprint = AF19 FA27 2F94 998D
FDB5
DE3D F8B5policy
06E4 A169
4E46
Folder
redirection
processing
Determines when folder redirection policies are
updated.
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This policy affects all policies that use the folder
redirection component of Group Policy, such as those in
WindowsSettings\Folder Redirection. You can only set
folder redirection policy for Group Policy objects, stored in
Active Directory, not for Group Policy objects on the local
computer.
This policy overrides customized settings that the
program implementing the folder redirection policy set
when it was installed.
If you enable this policy, you can use the check
boxes provided to change the options. If you disable this
policy or do not configure it, it has no effect on the system.
The FDB5
"Allow
processing
across
slow network
Key fingerprint = AF19 FA27 2F94 998D
DE3D
F8B5 06E4
A169a 4E46
connection" option updates the policies even when the
update is being transmitted across a slow network
connection, such as a telephone line. Updates across slow
connections can cause significant delays.
The "Process even if the Group Policy objects have
not changed" option updates and reapplies the policies even
if the policies have not changed. Many policy
implementations specify that they are updated only when
changed. However, you might want to update unchanged
policies, such as reapplying a desired setting in case a user
has changed it [MSDN00].
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Scripts policy processing
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Determines when policies that assign shared scripts
are updated.
This policy affects all policies that use the scripts
component of Group Policy, such as those in
WindowsSettings\Scripts.
It overrides customized settings that the program
implementing the scripts policy set when it was installed.
If you enable this policy, you can use the check
boxes provided to change the options. If you disable this
policy or do not configure it, it has no effect on the system.
The "Allow processing across a slow network
connection" option updates the policies even when the
update is being transmitted across a slow network
connection, such as a telephone line. Updates across slow
connections can cause significant delays.
The "Do not apply during periodic background
processing" option prevents the system from updating
Key fingerprint = AF19 FA27 affected
2F94 998D
FDB5inDE3D
F8B5 06E4
A169
policies
the background
while
the4E46
computer is in
use. Background updates can disrupt the user, cause a
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program to stop or operate abnormally, and, in rare cases,
damage data.
The "Process even if the Group Policy objects have
not changed" option updates and reapplies the policies even
if the policies have not changed. Many policy
implementations specify that they are updated only when
changed. However, you might want to update unchanged
policies, such as reapplying a desired setting in case a user
has changed it [MSDN00].

Security policy processing
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Determines when security policies are updated.
This policy affects all policies that use the security
Key fingerprint = AF19 FA27 component
2F94 998D FDB5
DE3D
F8B5 such
06E4as
A169
4E46
of Group
Policy,
those
in Windows
Settings\Security Settings.
It overrides customized settings that the program
implementing the security policy set when it was installed.
If you enable this policy, you can use the check
boxes provided to change the options. If you disable this
policy or do not configure it, it has no effect on the system.
The "Allow processing across a slow network
connection" option updates the policies even when the
update is being transmitted across a slow network
connection, such as a telephone line. Updates across slow
connections can cause significant delays.
The "Do not apply during periodic background
processing" option prevents the system from updating
affected policies in the background while the computer is in
use. Background updates can disrupt the user, cause a
program to stop or operate abnormally, and, in rare cases,
damage data.
The "Process even if the Group Policy objects have
not changed" option updates and reapplies the policies even
if the policies have not changed. Many policy
implementations specify that they are updated only when
changed. However, you might want to update unchanged
policies, such as reapplying a desired setting in case a user
has changed it [MSDN00].

IP security policy processing

Determines when IP security polices are updated.
This policy affects all policies that use the IP
security component of Group Policy, such as policies in
Computer
Configuration\Windows
Settings\Security
Key fingerprint = AF19 FA27 Settings\IP
2F94 998D Security
FDB5 DE3D
F8B5
4E46
Policies
on 06E4
LocalA169
Machine.
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It overrides customized settings that the program
implementing the IP security policy set when it was
installed.
If you enable this policy, you can use the check
boxes provided to change the options. If you disable this
policy or do not configure it, it has no effect on the system.
The "Allow processing across a slow network
connection" option updates the policies even when the
update is being transmitted across a slow network
connection, such as a telephone line. Updates across slow
connections can cause significant delays.
The "Do not apply during periodic background
optionDE3D
prevents
from updating
Key fingerprint = AF19 FA27 processing"
2F94 998D FDB5
F8B5 the
06E4system
A169 4E46
affected policies in the background while the computer is in
use. Background updates can disrupt the user, cause a
program to stop or operate abnormally, and, in rare cases,
damage data.
The "Process even if the Group Policy objects have
not changed" option updates and reapplies the policies even
if the policies have not changed. Many policy
implementations specify that they are updated only when
changed. However, you might want to update unchanged
policies, such as reapplying a desired setting in case a user
has changed it [MSDN00].

00

EFS recovery policy processing
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Determines when encryption polices are updated.
This policy affects all policies that use the
encryption component of Group Policy, such as policies
related to encryption in Windows Settings\Security
Settings.
It overrides customized settings that the program
implementing the encryption policy set when it was
installed.
If you enable this policy, you can use the check
boxes provided to change the options. If you disable this
policy or do not configure it, it has no effect on the system.
The "Allow processing across a slow network
connection" option updates the policies even when the
update is being transmitted across a slow network
connection, such as a telephone line. Updates across slow
connections can cause significant delays.
The "Do not apply during periodic background
Key fingerprint = AF19 FA27 processing"
2F94 998D FDB5
F8B5 the
06E4system
A169 4E46
optionDE3D
prevents
from updating
affected policies in the background while the computer is in
use. Background updates can disrupt the user, cause a
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program to stop or operate abnormally, and, in rare cases,
damage data.
The "Process even if the Group Policy objects have
not changed" option updates and reapplies the policies even
if the policies have not changed. Many policy
implementations specify that they are updated only when
changed. However, you might want to update unchanged
policies, such as reapplying a desired setting in case a user
has changed it [MSDN00].

Disk quota policy processing
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Determines when disk quota policies are updated.
This policy affects all policies that use the disk
Key fingerprint = AF19 FA27 quota
2F94 998D
FDB5 DE3D
F8B5 06E4
4E46
component
of Group
Policy,A169
such
as those in
Computer
Configuration\Administrative
Templates\System\File System\Disk Quotas.
It overrides customized settings that the program
implementing the disk quota policy set when it was
installed.
If you enable this policy, you can use the check
boxes provided to change the options. If you disable this
policy or do not configure it, it has no effect on the system.
The "Allow processing across a slow network
connection" option updates the policies even when the
update is being transmitted across a slow network
connection, such as a telephone line. Updates across slow
connections can cause significant delays.
The "Do not apply during periodic background
processing" option prevents the system from updating
affected policies in the background while the computer is in
use. Background updates can disrupt the user, cause a
program to stop or operate abnormally, and, in rare cases,
damage data.
The "Process even if the Group Policy objects have
not changed" option updates and reapplies the policies even
if the policies have not changed. Many policy
implementations specify that they are updated only when
changed. However, you might want to update unchanged
policies, such as reapplying a desired setting in case a user
has changed it [MSDN00].
Windows File Protection

Set Windows file protection scanning
Determines when Windows File Protection scans
Key fingerprint = AF19 FA27 protected
2F94 998D
FDB5
06E4
A169 4E46
files.
ThisDE3D
policyF8B5
directs
Windows
File Protection
to enumerate and scan all system files for changes.
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You can use this policy to direct Windows File
Protection to scan files more often. By default, files are
scanned only during setup.
To use this policy, enable the policy and select a
rate from the "Scanning Frequency" box.
-- "Do not scan during startup," the default, scans
files only during setup.
-- "Scan during startup" also scans files each time
you start Windows 2000. This setting delays each startup.
-- "Scan once" scans files the next time you start
the system.
Note: This policy affects file scanning only. It does
standard
file change
Key fingerprint = AF19 FA27 not
2F94affect
998Dthe
FDB5
DE3Dbackground
F8B5 06E4 A169
4E46 detection
that Windows File Protection provides [MSDN00].

Hide the file scan process window
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Hides the file scan progress window.
This window provides status information to
sophisticated users, but might confuse novices.
If you enable this policy, the file scan window does
not appear during file scanning.
If you disable this policy or do not configure it, the
file scan progress window appears [MSDN00].
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Limit Windows file protection cache size
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Specifies the maximum amount of disk space that
can be used for the Windows File Protection file cache.
Windows File Protection adds protected files to the
cache until the cache content reaches the quota. If the quota
is greater than 50 MB, WFP adds other important Windows
2000 files to the cache until the cache size reaches the
quota.
To use this policy, enable the policy, and enter the
maximum amount of disk space to be used (in MB). To
indicate that the cache size is unlimited, select
"4294967295" as the maximum amount of disk space.
If you disable this policy or do not configure it, the
default value is set to 50 MB on Windows 2000
Professional and is unlimited (4294967295 MB) on
Windows 2000 Server [MSDN00].

Specify Windows file protection cache
location
Specifies an alternate location for the Windows File
Key fingerprint = AF19 FA27 Protection
2F94 998Dcache.
FDB5 DE3D F8B5 06E4 A169 4E46
To use the policy, enable the policy, and enter the
fully qualified local path to the new location in the "Cache
file path" box.
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If you disable this policy or do not configure it, the
Windows File Protection cache is located in the
%Systemroot%\System32\Dllcache directory.
Note: Do not put the cache on a network shared
directory [MSDN00].
Network
Offline Files
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Determines whether the Offline Files feature is
enabled.
This policy also disables the "Enable Offline Files"
option on the Offline Files tab. This prevents users from
Key fingerprint = AF19 FA27 trying
2F94 998D
FDB5
A169controls
4E46 it.
to change
theDE3D
optionF8B5
while06E4
a policy
Offline Files saves a copy of network files on the
user's computer for use when the computer is not connected
to the network.
If you enable this policy, Offline Files is enabled
and users cannot disable it.
If you disable this policy, Offline Files is disabled
and users cannot enable it.
By default, Offline Files is enabled on Windows
2000 Professional and is disabled on Windows 2000
Server.
Tip: To enable Offline Files without setting a
policy, in Windows Explorer, on the Tools menu, click
Folder Options, click the Offline Files tab, and then click
"Enable Offline Files."
Note: To make changes to this policy effective, you
must restart Windows 2000 [MSDN00].

Disable user configuration of offline files
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Prevents users from enabling, disabling, or
changing the configuration of Offline Files.
This policy removes the Offline Files tab from the
Folder Options dialog box. It also removes the Settings
item from the Offline Files context menu and disables the
Settings button on the Offline Files Status dialog box. As a
result, users cannot view or change the options on the
Offline Files tab or Offline Files dialog box.
This is a comprehensive policy that locks down the
configuration you establish by using other policies in this
folder.
This policy appears in the Computer Configuration
Key fingerprint = AF19 FA27 and
2F94 User
998D Configuration
FDB5 DE3D F8B5
06E4 ifA169
4E46
folders.
both
policies are
configured, the setting in Computer Configuration takes
precedence over the setting in User Configuration.
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Synchronize all offline files before logging
off
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Determines whether offline files are fully
synchronized when users log off.
This policy also disables the "Synchronize all
offline files before logging off" option on the Offline Files
tab. This prevents users from trying to change the option
while a policy controls it.
Key fingerprint = AF19 FA27 2F94 998D
FDB5
DE3D
F8B5
06E4offline
A169 4E46
If you
enable
this
policy,
files are fully
synchronized. Full synchronization ensures that offline files
are complete and current.
If you disable this policy, the system only performs
a quick synchronization. Quick synchronization ensures
that files are complete, but does not ensure that they are
current.
If you do not configure this policy, the system
performs a quick synchronization by default, but users can
change this option.
This policy appears in the Computer Configuration
and User Configuration folders. if both policies are
configured, the setting in Computer Configuration takes
precedence over the setting in User Configuration.
Tip: To change the synchronization method without
setting a policy, in Windows Explorer, on the Tools menu,
click Folder Options, click the Offline Files tab, and then
select the "Synchronize all offline files before logging off"
option [MSDN00].

Default cache size
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Limits the percentage of the computer's disk space
that can be used to store automatically-cached offline files.
This policy also disables the "Amount of disk space
to use for temporary offline files" option on the Offline
Files tab. This prevents users from trying to change the
option while a policy controls it.
Automatic caching can be set on any network share.
When a user opens a file on the share, the system
automatically stores a copy of the file on the user's
computer.
Key fingerprint = AF19 FA27 2F94 998D FDB5 DE3D F8B5 06E4 A169 4E46
This policy does not limit the disk space available
for files that user's make available offline manually.
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If you enable this policy, you can specify an
automatic-cache disk space limit.
If you disable this policy, the system limits the
space that automatically-cached files occupy to 10 percent
of the space on the system drive [MSDN00].

Action on server disconnect
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Determines whether network files remain available
if the computer is suddenly disconnected from the server
hosting the files.
This policy also disables the "When a network
connection is lost" option on the Offline Files tab. This
prevents users from trying to change the option while a
Key fingerprint = AF19 FA27 policy
2F94 998D
FDB5
controls
it. DE3D F8B5 06E4 A169 4E46
If you enable this policy, you can use the "Action"
box to specify how computers in the group respond.
-- "Work offline" indicates that the computer can
use local copies of network files while the server is
inaccessible.
-- "Never go offline" indicates that network files
are not available while the server is inaccessible.
If you disable this policy or select the "Work
offline" option, users can work offline if disconnected.
If you do not configure this policy, users can work
offline by default, but they can change this option.
This policy appears in the Computer Configuration
and User Configuration folders. if both policies are
configured, the setting in Computer Configuration takes
precedence over the setting in User Configuration.
Tip: To configure this setting without establishing a
policy, in Windows Explorer, on the Tools menu, click
Folder Options, click the Offline Files tab, click Advanced,
and then select an option in the "When a network
connection is lost" section [MSDN00].

Non-default server disconnect actions

©

SA

Determines how computers respond when they are
disconnected from particular offline file servers. This
policy overrides the default response, a user-specified
response, and the response specified in the "Action on
server disconnect" policy.
This policy also disables the "Exception list"
section on the Offline Files tab. This prevents users from
trying to change the option while a policy controls it.
Key fingerprint = AF19 FA27 2F94 998D
FDB5
A169
To use
thisDE3D
policy,F8B5
click06E4
Show,
and 4E46
then click Add.
In the "Type the name of the item to be added" box, type
the server's computer name. Then, in the "Type the value of
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the item to be added" box, type "0" if users can work
offline when they are disconnected from this server, or type
"1" if they cannot.
This policy appears in the Computer Configuration
and User Configuration folders. if both policies are
configured, the setting in Computer Configuration takes
precedence over the setting in User Configuration.
Tip: To configure this setting without establishing a
policy, in Windows Explorer, on the Tools menu, click
Folder Options, click the Offline Files tab, and then click
Advanced. This policy corresponds to the settings in the
"Exception list" section [MSDN00].
Key fingerprint = AF19 FA27 2F94 998D
FDB5“Make
DE3D F8B5
06E4 offline”
A169 4E46
Disable
available
Prevents users from making network files and
folders available offline.
This policy removes the "Make Available Offline"
option from the File menu and from all context menus in
Windows Explorer. As a result, users cannot designate files
to be saved on their computer for offline use.
However, this policy does not prevent the system
from saving local copies of files that reside on network
shares designated for automatic caching.
This policy appears in the Computer Configuration
and User Configuration folders. if both policies are
configured, the setting in Computer Configuration takes
precedence over the setting in User Configuration
[MSDN00].

Prevent use of offline files folder
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Disables the Offline Files folder.
This policy disables the "View Files" button on the
Offline Files tab. As a result, users cannot use the Offline
Files folder to view or open copies of network files stored
on their computer. Also, they cannot use the folder to view
characteristics of offline files, such as their server status,
type, or location.
This policy does not prevent users from working
offline or from saving local copies of files available offline.
Also, it does not prevent them from using other programs,
such as Windows Explorer, to view their offline files.
This policy appears in the Computer Configuration
and User Configuration folders. if both policies are
configured, the setting in Computer Configuration takes
Key fingerprint = AF19 FA27 precedence
2F94 998D over
FDB5
F8B5
06E4
A169 4E46
theDE3D
setting
in User
Configuration.
Tip: To view the Offline Files Folder, in Windows
Explorer, on the Tools menu, click Folder Options, click
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Files not cached
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Lists types of files that cannot be used offline.
This policy lets you exclude certain types of files
from automatic and manual caching for offline use. The
system does not cache files of the type specified in this
policy even when they reside on a network share
configured for automatic caching. Also, if users try to make
a file of this type available offline, the operation will fail
and the following message will be displayed in the
Synchronization Manager progress dialog box: "Files of
Key fingerprint = AF19 FA27 this
2F94type
998D
FDB5
F8B5 06E4
A169 4E46
cannot
beDE3D
made available
offline."
This policy is designed to protect files that cannot
be separated, such as database components.
To use this policy, type the file name extension in
the "Extensions" box. To type more than one extension,
separate the extensions with a semicolon (;).
Note: To make changes to this policy effective, you
must log off and log on again [MSDN00].
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Administratively assigned offline files
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Lists network files and folders that are always
available for offline use. This policy makes the specified
files and folders available offline to users of the computer.
To assign a folder, click Show and then click Add.
In the "Type the name of the item to be added" box, type
the fully qualified UNC path to the file or folder. Leave the
"Enter the value of the item to be added" field blank.
Note: This policy appears in the Computer
Configuration and User Configuration folders. If both
policies are configured, the setting in Computer
Configuration takes precedence over the setting in User
Configuration [MSDN00].

Disable reminder balloons
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SA

Hides or displays reminder balloons, and prevents
users from changing the setting.
Reminder balloons appear above the Offline Files
icon in the status area to notify users when they have lost
the connection to a networked file and are working on a
local copy of the file. Users can then decide how to
proceed.
If you enable this policy, the system hides the
Key fingerprint = AF19 FA27 2F94 998D FDB5 DE3D F8B5 06E4 A169 4E46
reminder balloons, and prevents users from displaying
them.
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If you disable the policy, the system displays the
reminder balloons, and prevents users from hiding them.
If this policy is not configured, reminder balloons
are displayed by default when you enable offline files, but
users can change the setting.
To prevent users from changing the setting while a
policy is in effect, the system disables the "Enable
reminders" option on the Offline Files tab [MSDN00].

Reminder balloon frequency

Determines how often reminder balloon updates
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This policy also removes the "Display reminder
Key fingerprint = AF19 FA27 balloon
2F94 998D
FDB5
DE3D F8B5
06E4
4E46 Files tab.
every
... minutes"
option
on A169
the Offline
This prevents users from trying to change the option while
a policy controls it.
Reminder balloons appear when the user's
connection to a network file is lost or reconnected and are
updated periodically. By default, the first reminder for an
event is displayed for 30 seconds. Then, updates appear
every 60 minutes and are displayed for 15 seconds. You
can use this policy to change the update interval.
This policy appears in the Computer Configuration
and User Configuration folders. if both policies are
configured, the setting in Computer Configuration takes
precedence over the setting in User Configuration.
Tip: To set reminder balloon frequency without
establishing a policy, in Windows Explorer, on the Tools
menu, click Folder Options, and then click the Offline Files
tab. This policy corresponds to the "Display reminder
balloons every ... minutes" option [MSDN00].

Initial reminder balloon lifetime
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Determines how long the first reminder balloon for
a network status change is displayed.
Reminder balloons appear when the user's
connection to a network file is lost or reconnected and are
updated periodically. By default, the first reminder for an
event is displayed for 30 seconds. Then, updates appear
every 60 minutes and are displayed for 15 seconds. You
can use this policy to change the duration of the first
reminder.
This policy appears in the Computer Configuration
and User Configuration folders. if both policies are
Key fingerprint = AF19 FA27 configured,
2F94 998D FDB5
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06E4 A169
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the setting
Computer
Configuration
takes
precedence over the setting in User Configuration
[MSDN00].
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Determines how long updated reminder balloons are
displayed.
Reminder balloons appear when the user's
connection to a network file is lost or reconnected and are
updated periodically. By default, the first reminder for an
event is displayed for 30 seconds. Then, updates appear
every 60 minutes and are displayed for 15 seconds. You
can use this policy to change the duration of the update
reminder.
This policy appears in the Computer Configuration
and User Configuration folders. if both policies are
Key fingerprint = AF19 FA27 configured,
2F94 998D FDB5
DE3DinF8B5
06E4 A169
4E46
the setting
Computer
Configuration
takes
precedence over the setting in User Configuration
[MSDN00].
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At logoff, delete local copy of user’s offline
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Deletes local copies of the user's offline files when
the user logs off.
This policy specifies that automatically and
manually cached offline files are retained only while the
user is logged on to the computer. When the user logs off,
the system deletes all local copies of offline files.
If you disable this policy or do not configure it,
automatically and manually cached copies are retained on
the user's computer for later offline use.
Caution: Files are not synchronized before they are
deleted. Any changes to local files since the last
synchronization are lost [MSDN00].

Event logging level
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Determines which events the Offline Files feature
records in the event log.
Offline Files records events in the Application log
in Event Viewer when it detects errors. By default, Offline
Files records an event only when the offline files storage
cache is corrupted. However, you can use this policy to
specify additional events you want Offline Files to record.
To use this policy, from the "Enter" box, select the
number corresponding to the events you want the system to
log. The levels are cumulative; that is, each level includes
the events in all preceding levels.
"0" records
an error
when
theA169
offline
storage cache
Key fingerprint = AF19 FA27 2F94 998D
FDB5 DE3D
F8B5
06E4
4E46
is corrupted.
"1" also records an event when the server hosting
the offline file is disconnected from the network.
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"2" also records events when the local computer is
connected and disconnected from the network.
"3" also records an event when the server hosting
the offline file is reconnected to the network.
Note: This policy appears in the Computer
Configuration and User Configuration folders. if both
policies are configured, the setting in Computer
Configuration takes precedence over the setting in User
Configuration [MSDN00].

Subfolders always available offline
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Makes subfolders available offline whenever their
parent folder is made available offline.
Key fingerprint = AF19 FA27 2F94 998D
DE3D
F8B5 06E4 A169
4E46the "make
This FDB5
policy
automatically
extends
available offline" setting to all new and existing subfolders
of a folder. Users do not have the option of excluding
subfolders.
If you enable this policy, then when you make a
folder available offline, all folders within that folder are
also made available offline. Also, new folders that you
create within a folder that is available offline are made
available offline when the parent folder is synchronized.
If you disable this policy or do not configure it, the
system asks users whether they want subfolders to be made
available offline when they make a parent folder available
offline [MSDN00].
Network and Dial-up Connections

Allow configuration of connection sharing
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Determines whether administrators can enable,
disable, and configure the Internet Connection Sharing
feature of a dial-up connection.
If you enable this policy or do not configure it, the
system displays the Internet Connection Sharing (ICS) tab
in the Properties dialog box for a dial-up connection. On
Windows 2000 Server, it also displays the Internet
Connection Sharing page in the Network Connection
wizard. (This page is available only in Windows 2000
Server.)
If you disable this policy, the Internet Connection
Sharing (ICS) tab and Internet Connection Sharing wizard
page are removed.
Internet Connection Sharing lets users configure
their system as an Internet gateway for a small network. It
Key fingerprint = AF19 FA27 provides
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network
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network.
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By default, Internet Connection Sharing is disabled
when you create a dial-up connection, but administrators
can use the Internet Connection Sharing (ICS) tab and
Internet Connection Sharing wizard page to enable it.
Note: This policy appears in the Computer
Configuration and User Configuration folders. if both
policies are configured, the setting in Computer
Configuration takes precedence over the setting in User
Configuration.
Important: This policy applies only to users in the
Administrators group [MSDN00].
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Printers
Key fingerprint = AF19 FA27 Allow
2F94 998D
FDB5toDE3D
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printers
be published
Determines whether the computer's shared printers can be
published in Active Directory.
If you enable this policy or do not configure it, users can
use the "List in directory" option in the Printers folder or the Add
Printer wizard to publish shared printers in Active Directory.
If you disable this policy, this computer's shared printers
cannot be published in Active Directory and the "List in directory"
option is disabled [MSDN00].
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Determines whether the Add Printer wizard automatically
publishes the computer's shared printers in Active Directory.
If you enable this policy or do not configure it, the Add
Printer wizard automatically publishes all shared printers.
If you disable this policy, the Add Printer wizard does not
automatically publish printers. However, you can publish shared
printers manually.
Note: This policy is ignored if the "Allow printers to be
published" policy is disabled [MSDN00].

Allow pruning of published printers
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NS

Determines whether the domain controller can prune
(delete from Active Directory) the printers published by this
computer.
By default, the pruning service on the domain controller
prunes printer objects from Active Directory if the computer that
published them does not respond to contact requests. When the
computer that published the printers restarts, it republishes any
deleted printer objects.
If you enable this policy or do not configure it, the domain
controller prunes this computer's printers when the computer does
Key fingerprint = AF19 FA27 2F94 998D FDB5 DE3D F8B5 06E4 A169 4E46
not respond.
If you disable this policy, the domain controller does not
prune this computer's printers. This setting is designed to prevent
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printers from being pruned when the computer is temporarily
disconnected from the network.
Note: You can use the "Directory Pruning Interval" and
"Directory Pruning Retry" policies to adjust the contact interval
and number of contact attempts [MSDN00].

Printer browsing
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Announces the presence of shared printers to print browse
master servers for the domain.
On Windows 2000 domains with Active Directory, shared
printer resources are available in Active Directory and are not
announced.
If you enable this policy, the print spooler announces
Key fingerprint = AF19shared
FA27 2F94
998D
DE3D
F8B5master
06E4 A169
4E46
printers
to FDB5
the print
browse
servers.
As a result,
shared printers appear in the domain list in the Browse for Printer
dialog box of the Add Printer wizard.
If you disable this policy, shared printers are not announced
to print browse master servers, even if Active Directory is not
available.
If you do not configure this policy, shared printers are
announced to browse master servers only when Active Directory is
not available.
Note: A client license is used each time a client computer
announces a printer to a print browse master on the domain
[MSDN00].
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republished
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Determines whether the system prunes (deletes from Active
Directory) printers that are not automatically republished. This
policy applies to printers running operating systems other than
Windows 2000 and to Windows 2000 printers published outside of
their domain.
The Windows 2000 pruning service prunes printer objects
from Active Directory when the computer that published them
does not respond to contact requests. Computers running Windows
2000 detect and republish deleted printer objects when they rejoin
the network. However, because non-Windows 2000 computers and
computers in other domains cannot republish printers in Active
Directory automatically, then, by default, the system never prunes
their printer objects.
You can enable this policy to change the default behavior.
To use this policy, select one of the following options from the
"Prune non-republishing printers" box:
Key fingerprint = AF19 FA27 2F94 998D FDB5 DE3D F8B5 06E4 A169 4E46
-- "Never" specifies that printer objects that are not
automatically republished are never pruned. "Never" is the default.
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-- "Only if Print Server is found" prunes printer objects
that are not automatically republished only when the print server
responds, but the printer is unavailable.
-- "Whenever printer is not found" prunes printer objects
that are not automatically republished whenever the host computer
does not respond, just as it does with Windows 2000 printers.
Note: This policy applies to printers published by using
Active Directory Users and Computers or Pubprn.vbs. It does not
apply to printers published by using Printers in Control Panel.
Tip: If you disable automatic pruning, remember to delete
printer objects manually whenever you remove a printer or print
server [MSDN00].
Key fingerprint = AF19 FA27 Directory
2F94 998D pruning
FDB5 DE3D
F8B5 06E4 A169 4E46
interval
Specifies how often the pruning service on a domain
controller contacts computers to verify that their printers are
operational.
The pruning service periodically contacts computers that
have published printers. If a computer does not respond to the
contact message (optionally, after repeated attempts), the pruning
service "prunes" (deletes from Active Directory) printer objects the
computer has published.
By default, the pruning service contacts computers every
eight hours and allows two repeated contact attempts before
deleting printers from Active Directory. You can use this policy to
change the interval between contact attempts. To change the
number of attempts, use the "Directory Pruning Retry" policy.
Note: This policy is used only on domain controllers
[MSDN00].
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Specifies how many times the pruning service on a domain
controller repeats its attempt to contact a computer before pruning
the computer's printers.
The pruning service periodically contacts computers that
have published printers to verify that the printers are still available
for use. If a computer does not respond to the contact message, the
message is repeated for the specified number of times. If the
computer still fails to respond, then the pruning service "prunes"
(deletes from Active Directory) printer objects the computer has
published.
By default, the pruning service contacts computers every
eight hours and allows two retries before deleting printers from
Active Directory. You can use this policy to change the number of
Key fingerprint = AF19retries.
FA27 To
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the "Directory
Pruning Interval" policy.
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Sets the priority of the pruning thread.
The pruning thread, which runs only on domain controllers,
deletes printer objects from Active Directory if the printer that
published the object does not respond to contact attempts. This
process keeps printer information in Active Directory current.
The thread priority influences the order in which the thread
receives processor time and determines how likely it is to be
preempted by higher priority threads.
By default, the pruning thread runs at normal priority.
Key fingerprint = AF19However,
FA27 2F94
F8B5to
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A169the
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you998D
can FDB5
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the priority
improve
performance
of this service.
Note: This policy is used only on domain controllers
[MSDN00].
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Directs the system to periodically verify that the printers
published by this computer still appear in Active Directory. Also,
this policy specifies how often the system repeats the verification.
By default, the system verifies published printers when it
starts. This policy provides for periodic verification while the
computer is operating.
To enable this additional verification, enable this policy,
and then select a verification interval.
To disable verification, disable or do not configure this
policy, or set the verification interval to "Never [MSDN00].
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Internet printing lets you display printers on Web pages so
the printers can be viewed, managed, and used across the Internet
or an intranet.
Internet printing is supported by default on Windows 2000.
If you enable this policy or do not configure it, Internet printing
remains supported. If you disable this policy, Internet printing is
not supported.
Note: This policy affects the server side of Internet printing
only. It does not prevent the print client on the computer from
printing across the Internet [MSDN00].

Custom support URL in the printer’s folders left
Key fingerprint = AF19pane
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Adds a customized Web page link to the Printers folder.
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By default, the Printers folder includes a link to the
Microsoft Support Web page. It can also include a link to a Web
page supplied by the vendor of the currently selected printer.
You can use this policy to replace these default links with a
link to a Web page customized for your enterprise.
If you disable this policy, do not configure it or if you do
not enter an alternate Internet address, the default links appear in
the Printers folder.
Note: Web pages links only appear in the Printers folder
when Web view is enabled. If Web view is disabled, the policy has
no effect. (To enable Web view, open the Printers folder, and from
the Tools menu, click Folder Options, click the General tab, and
click
"Enable
content
folders.")
Key fingerprint = AF19then
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Also, see the "Web-based printing" policy in this policy
folder and the "Browse a common web site to find printers" policy
in
User
Configuration\Administrative
Templates\Control
Panel\Printers.
Web view is affected by the "Enable Classic Shell" and
"Remove the Folder Options menu item from the Tools menu"
policies in User Configuration\Administrative Templates\Windows
Components\Windows Explorer, and by the "Enable Active
Desktop"
policy
in
User
Configuration\Administrative
Templates\Desktop\Active Desktop [MSDN00].

Computer location
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Specifies the default location criteria used when searching
for printers.
This policy is a component of the Location Tracking
feature of Windows 2000 printers. To use this policy, enable
Location Tracking by enabling the "Pre-populate printer search
location text" policy.
When Location Tracking is enabled, the system uses the
specified location as a criteria when users search for printers. The
value you type here overrides the actual location of the computer
conducting the search.
Type the location of the user's computer. When users
search for printers, the system uses the specified location (and
other search criteria) to find a printer nearby. You can also use this
policy to direct users to a particular printer or group of printers that
you want them to use.
If you disable this policy or do not configure it and the user
does not type a location as a search criteria, the system searches for
a nearby printer based on the IP address and subnet mask of the
Key fingerprint = AF19user's
FA27computer
2F94 998D
FDB5 DE3D F8B5 06E4 A169 4E46
[MSDN00].

Pre-populate printer search location text
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Enables the physical Location Tracking support feature of
Windows 2000 printers.
Location tracking lets you design a location scheme for
your enterprise and assign computers and printers to locations in
your scheme. Location tracking overrides the standard method of
locating and associating users and printers, which uses the IP
address and subnet mask of a computer to estimate its physical
location and proximity to other computers.
If you enable Location Tracking, a Browse button appears
beside the Location field in the Find Printers dialog box. (To go to
the Browse button, click Start, click Search, and click For printers.)
The Browse button also appears on the General tab of the
dialog
for aDE3D
printer.
It lets
users
browse
Key fingerprint = AF19Properties
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4E46for printers
by location without their having to know the precise location (or
location naming scheme). Also, if you enable the "Computer
location" policy, the default location you type appears in the
Location field.
If you disable this policy or do not configure it, Location
Tracking is disabled. Printer proximity is estimated based on IP
address and subnet mask [MSDN00].
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Animated Bitmaps
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SOFTWARE SETTINGS
Software installation
WINDOWS SETTINGS
IE maintenance
Browser user interface
(9)
Browser Title

Connection
(13)
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Connection Settings

Automated Browser configuration

(15)

Proxy settings
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User agent strings
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Favorites and Links
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Authenticode settings
Programs

©

Programs
(22)

Security Zones and content ratings

Scripts

Logon
Logoff
Security Settings
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Public key policies
(23) Enterprise trust
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Folder Redirection
Application Data
Desktop
My Documents
(25) My Pictures
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Start Menu
ADMINISTRATIVE TEMPLATES
Windows Components
Key fingerprintNetmeeting
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Enable automatic configuration

or

Configures NetMeeting to download settings for
users each time it starts.

th

The settings are downloaded from the URL listed in the "Configuration URL:" text box.

Au

Group Policy based settings have precedence over
any conflicting settings set by downloading them from this
URL [MSDN00].
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Disables the directory feature of NetMeeting.
Users will not logon to a directory (ILS) server
when NetMeeting starts. Users will also not be able to
view or place calls via a NetMeeting directory.
This policy is for deployers who have their own
location or calling schemes such as a Web site or an
address book [MSDN00].

Prevent adding directory servers

Prevents users from adding directory (ILS) servers
to the list of those they can use for placing calls
[MSDN00].

Prevent viewing web directory
Prevents users from viewing directories as Web
pages in a browser [MSDN00].

Set the intranet support page
Sets the URL NetMeeting will display when the
user chooses the Help Online Support command.

Set call security option
Sets the level of security for both outgoing and
incoming NetMeeting calls [MSDN00].
Key fingerprint = AF19 FA27 2F94 998D
FDB5changing
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Prevents users from changing the way calls are
placed, either directly or via a gatekeeper server
[MSDN00].

Prevent automatic acceptance of calls
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Prevents users from turning on automatic
acceptance of incoming calls.
This ensures that others cannot call and connect to
NetMeeting when the user is not present.
This policy is recommended when deploying
NetMeeting to run always [MSDN00].
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Prevent sending files

Prevents users from sending files to others in a
Key fingerprint = AF19 FA27 conference
2F94 998D [MSDN00].
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Prevent receiving files

or

Prevents users from receiving files from others in a
conference [MSDN00].

th

Limit the size of sent files

Au

Limits the size of files users can send to others in a
conference [MSDN00].
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[MSDN00].

Disable Netmeeting 2.X whiteboard
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Disables the 2.x whiteboard feature of NetMeeting.
The 2.x whiteboard is available for compatibility
with older versions of NetMeeting only.
Deployers who do not need it can save bandwidth
by disabling it [MSDN00].
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Disable whiteboard

Disables the T.126
NetMeeting [MSDN00].
Application Sharing

(i)

whiteboard

feature

of

Disable Application sharing

(ii)

Disables the application-sharing
feature of NetMeeting completely. Users will
not be able to host or view shared applications
[MSDN00].

Prevent
Key fingerprint = AF19 FA27 2F94 998D FDB5
DE3Dsharing
F8B5 06E4 A169 4E46
Prevents users from sharing anything
themselves. They will still be able to view shared
applications/desktops from others [MSDN00].
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Prevent desktop sharing
Prevents users from sharing the whole
desktop. They will still be able to share individual
applications [MSDN00].
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Prevent sharing command prompts
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Prevents users from sharing command
prompts. This prevents users from inadvertently
sharing out applications, since command prompts
can be used to launch other applications
[MSDN00].

Prevent sharing explorer windows
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Prevents users from sharing Explorer
Key fingerprint = AF19 FA27 2F94 998D FDB5 DE3D F8B5 06E4 A169 4E46
windows. This prevents users from inadvertently
sharing out applications, since Explorer windows
can be used to launch other applications
[MSDN00].
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Prevent control
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Prevents users from allowing others in a
conference to control what they have shared. This
enforces a read-only mode; the other participants
cannot change the data in the shared application
[MSDN00].

Prevent application sharing in true
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Prevents users from sharing applications in
true color. True color sharing uses more bandwidth
in a conference [MSDN00].
Audio and Video

(i)
Limit the bandwidth of audio
and video
(ii)

Limits the bandwidth audio and video
will consume when in a conference. This
setting will guide NetMeeting to choose the
right formats and send rate so that the
bandwidth is limited [MSDN00].

Disable audio
Disables the audio feature of NetMeeting.
UsersFDB5
will DE3D
not beF8B5
able06E4
to send
receive audio
Key fingerprint = AF19 FA27 2F94 998D
A169or4E46
[MSDN00].

Disable full duplex audio
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Disables full duplex mode audio. Users will
not be able to listen to incoming audio while
speaking into the microphone.
Older audio
hardware does not perform well when in full duplex
mode [MSDN00].

Prevent changing direct sound audio
settings

tai
ns
f

Prevents
user
from
changing
the
DirectSound audio setting. DirectSound provides
much better audio quality, but older audio hardware
may not support it [MSDN00].

Prevent sending video

re

Key fingerprint = AF19 FA27 2F94 998D FDB5 DE3D F8B5 06E4 A169 4E46
Prevents users from sending video if they
have the hardware. Users will still be able to
receive video from others [MSDN00].
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Prevent receiving video
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Prevents users from receiving video. Users
will still be able to send video provided they have
the hardware [MSDN00].
Options Page
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Hides the General page of the Tools Options
dialog. Users will not then be able to change
personal identification and bandwidth settings
[MSDN00].

Disable the advanced calling button

Disables the Advanced Calling button on the
General Options page. Users will not then be able
to change the call placement method and the servers
used [MSDN00].

Hide the security page
Hides the Security page of the Tools
Options dialog. Users will not then be able to
change call security and authentication settings
[MSDN00].

Hide the audio page
Hides the Audio page of the Tools Options
dialog. Users will not then be able to change audio
settings [MSDN00].

Hide the video page

Key fingerprint = AF19 FA27 2F94 998D FDB5 DE3D F8B5 06E4 A169 4E46
Hides the Video page of the Tools Options
dialog. Users will not then be able to change video
settings [MSDN00].
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Makes the Customize button in the Search Assistant
appear dimmed.
The Search Assistant is a tool that appears in the
Search bar to help users search the Internet.
If you enable this policy, users cannot change their
Search Assistant settings, such as setting default search
engines for specific tasks.
If you disable this policy or do not configure it,
users can change their settings for the Search Assistant.
This policy is designed to help administrators
Key fingerprint = AF19 FA27 maintain
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Disables using the F3 key to search in Internet
Explorer and Windows Explorer.
If you enable this policy, the search functionality of
the F3 key is disabled. Users cannot press F3 to search the
Internet (from Internet Explorer) or to search the hard disk
(from Windows Explorer). If the user presses F3, a prompt
appears that informs the user that this feature has been
disabled.
If you disable this policy or do not configure it,
users can press F3 to search the Internet (from Internet
Explorer) or the hard disk (from Windows Explorer).
This policy is intended for situations in which
administrators do not want users to explore the Internet or
the hard disk.
This policy can be used in coordination with the
"File Menu: Disable Open menu option" policy (located in
\User Configuration\Administrative Templates\Windows
Components\Internet Explorer\Browser Menus), which
prevents users from opening files by using the browser
[MSDN00].

Disable external branding of IE

Prevents branding of Internet programs, such as
customization of Internet Explorer and Outlook Express
logos and title bars, by a third party.
If you enable this policy, it prevents customization
the998D
browser
by DE3D
a third F8B5
party,06E4
such A169
as an 4E46
Internet service
Key fingerprint = AF19 FA27 of
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provider or Internet content provider.
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If you disable this policy or do not configure it,
users could install customizations from a third party—for
example, when signing up for Internet services.
This policy is intended for administrators who want
to maintain a consistent browser across an organization
[MSDN00].
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Prevents users from exporting or importing favorite
links by using the Import/Export wizard.
If you enable this policy, the Import/Export wizard
cannot import or export favorite links or cookies, which are
Key fingerprint = AF19 FA27 small
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sites.
If you disable this policy or do not configure it,
users can import and export favorites in Internet Explorer
by clicking the File menu, clicking Import and Export, and
then running the Import/Export wizard.
Note: If you enable this policy, users can still view
screens in the wizard, but when users click Finish, a prompt
will appear that states that this feature has been disabled
[MSDN00].
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Prevents users from changing settings on the
Advanced tab in the Internet Options dialog box.
If you enable this policy, users are prevented from
changing advanced Internet settings, such as security,
multimedia, and printing. Users cannot select or clear the
check boxes on the Advanced tab.
If you disable this policy or do not configure it,
users can select or clear settings on the Advanced tab.
If you set the "Disable the Advanced page" policy
(located
in
\User
Configuration\Administrative
Templates\Windows
Components\Internet
Explorer\Internet Control Panel), you do not need to set this
policy, because the "Disable the Advanced page" policy
removes the Advanced tab from the interface [MSDN00].

Disable changing home page settings

Prevents users from changing the home page of the
browser. The home page is the first page that appears when
users start the browser.
If you enable this policy, the settings in the Home
the General
tab in06E4
the Internet
Options dialog
Key fingerprint = AF19 FA27 Page
2F94 area
998DonFDB5
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box appear dimmed.
If you disable this policy or do not configure it,
users can change their home page.
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If you set the "Disable the General page" policy
(located
in
\User
Configuration\Administrative
Templates\Windows
Components\Internet
Explorer\Internet Control Panel), you do not need to set this
policy, because the "Disable the General page" policy
removes the General tab from the interface.
This policy is intended for administrators who want
to maintain a consistent home page across their
organization [MSDN00].
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Specifies that Automatic Detection will be used to
Key fingerprint = AF19 FA27 configure
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dial-up
for users.
Automatic Detection uses a DHCP (Dynamic Host
Configuration Protocol) or DNS (Domain Name System)
server to customize the browser the first time it is started.
If you enable this policy, the users' dial-up settings
will be configured by Automatic Detection.
If you disable this policy or do not configure it, the
dial-up settings will not be configured by Automatic
Detection, unless specified by the user [MSDN00].
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Prevents automatic proxy scripts, which interact
with a server to automatically configure users' proxy
settings, from being stored in the users' cache.
If you enable this policy, automatic proxy scripts
will not be stored temporarily on the users' computer.
If you disable this policy or do not configure it,
automatic proxy scripts can be stored in the users' cache
[MSDN00].

Display error message on proxy script
download failure
Specifies that error messages will be displayed to
users if problems occur with proxy scripts.
If you enable this policy, error messages will be
displayed when the browser does not download or run a
script to set proxy settings.
If you disable this policy or do not configure it,
error messages will not be displayed when problems occur
with proxy scripts [MSDN00].

Disable changing temporary internet files
Key fingerprint = AF19 FA27 settings
2F94 998D FDB5 DE3D F8B5 06E4 A169 4E46
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Prevents users from changing the browser cache
settings, such as the location and amount of disk space to
use for the Temporary Internet Files folder.
If you enable this policy, the browser cache settings
appear dimmed. These settings are found in the dialog box
that appears when users click the General tab and then click
the Settings button in the Internet Options dialog box.
If you disable this policy or do not configure it,
users can change their cache settings.
If you set the "Disable the General page" policy
(located
in
\User
Configuration\Administrative
Templates\Windows
Components\Internet
Panel),06E4
you A169
do not4E46
need to set this
Key fingerprint = AF19 FA27 Explorer\Internet
2F94 998D FDB5Control
DE3D F8B5
policy, because the "Disable the General page" policy
removes the General tab from the interface [MSDN00].
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Disable changing history settings

Disable changing color settings
Prevents users from changing the default Web page
colors.
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Prevents users from changing the history settings
for the browser.
If you enable this policy, the settings in the History
area on the General tab in the Internet Options dialog box
appear dimmed.
If you disable this policy or do not configure it,
users can change the number of days to store Web page
information and clear Web page history.
If you set the "Disable the General page" policy
(located
in
\User
Configuration\Administrative
Templates\Windows
Components\Internet
Explorer\Internet Control Panel), you do not need to set this
policy, because the "Disable the General page" policy
removes the General tab from the interface [MSDN00].
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If you enable this policy, the color settings for Web
pages appear dimmed. The settings are located in the
Colors area in the dialog box that appears when the user
clicks the General tab and then clicks the Colors button in
the Internet Options dialog box
If you disable this policy or do not configure it,
users can change the default background and text color of
Web pages.
If you set the "Disable the General page" policy
Key fingerprint = AF19 FA27 (located
2F94 998D FDB5
DE3D
06E4 A169 4E46
in
\User F8B5Configuration\Administrative
Templates\Windows
Components\Internet
Explorer\Internet Control Panel), you do not need to set this
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policy, because the "Disable the General page" policy
removes the General tab from the interface.
Note: The default Web page colors are ignored on
Web pages in which the author has specified the
background and text colors [MSDN00].

Disable changing link color settings
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Prevents users from changing the colors of links on
Web pages.
If you enable this policy, the color settings for links
appear dimmed. The settings are located in the Links area
of the dialog box that appears when users click the General
tab and then click the Colors button in the Internet Options
Key fingerprint = AF19 FA27 dialog
2F94 998D
box. FDB5 DE3D F8B5 06E4 A169 4E46
If you disable this policy or do not configure it,
users can change the default color of links on Web pages.
If you set the "Disable the General page" policy
(located
in
\User
Configuration\Administrative
Templates\Windows
Components\Internet
Explorer\Internet Control Panel), you do not need to set this
policy, because the "Disable the General page" policy
removes the General tab from the interface.
Note: The default link colors are ignored on Web
pages on which the author has specified link colors
[MSDN00].
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Disable changing font settings
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Prevents users from changing font settings.
If you enable this policy, the Font button on the
General tab in the Internet Options dialog box appears
dimmed.
If you disable this policy or do not configure it,
users can change the default fonts for viewing Web pages.
If you set the "Disable the General page" policy
(located
in
\User
Configuration\Administrative
Templates\Windows
Components\Internet
Explorer\Internet Control Panel), you do not need to set this
policy, because the "Disable the General page" policy
removes the General tab from the interface.
Note: The default font settings colors are ignored in
cases in which the Web page author has specified the font
attributes [MSDN00].

Disable changing language settings
Prevents users from changing language settings.
Key fingerprint = AF19 FA27 2F94 998D FDB5 DE3D F8B5 06E4 A169 4E46
If you enable this policy, the Languages button on
the General tab in the Internet Options dialog box appears
dimmed.
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If you disable this policy or do not configure it,
users can change the language settings for viewing Web
sites for languages in which the character set has been
installed.
If you set the "Disable the General page" policy
(located
in
\User
Configuration\Administrative
Templates\Windows
Components\Internet
Explorer\Internet Control Panel), you do not need to set this
policy, because the "Disable the General page" policy
removes the General tab from the interface [MSDN00].
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Prevents users from changing accessibility settings.
Key fingerprint = AF19 FA27 2F94 998D
FDB5
DE3D
F8B5 06E4
A169 4E46 button on
If you
enable
this policy,
the Accessibility
the General tab in the Internet Options dialog box appears
dimmed.
If you disable this policy or do not configure it,
users can change accessibility settings, such as overriding
fonts and colors on Web pages.
If you set the "Disable the General page" policy
(located
in
\User
Configuration\Administrative
Templates\Windows
Components\Internet
Explorer\Internet Control Panel), you do not need to set this
policy, because the "Disable the General page" policy
removes the General tab from the interface [MSDN00].
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Disable internet connection wizard

20

Prevents users from running the Internet Connection

wizard.
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If you enable this policy, the Setup button on the
Connections tab in the Internet Options dialog box appears
dimmed.
Users will also be prevented from running the
wizard by clicking the Connect to the Internet icon on the
desktop or by clicking Start, pointing to Programs, pointing
to Accessories, pointing to Communications, and then
clicking Internet Connection wizard.
If you disable this policy or do not configure it,
users can change their connection settings by running the
Internet Connection wizard.
Note: This policy overlaps with the "Disable the
Connections
page"
policy
(located
in
\User
Configuration\Administrative
Templates\Windows
Components\Internet Explorer\Internet Control Panel),
Key fingerprint = AF19 FA27 which
2F94 998D
FDB5the
DE3D
F8B5 06E4
removes
Connections
tabA169
from4E46
the interface.
Removing the Connections tab from the interface, however,
does not prevent users from running the Internet
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[MSDN00].
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Prevents users from changing dial-up settings.
If you enable this policy, the Settings button on the
Connections tab in the Internet Options dialog box appears
dimmed.
If you disable this policy or do not configure it,
users can change their settings for dial-up connections.
If you set the "Disable the Connections page" policy
(located
in
\User
Configuration\Administrative
Templates\Windows
Components\Internet
Key fingerprint = AF19 FA27 Explorer\Internet
2F94 998D FDB5Control
DE3D F8B5
Panel),06E4
you A169
do not4E46
need to set this
policy, because the "Disable the Connections page" policy
removes the Connections tab from the interface
[MSDN00].
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Prevents users from changing proxy settings.
If you enable this policy, the proxy settings appear
dimmed. These settings are in the Proxy Server area of the
Local Area Network (LAN) Settings dialog box, which
appears when the user clicks the Connections tab and then
clicks the LAN Settings button in the Internet Options
dialog box.
If you set the "Disable the Connections page" policy
(located
in
\User
Configuration\Administrative
Templates\Windows
Components\Internet
Explorer\Internet Control Panel), you do not need to set this
policy, because the "Disable the Connections page" policy
removes the Connections tab from the interface
[MSDN00].

Disable changing automatic configuration
settings

©

SA

Prevents users from
changing automatic
configuration settings. Automatic configuration is a process
that administrators can use to update browser settings
periodically.
If you enable this policy, the automatic
configuration settings appear dimmed. The settings are
located in the Automatic Configuration area of the Local
Area Network (LAN) Settings dialog box. To see the Local
(LAN)
Settings
dialogA169
box,4E46
users open the
Key fingerprint = AF19 FA27 Area
2F94 Network
998D FDB5
DE3D
F8B5 06E4
Internet Options dialog box, click the Connections tab, and
then click the LAN Settings button.
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If you disable this policy or do not configure it, the
user can change automatic configuration settings.
This policy is intended to enable administrators to
ensure that users' settings are updated uniformly through
automatic configuration.
The "Disable the Connections page" policy (located
in \User Configuration\Administrative Templates\Windows
Components\Internet Explorer\Internet Control Panel),
which removes the Connections tab from Internet Explorer
in Control Panel, takes precedence over this policy. If it is
enabled, this policy is ignored [MSDN00].

Disable changing ratings settings
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Key fingerprint = AF19 FA27 2F94 998D
FDB5users
DE3Dfrom
F8B5changing
06E4 A169
4E46 that help
Prevents
ratings
control the type of Internet content that can be viewed.
If you enable this policy, the settings in the Content
Advisor area on the Content tab in the Internet Options
dialog box appear dimmed.
If you disable this policy or do not configure it,
users can change their ratings settings.
The "Disable the Ratings page" policy (located in
\User Configuration\Administrative Templates\Windows
Components\Internet Explorer\Internet Control Panel),
which removes the Ratings tab from Internet Explorer in
Control Panel, takes precedence over this policy. If it is
enabled, this policy is ignored [MSDN00].
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Disable changing certificate settings
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Prevents users from changing certificate settings in
Internet Explorer. Certificates are used to verify the identity
of software publishers.
If you enable this policy, the settings in the
Certificates area on the Content tab in the Internet Options
dialog box appear dimmed.
If you disable this policy or do not configure it,
users can import new certificates, remove approved
publishers, and change settings for certificates that have
already been accepted.
The "Disable the Content page" policy (located in
\User Configuration\Administrative Templates\Windows
Components\Internet Explorer\Internet Control Panel),
which removes the Content tab from Internet Explorer in
Control Panel, takes precedence over this policy. If it is
enabled, this policy is ignored.
Key fingerprint = AF19 FA27 2F94 998D
FDB5
F8B5this
06E4
A169users
4E46
Caution:
If DE3D
you enable
policy,
can still run
the Certificate Manager Import wizard by double-clicking a
software publishing certificate (.spc) file. This wizard
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enables users to import and configure settings for
certificates from software publishers that haven't already
been configured for Internet Explorer [MSDN00].

Disable changing profile assistant settings
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Prevents users from changing Profile Assistant
settings.
If you enable this policy, the My Profile button
appears dimmed in the Personal Information area on the
Content tab in the Internet Options dialog box.
If you disable this policy or do not configure it,
users can change their profile information, such as their
street and e-mail addresses.
Key fingerprint = AF19 FA27 2F94 998D
FDB5 DE3D
F8B5 06E4 A169
The "Disable
the Connections
page"4E46
policy (located
in \User Configuration\Administrative Templates\Windows
Components\Internet Explorer\Internet Control Panel),
which removes the Connections tab from Internet Explorer
in Control Panel, takes precedence over this policy. If it is
enabled, this policy is ignored [MSDN00].

Disable autocomplete for forms
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Prevents Internet Explorer from automatically
completing forms, such as filling in a name or a password
that the user has entered previously on a Web page.
If you enable this policy, the Forms check box
appears dimmed. To display the Forms check box, users
open the Internet Options dialog box, click the Content tab,
and then click the AutoComplete button.
If you disable this policy or do not configure it,
users can enable the automatic completion of forms.
The "Disable the Content page" policy (located in
\User Configuration\Administrative Templates\Windows
Components\Internet Explorer\Internet Control Panel),
which removes the Content tab from Internet Explorer in
Control Panel, takes precedence over this policy. If it is
enabled, this policy is ignored.
Caution: If you enable this policy after users have
used their browser with form automatic completion
enabled, it will not clear the automatic completion history
for forms that users have already filled out [MSDN00].

Do not
passwords

allow

autocomplete

to

save

Disables automatic completion of user names and
formsDE3D
on Web
pages,
and
prevents
Key fingerprint = AF19 FA27 passwords
2F94 998DinFDB5
F8B5
06E4
A169
4E46users from
being prompted to save passwords.
If you enable this policy, the User Names and
Passwords on Forms and Prompt Me to Save Passwords
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check boxes appear dimmed. To display these check boxes,
users open the Internet Options dialog box, click the
Content tab, and then click the AutoComplete button.
If you disable this policy or don't configure it, users
can determine whether Internet Explorer automatically
completes user names and passwords on forms and prompts
them to save passwords.
The "Disable the Content page" policy (located in
\User Configuration\Administrative Templates\Windows
Components\Internet Explorer\Internet Control Panel),
which removes the Content tab from Internet Explorer in
Control Panel, takes precedence over this policy. If it is
thisFDB5
policyDE3D
is ignored
Key fingerprint = AF19 FA27 enabled,
2F94 998D
F8B5[MSDN00].
06E4 A169 4E46
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Prevents users from changing the default programs
for messaging tasks.
If you enable this policy, the E-mail, Newsgroups,
and Internet Call options in the Internet Programs area
appear dimmed. To display these options, users open the
Internet Options dialog box, and then click the Programs
tab.
If you disable this policy or do not configure it,
users can determine which programs to use for sending
mail, viewing newsgroups, and placing Internet calls, if
programs that perform these tasks are installed.
The "Disable the Programs page" policy (located in
\User Configuration\Administrative Templates\Windows
Components\Internet Explorer\Internet Control Panel),
which removes the Programs tab from Internet Explorer in
Control Panel, takes precedence over this policy. If it is
enabled, this policy is ignored [MSDN00].

Disable changing calendar and contact
settings

©

SA

Prevents users from changing the default programs
for managing schedules and contacts.
If you enable this policy, the Calendar and Contact
check boxes appear dimmed in the Internet Programs area.
To display these options, users open the Internet Options
dialog box, and then click the Programs tab.
If you disable this policy or do not configure it,
users can determine which programs to use for managing
schedules and contacts, if programs that perform these
Key fingerprint = AF19 FA27 2F94 998D FDB5 DE3D F8B5 06E4 A169 4E46
tasks are installed.
This "Disable the Programs Page" policy (located in
\User Configuration\Administrative Templates\Windows
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Components\Internet Explorer\Internet Control Panel) takes
precedence over this policy. If it is enabled, this policy is
ignored [MSDN00].

Disable the reset web settings feature
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Prevents users from restoring default settings for
home and search pages.
If you enable this policy, the Reset Web Settings
button on the Programs tab in the Internet Options dialog
box appears dimmed.
If you disable this policy or do not configure it,
users can restore the default settings for home and search
pages.
Key fingerprint = AF19 FA27 2F94 998D
FDB5 DE3D
F8B5 06E4
A169policy
4E46(located in
The "Disable
the Programs
page"
\User Configuration\Administrative Templates\Windows
Components\Internet Explorer\Internet Control Panel),
which removes the Programs tab from Internet Explorer in
Control Panel, takes precedence over this policy. If it is
enabled, this policy is ignored [MSDN00].

Disable changing default browser check
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Prevents Internet Explorer from checking to see
whether it is the default browser.
If you enable this policy, the Internet Explorer
Should Check to See Whether It Is the Default Browser
check box on the Programs tab in the Internet Options
dialog box appears dimmed.
If you disable this policy or do not configure it,
users can determine whether Internet Explorer will check to
see if it is the default browser. When Internet Explorer
performs this check, it prompts the user to specify which
browser to use as the default.
This policy is intended for organizations that do not
want users to determine which browser should be their
default.
The "Disable the Programs page" policy (located in
\User Configuration\Administrative Templates\Windows
Components\Internet Explorer\Internet Control Panel),
which removes the Programs tab from Internet Explorer in
Control Panel, takes precedence over this policy. If it is
enabled, this policy is ignored [MSDN00].

Identity manager:
using Identities

Prevent users from

Prevents
users
from
configuring
unique
identities by
Key fingerprint = AF19 FA27 2F94 998D
FDB5
DE3D
F8B5
06E4 A169
4E46
using Identity Manager.
Identity Manager enables users to create multiple
accounts, such as e-mail accounts, on the same computer.
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Each user has a unique identity, with a different password
and different program preferences.
If you enable this policy, users will not be able to
create new identities, manage existing identities, or switch
identities. The Switch Identity option will be removed from
the File menu in Address Book.
If you disable this policy or do not configure it,
users can set up and change identities [MSDN00].
Internet Control Panel
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Removes the General tab from the interface
Key fingerprint = AF19 FA27 2F94 998D
DE3D
F8B5dialog
06E4 box.
A169 4E46
in theFDB5
Internet
Options
If you enable this policy, users are unable to
see and change settings for the home page, the
cache, history, Web page appearance, and
accessibility.
If you disable this policy or do not configure
it, users can see and change these settings.
When you set this policy, you do not need to
set the following Internet Explorer policies (located
in
\User
Configuration\Administrative
Templates\Windows
Components\Internet
Explorer\), because this policy removes the General
tab from the interface:
"Disable changing home page settings"
"Disable changing Temporary Internet files
settings"
"Disable changing history settings"
"Disable changing color settings"
"Disable changing link color settings"
"Disable changing font settings"
"Disable changing language settings"
"Disable changing accessibility settings"
[MSDN00].

Disable the security page

©

Removes the Security tab from the interface
in the Internet Options dialog box.
If you enable this policy, it prevents users
from seeing and changing settings for security
zones, such as scripting, downloads, and user
authentication.
Key fingerprint = AF19 FA27 2F94 998D FDB5
DE3D
F8B5
A169
4E46
If you
disable
this06E4
policy
or do
not configure
it, users can see and change these settings.
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When you set this policy, you do not need to
set the following Internet Explorer policies, because
this policy removes the Security tab from the
interface:
"Security zones: Do not allow users to
change policies"
"Security zones: Do not allow users to
add/delete sites"
"Only allow controls from Trusted
Publishers"
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Removes the Content tab from the interface
Key fingerprint = AF19 FA27 2F94 998D
DE3D
F8B5dialog
06E4 box.
A169 4E46
in theFDB5
Internet
Options
If you enable this policy, users are prevented
from seeing and changing ratings, certificates,
AutoComplete, Wallet, and Profile Assistant
settings.
If you disable this policy or do not configure
it, users can see and change these settings.
When you set this policy, you do not need to
set the following policies for the Content tab,
because this policy removes the Content tab from
the interface:
"Disable changing ratings settings"
"Disable changing certificate settings"
"Disable changing Profile Assistant settings"
"Disable AutoComplete for forms"
"Do not allow AutoComplete to save
passwords"
[MSDN00].

Disable the connections page
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Removes the Connections tab from the
interface in the Internet Options dialog box.
If you enable this policy, users are prevented
from seeing and changing connection and proxy
settings.
If you disable this policy or do not configure
it, users can see and change these settings.
When you set this policy, you do not need to
set the following policies for the Content tab,
because this policy removes the Connections tab
from the interface:
Key fingerprint = AF19 FA27 2F94 998D FDB5
DE3DInternet
F8B5 06E4
A169 4E46
"Disable
Connection
Wizard"
"Disable changing connection settings"
"Disable changing proxy settings"
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"Disable changing Automatic Configuration
settings"
[MSDN00].

Disable the programs page
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Removes the Programs tab from the
interface in the Internet Options dialog box.
If you enable this policy, users are prevented
from seeing and changing default settings for
Internet programs.
If you disable this policy or do not configure
it, users can see and change these settings.
When you set this policy, you do not need to
Key fingerprint = AF19 FA27 2F94 998D
FDB5
DE3D F8B5
06E4for
A169
set the
following
policies
the 4E46
Programs tab,
because this policy removes the Programs tab from
the interface:
"Disable changing Messaging settings"
"Disable changing Calendar and Contact
settings"
"Disable the Reset Web Settings feature"
"Disable changing default browser check"
[MSDN00].

Disable the advanced page
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(ii)
Removes the Advanced tab from the
interface in the Internet Options dialog box.
(iii)
If you enable this policy, users are
prevented from seeing and changing advanced
Internet settings, such as security, multimedia,
and printing.
(iv)
If you disable this policy or do not
configure it, users can see and change these
settings.

(v)

©

When you set this policy, you do not
need to set the "Disable changing Advanced
page settings" policy (located in \User
Configuration\Administrative
Templates\Windows
Components\Internet
Explorer\), because this policy removes the
Advanced
tab from
the06E4
interface
Key fingerprint = AF19 FA27 2F94 998D
FDB5 DE3D
F8B5
A169 [MSDN00].
4E46
(30) Offline Pages
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Prevents users from adding channels to
Internet Explorer.
Channels are Web sites that are updated
automatically on your computer according to a
schedule specified by the channel provider.
If you enable this policy, the Add Active
Channel button, which appears on a channel that
users haven't yet subscribed to, will be disabled.
Users also cannot add content that is based on a
channel, such as some of the Active Desktop items
from Microsoft's Active Desktop Gallery, to their
Key fingerprint = AF19 FA27 2F94 998D
FDB5 DE3D F8B5 06E4 A169 4E46
desktop.
If you disable this policy or do not configure
it, users can add channels to the Channel bar or to
their desktop.
Note: Most channel providers use the words
Add Active Channel for this option; however, a few
use different words, such as Subscribe [MSDN00].
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Disable removing channels
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Prevents users from disabling channel
synchronization in Internet Explorer.
Channels are Web sites that are
automatically updated on your computer according
to a schedule specified by the channel provider.
If you enable this policy, users cannot
prevent channels from being synchronized.
If you disable this policy or do not configure
it, users can disable the synchronization of
channels.
This policy is intended to help
administrators ensure that users' computers are
being updated uniformly across their organization.
Note: This policy does not prevent users
from removing active content from the desktop
interface [MSDN00].

Disable adding schedules for offline
pages

Prevents users from specifying that Web
pages can be downloaded for viewing offline. When
users make Web pages available for offline
viewing,
canF8B5
view
theA169
content
Key fingerprint = AF19 FA27 2F94 998D
FDB5they
DE3D
06E4
4E46when their
computer is not connected to the Internet.
If you enable this policy, users cannot add
new schedules for downloading offline content. The
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Make Available Offline check box will be dimmed
in the Add Favorite dialog box.
If you disable this policy or do not configure
it, users can add new offline content schedules.
This policy is intended for organizations that
are concerned about server load for downloading
content.
The "Hide Favorites menu" policy (located
in
User
Configuration\Administrative
Templates\Windows
Components\Internet
Explorer) takes precedence over this policy. If it is
enabled, this policy is ignored [MSDN00].
Key fingerprint = AF19 FA27 2F94 998D FDB5
DE3Dediting
F8B5 06E4
A169 4E46
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Prevents users from editing an existing
schedule for downloading Web pages for offline
viewing.
When users make Web pages available for
offline viewing, they can view content when their
computer is not connected to the Internet.
If you enable this policy, users cannot
display the schedule properties of pages that have
been set up for offline viewing. If users click the
Tools menu, click Synchronize, select a Web page,
and then click the Properties button, no properties
are displayed. Users do not receive an alert stating
that the command is unavailable.
If you disable this policy or do not configure
it, users can edit an existing schedule for
downloading Web content for offline viewing.
This policy is intended for organizations that
are concerned about server load for downloading
content.
The "Hide Favorites menu" policy (located
in
User
Configuration\Administrative
Templates\Windows
Components\Internet
Explorer) takes precedence over this policy. If it is
enabled, this policy is ignored [MSDN00].

Disable
offline pages

removing

schedules

for

Prevents
users
from
clearing
the
preconfigured
settings
for A169
Web 4E46
pages to be
Key fingerprint = AF19 FA27 2F94 998D
FDB5 DE3D
F8B5 06E4
downloaded for offline viewing.
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When users make Web pages available for
offline viewing, they can view content when their
computer is not connected to the Internet.
If you enable this policy, the Make
Available Offline check box in the Organize
Favorites Favorite dialog box and the Make This
Page Available Offline check box will be selected
but dimmed. To display the Make This Page
Available Offline check box, users click the Tools
menu, click Synchronize, and then click the
Properties button.
If you disable this policy or do not configure
it, users
canDE3D
remove
the06E4
preconfigured
Key fingerprint = AF19 FA27 2F94 998D
FDB5
F8B5
A169 4E46settings for
pages to be downloaded for offline viewing.
This policy is intended for organizations that
are concerned about server load for downloading
content.
The "Hide Favorites menu" policy (located
in
User
Configuration\Administrative
Templates\Windows
Components\Internet
Explorer) takes precedence over this policy. If it is
enabled, this policy is ignored [MSDN00].

Disable offline pages hit logging
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00

Prevents channel providers from recording
information about when their channel pages are
viewed by users who are working offline.
If you enable this policy, it disables any
channel logging settings set by channel providers in
the channel definition format (.cdf) file. The .cdf
file determines the schedule and other settings for
downloading Web content.
If you disable this policy or do not configure
it, channel providers can record information about
when their channel pages are viewed by users who
are working offline [MSDN00].

Disable all scheduled offline pages

©

Disables existing schedules for downloading
Web pages for offline viewing.
When users make Web pages available for
offline viewing, they can view content when their
computer is not connected to the Internet.
If you enable this policy, the check boxes
Key fingerprint = AF19 FA27 2F94 998D
FDB5 DE3D
F8B5
06E4 A169
for schedules
on the
Schedule
tab of4E46
the Web page
properties are cleared and users cannot select them.
To display this tab, users click the Tools menu,
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click Synchronize, select a Web page, click the
Properties button, and then click the Schedule tab.
If you disable this policy, then Web pages
can be updated on the schedules specified on the
Schedule tab.
This policy is intended for organizations that
are concerned about server load for downloading
content.
The "Hide Favorites menu" policy (located
in
User
Configuration\Administrative
Templates\Windows
Components\Internet
Explorer) takes precedence over this policy. If it is
enabled,
this
policyF8B5
is ignored
[MSDN00].
Key fingerprint = AF19 FA27 2F94 998D
FDB5
DE3D
06E4 A169
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Prevents users from viewing the Channel bar
interface. Channels are Web sites that are
automatically updated on their computer according
to a schedule specified by the channel provider.
If you enable this policy, the Channel bar
interface will be disabled, and users cannot select
the Internet Explorer Channel Bar check box on the
Web tab in the Display Properties dialog box.
If you disable this policy or do not configure
it, users can view and subscribe to channels from
the Channel bar interface [MSDN00].

Disable
downloading
subscription content

of

site
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Prevents content from being downloaded
from Web sites that users have subscribed to.
When users make Web pages available for
offline viewing, they can view content when their
computer is not connected to the Internet.
If you enable this policy, content will not be
downloaded from Web sites that users have
subscribed to. However, synchronization with the
Web pages will still occur to determine if any
content has been updated since the last time the user
synchronized with or visited the page.
If you disable this policy or do not configure
it, content will not be prevented from being
downloaded.
Key fingerprint = AF19 FA27 2F94 998D
FDB5 DE3D F8B5 06E4 A169 4E46
The "Disable downloading of site
subscription content" policy and the "Hide Favorites
menu"
policy
(located
in
User
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Configuration\Administrative Templates\Windows
Components\Internet Explorer) take precedence
over this policy. If either policy is enabled, this
policy is ignored [MSDN00].
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Disable editing and scheduling of
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Prevents users from adding, editing, or
removing schedules for offline viewing of Web
pages and groups of Web pages that users have
subscribed to.
A subscription group is a favorite Web page
plus the Web pages it links to.
Key fingerprint = AF19 FA27 2F94 998D FDB5
DE3D
F8B5
A169
If you
enable
this06E4
policy,
the4E46
Add, Remove,
and Edit buttons on the Schedule tab in the Web
page Properties dialog box are dimmed. To display
this tab, users click the Tools menu, click
Synchronize, select a Web page, click the Properties
button, and then click the Schedule tab.
If you disable this policy or do not configure
it, users can add, remove, and edit schedules for
Web sites and groups of Web sites.
The "Disable editing schedules for offline
pages" policy and the "Hide Favorites menu" policy
(located in User Configuration\Administrative
Templates\Windows
Components\Internet
Explorer) take precedence over this policy. If either
policy is enabled, this policy is ignored [MSDN00].

Subscription limit
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Restricts the amount of information
downloaded for offline viewing.
If you enable this policy, you can set limits
to the size and number of pages that users can
download. If users attempt to exceed the number of
subscriptions, a prompt will appear that states that
they cannot set up more Web sites for offline
viewing.
If you disable this policy or do not configure
it, then users can determine the amount of content
that is searched for new information and
downloaded.
Caution: Although the Maximum Number of
Offline Pages option determines how many levels
Key fingerprint = AF19 FA27 2F94 998D FDB5 DE3D F8B5 06E4 A169 4E46
of a Web site are searched for new information, it
does not change the user interface in the Offline
Favorites wizard.
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Note: The begin and end times for
downloading are measured in minutes after
midnight. The Maximum Offline Page Crawl Depth
setting specifies how many levels of a Web site are
searched for new information [MSDN00].
Browser Menus

(31)

File menu: Disable Save as… menu
option
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Prevents users from saving Web pages from
the browser File menu to their hard disk or to a
network share.
Key fingerprint = AF19 FA27 2F94 998D FDB5
DE3D
F8B5 06E4
A169 4E46
If you
enable
this policy,
the Save As
command on the File menu will be removed.
If you disable this policy or do not configure
it, users can save Web pages for later viewing.
This policy takes precedence over the "File
Menu: Disable Save As Web Page Complete"
policy, which prevents users from saving the entire
contents that are displayed or run from a Web Page,
such as graphics, scripts, and linked files, but does
not prevent users from saving the text of a Web
page.
Caution: If you enable this policy, users are
not prevented from saving Web content by pointing
to a link on a Web page, clicking the right mouse
button, and then clicking Save Target As
[MSDN00].

File menu:
option

Disable New menu
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Prevents users from opening a new browser
window from the File menu.
If this policy is enabled, users cannot open a
new browser window by clicking the File menu,
pointing to the New menu, and then clicking
Window. The user interface is not changed, but a
new window will not be opened, and users will be
informed that the command is not available.
If you disable this policy or do not configure
it, users can open a new browser window from the
File menu.
Caution:
policy
prevent users
Key fingerprint = AF19 FA27 2F94 998D FDB5
DE3DThis
F8B5
06E4does
A169not
4E46
from opening a new browser window by right
clicking, and then clicking the Open in New
Window command. To prevent users from using the
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shortcut menu to open new browser windows, you
should also set the "Disable Open in New Window
menu option" policy, which disables this command
on the shortcut menu, or the "Disable context
menu" policy, which disables the entire shortcut
menu [MSDN00].

File menu:
option

Disable Open menu
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Prevents users from opening a file or Web
page from the File menu in Internet Explorer.
If you enable this policy, the Open dialog
box will not appear when users click the Open
Key fingerprint = AF19 FA27 2F94 998D
FDB5on
DE3D
F8B5
06E4IfA169
command
the File
menu.
users4E46
click the Open
command, they will be notified that the command is
not available.
If you disable this policy or do not configure
it, users can open a Web page from the browser File
menu.
Caution: This policy does not prevent users
from right-clicking a link on a Web page, and then
clicking the Open or Open in New Window
command. To prevent users from opening Web
pages by using the shortcut menu, set the "Disable
Open in New Window menu option" policy, which
disables this command on the shortcut menu, or the
"Disable context menu" policy, which disables the
entire shortcut menu [MSDN00].

File menu:
Page Complete

Disable Save as Web
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Prevents users from saving the complete
contents that are displayed on or run from a Web
page, including the graphics, scripts, linked files,
and other elements. It does not prevent users from
saving the text of a Web page.
If you enable this policy, the Web Page,
Complete file type option will be removed from the
Save as Type drop-down box in the Save Web Page
dialog box. Users can still save Web pages as
hypertext markup language (HTML) files or as text
files, but graphics, scripts, and other elements are
not saved. To display the Save Web Page dialog
box, FDB5
users DE3D
click the
File06E4
menu,
and4E46
then click the
Key fingerprint = AF19 FA27 2F94 998D
F8B5
A169
Save As command.
If you disable this policy or do not configure
it, users can save all elements on a Web page.
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The "File menu: Disable Save As... menu
option" policy, which removes the Save As
command, takes precedence over this policy. If it is
enabled, this policy is ignored [MSDN00].
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File menu: Disable closing browser
and explorer windows
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Prevents users from closing Internet
Explorer and Windows Explorer.
If you enable this policy, the Close
command on the File menu will appear dimmed.
If you disable this policy or do not configure
it, users are not prevented from closing the browser
Key fingerprint = AF19 FA27 2F94 998D
FDB5 DE3D
F8B5 06E4 A169 4E46
or Windows
Explorer.
Note: The X button in the top right corner of
the program will not work; if users click the X
button, they will be informed that the command is
not available [MSDN00].
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Prevents users from viewing the HTML
source of Web pages by clicking the Source
command on the View menu.
If you enable this policy, the Source
command on the View menu will appear dimmed.
If you disable this policy or do not configure
it, then users can view the HTML source of Web
pages from the browser View menu.
Caution: This policy does not prevent users
from viewing the HTML source of a Web page by
right-clicking a Web page to open the shortcut
menu, and then clicking View Source. To prevent
users from viewing the HTML source of a Web
page from the shortcut menu, set the "Disable
context menu" policy, which disables the entire
shortcut menu [MSDN00].

View menu:
menu option

Disable Full Screen

Prevents users from displaying the browser
in full-screen (kiosk) mode, without the standard
toolbar.
If you enable this policy, the Full Screen
command
the F8B5
View 06E4
menu A169
will appear
Key fingerprint = AF19 FA27 2F94 998D
FDB5 on
DE3D
4E46 dimmed,
and pressing F11 will not display the browser in a
full screen.
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If you disable this policy or do not configure
it, users can display the browser in a full screen.
This policy is intended to prevent users from
displaying the browser without toolbars, which
might be confusing for some beginning users
[MSDN00].

Hide Favorites menu
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Prevents users from adding, removing, or
editing the list of Favorite links.
The Favorites list is a way to store popular
links for future use.
If you enable this policy, the Favorites menu
Key fingerprint = AF19 FA27 2F94 998D
FDB5 DE3D
06E4 A169
is removed
from F8B5
the interface,
and4E46
the Favorites
button on the browser toolbar appears dimmed. The
Add to Favorites command on the shortcut menu is
disabled; when users click it, they are informed that
the command is unavailable.
If you disable this policy or do not configure
it, users can manage their Favorites list.
This policy is intended to ensure that users
maintain consistent lists of favorites across your
organization.
Note: If you enable this policy, users also
cannot click Synchronize on the Tools menu to
manage their favorite links that are set up for offline
viewing [MSDN00].

Tool menu:
Disable
Options… menu option

Internet

Prevents users from opening the Internet
Options dialog box from the Tools menu in Internet
Explorer.
If you enable this policy, users cannot
change their Internet options, such as default home
page, cache size, and connection and proxy settings,
from the browser Tools menu. When users click the
Internet Options command on the Tools menu, they
are informed that the command is unavailable.
If you disable this policy or do not configure
it, users can change their Internet settings from the
browser Tools menu.

Caution: This policy does not prevent users
Key fingerprint = AF19 FA27 2F94 998D FDB5 DE3D F8B5 06E4 A169 4E46
from viewing and changing Internet settings by
clicking the Internet Options icon in Windows
Control Panel.
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Also, see policies for Internet options in the
\Administrative
Templates\Windows
Components\Internet
Explorer
and
in
\Administrative
Templates\Windows
Components\Internet Explorer\Internet Control
Panel folders [MSDN00].

Remove “Tip of the
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Prevents users from viewing or changing the
Tip of the Day interface in Internet Explorer.
If you enable this policy, the Tip of the Day
command is removed from the Help menu.
Key fingerprint = AF19 FA27 2F94 998D FDB5
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If you
disable
this06E4
policy
or do
not configure
it, users can enable or disable the Tip of the Day,
which appears at the bottom of the browser
[MSDN00].
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Prevents users from displaying tips for users
who are switching from Netscape.
If you enable this policy, the For Netscape
Users command is removed from the Help menu.
If you disable this policy or do not configure
it, users can display content about switching from
Netscape by clicking the For Netscape Users
command on the Help menu.
Caution: Enabling this policy does not
remove the tips for Netscape users from the Internet
Explorer Help file [MSDN00].

Help menu:
option

Remove Tour menu

Prevents users from running the Internet
Explorer Tour from the Help menu in Internet
Explorer.
If you enable this policy, the Tour command
is removed from the Help menu.
If you disable this policy or do not configure
it, users can run the tour from the Help menu
[MSDN00].

Help menu:
feedback” menu option

Remove

“Send

Key fingerprint = AF19 FA27 2F94 998D FDB5
DE3Dusers
F8B5 from
06E4 A169
4E46
Prevents
sending
feedback to
Microsoft by clicking the Send Feedback command
on the Help menu.
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If you enable this policy, the Send Feedback
command is removed from the Help menu.
If you disable this policy or do not configure
it, users can fill out an Internet form to provide
feedback about Microsoft products [MSDN00].

Disable context menu
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Prevents the shortcut menu from appearing
when users click the right mouse button while using
the browser.
If you enable this policy, the shortcut menu
will not appear when users point to a Web page, and
then click the right mouse button.
Key fingerprint = AF19 FA27 2F94 998D FDB5
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If you
disable
this06E4
policy
or do
not configure
it, users can use the shortcut menu.
This policy can be used to ensure that the
shortcut menu isn't used as an alternate method of
running commands that have been removed from
other parts of the interface [MSDN00].
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Disable open in new window menu
option
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Prevents using the shortcut menu to open a
link in a new browser window.
If you enable this policy, users cannot point
to a link, click the right mouse button, and then
click the Open in New Window command.
If you disable this policy or do not configure
it, users can open a Web page in a new browser
window by using the shortcut menu.
This policy can be used in coordination with
the "File menu: Disable New menu option" policy,
which prevents users from opening the browser in a
new window by clicking the File menu, pointing to
New, and then clicking Window.
Note: When users click the Open in New
Window command, the link will not open in a new
window and they will be informed that the
command is not available [MSDN00].

Disable save this program to disk
option

Prevents users from saving a program or file
that Internet Explorer has downloaded to the hard
disk.FDB5 DE3D F8B5 06E4 A169 4E46
Key fingerprint = AF19 FA27 2F94 998D
If you enable this policy, users cannot save a
program to disk by clicking the Save This Program
to Disk command while attempting to download a
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If you disable this policy or do not configure
it, users can download programs from their
browsers [MSDN00].
Toolbars

(32)
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Disable customizing browser toolbar
buttons
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Prevents users from determining which
buttons appear on the Internet Explorer and
Key fingerprint = AF19 FA27 2F94 998D
FDB5Explorer
DE3D F8B5
06E4toolbars.
A169 4E46
Windows
standard
If you enable this policy, the Customize
command on the Toolbars submenu of the View
menu will be removed.
If you disable this policy or do not configure
it, users can customize which buttons appear on the
Internet Explorer and Windows Explorer toolbars.
This policy can be used in coordination with
the "Disable customizing browser toolbars" policy,
which prevents users from determining which
toolbars are displayed in Internet Explorer and
Windows Explorer [MSDN00].

Disable customizing browser tool
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bars
Prevents users from determining which
toolbars are displayed in Internet Explorer and
Windows Explorer.
If you enable this policy, the list of toolbars,
which users can display by clicking the View menu
and then pointing to the Toolbars command, will
appear dimmed.
If you disable this policy or do not configure
it, users can determine which toolbars are displayed
in Windows Explorer and Internet Explorer.
This policy can be used in coordination with
the "Disable customizing browser toolbar buttons"
policy, which prevents users from adding or
removing toolbars from Internet Explorer
[MSDN00].

Configure
toolbar
Key fingerprint = AF19 FA27 2F94 998D FDB5
DE3D F8B5
06E4 buttons
A169 4E46
Specifies which buttons will be displayed on
the standard toolbar in Internet Explorer.
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If you enable this policy, you can specify
whether or not each button will be displayed by
selecting or clearing the check boxes for each
button.
If you disable this policy or do not configure
it, the standard toolbar will be displayed with its
default settings, unless users customize it.
[MSDN00].
Persistence Behavior

(33)
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File size limits for local machine
zones
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Limits
the F8B5
amount
of storage
that a page or
site using the DHTML Persistence behavior can use
for the Local Computer security zone.
If you enable this policy, you can specify the
persistence storage amount per domain or per
document for this security zone.
If you disable this policy or do not configure
it, you cannot set this limit.
Note: This setting does not appear in the
user interface [MSDN00].

File size limits for Intranet zone
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Limits the amount of storage that a page or
site using the DHTML Persistence behavior can use
for the Local Intranet security zone.
If you enable this policy, you can specify the
persistence storage amount per domain or per
document for this security zone.
If you disable this policy or do not configure
it, you cannot set this limit.
Note: This setting does not appear in the
user interface [MSDN00].

File size limits for trusted sites zone

©

SA

Limits the amount of storage that a page or
site using the DHTML Persistence behavior can use
for the Trusted Sites security zone.
If you enable this policy, you can specify the
persistence storage amount per domain or per
document for this security zone.
If you disable this policy or do not configure
it, you
cannot
set this
limit.
Key fingerprint = AF19 FA27 2F94 998D
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Note: This setting does not appear in the
user interface [MSDN00].

File size limits for Internet zone
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Limits the amount of storage that a page or
site using the DHTML Persistence behavior can use
for the Internet security zone.
If you enable this policy, you can specify the
persistence storage amount per domain or per
document for this security zone.
If you disable this policy or do not configure
it, you cannot set this limit.
Note: This setting does not appear in the
user interface [MSDN00].
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File size limits for restricted
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(ii)
Limits the amount of storage that a
page or site using the DHTML Persistence
behavior can use for the Restricted Sites
security zone.
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(iii)
If you enable this policy, you can
specify the persistence storage amount per
domain or per document for this security zone.

00

(iv)
If you disable this policy or do not
configure it, you cannot set this limit.

(v)
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Note: This setting does not appear in
the user interface [MSDN00].
Administrator Approval Controls

Media Player
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Designates the Media Player ActiveX
control as administrator approved.
This control is used for playing sounds,
videos, and other media.
If you enable this policy, this control can be
run in security zones in which you specify that
administrator-approved controls can be run.
If you disable this policy or do not configure
it, this control will not be designated as
administrator approved.
To specify how administrator-approved
Key fingerprint = AF19 FA27 2F94 998D
FDB5
F8B5
4E46zone, carry
controls areDE3D
handled
for06E4
eachA169
security
out the following steps:
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1. In Group Policy, click User
Configuration, click Internet Explorer Maintenance,
and then click Security.
2. Double-click Security Zones and Content
Ratings, click Import the Current Security Zones
Settings, and then click Modify Settings.
3. Select the content zone in which you want
to manage ActiveX controls, and then click Custom
Level.
4. In the Run ActiveX Controls and Plug-ins
area, click Administrator Approved [MSDN00].

Menu controls
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Key fingerprint = AF19 FA27 2F94 998D FDB5
DE3D F8B5
06E4
4E46 ActiveX
Designates
a set
of A169
Microsoft
controls used to manipulate pop-up menus in the
browser as administrator approved.
If you enable this policy, these controls can
be run in security zones in which you specify that
administrator-approved controls can be run.
If you disable this policy or do not configure
it, these controls will not be designated as
administrator approved.
To specify a control as administrator
approved, click Enabled, and then select the check
box for the control:
-- MCSiMenu - enables Web authors to
control the placement and appearance of Windows
pop-up menus on Web pages
-- Popup Menu Object - enables Web
authors to add pop-up menus to Web pages
To specify how administrator-approved
controls are handled for each security zone, carry
out the following steps:
1. In Group Policy, click User
Configuration, click Internet Explorer Maintenance,
and then click Security.
2. Double-click Security Zones and Content
Ratings, click Import the Current Security Zones
Settings, and then click Modify Settings.
3. Select the content zone in which you want
to manage ActiveX controls, and then click Custom
Level.
4. In the Run ActiveX Controls and Plug-ins
Key fingerprint = AF19 FA27 2F94 998D
FDB5
DE3D F8B5 06E4
A169 [MSDN00].
4E46
area, click Administrator
Approved

Microsoft agent
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Designates the Microsoft Agent ActiveX
control as administrator approved.
Microsoft Agent is a set of software services
that supports the presentation of software agents as
interactive personalities within the Microsoft
Windows interface.
If you enable this policy, this control can be
run in security zones in which you specify that
administrator-approved controls can be run.
If you disable this policy or do not configure
it, these controls will not be designated as
administrator approved.
To DE3D
specify
how
Key fingerprint = AF19 FA27 2F94 998D FDB5
F8B5
06E4administrator-approved
A169 4E46
controls are handled for each security zone, carry
out the following steps:
1. In Group Policy, click User
Configuration, click Internet Explorer Maintenance,
and then click Security.
2. Double-click Security Zones and Content
Ratings, click Import the Current Security Zones
Settings, and then click Modify Settings.
3. Select the content zone in which you want
to manage ActiveX controls, and then click Custom
Level.
4. In the Run ActiveX Controls and Plug-ins
area, click Administrator Approved [MSDN00].

Microsoft chat
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Designates the Microsoft Chat ActiveX
control as administrator approved.
This control is used by Web authors to build
text- and graphical-based Chat communities for
real-time conversations on the Web.
If you enable this policy, this control can be
run in security zones in which you specify that
administrator-approved controls can be run.
If you disable this policy or do not configure
it, this control will not be designated as
administrator approved.
To specify how administrator-approved
controls are handled for each security zone, carry
out the following steps:
1. In Group Policy, click User
Key fingerprint = AF19 FA27 2F94 998D
FDB5
DE3D
F8B5
06E4Explorer
A169 4E46
Configuration,
click
Internet
Maintenance,
and then click Security.
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2. Double-click Security Zones and Content
Ratings, click Import the Current Security Zones
Settings, and then click Modify Settings.
3. Select the content zone in which you want
to manage ActiveX controls, and then click Custom
Level.
4. In the Run ActiveX Controls and Plug-ins
area, click Administrator Approved [MSDN00].

Microsoft survey control

tai
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f

Designates the Microsoft Survey Control as
administrator approved [MSDN00].

Shockwave flash

re
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Designates
Shockwave
Flash
Director as
administrator approved [MSDN00].

Netshow file transfer control

th

or

Designates the Netshow file transfer control
as administrator approved [MSDN00].

Au

DHTML edit control

2,

Designates the DHTML Edit control as
administrator approved [MSDN00].
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Carpoint
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Designates the Microsoft Network (MSN)
Carpoint automatic pricing control as administrator
approved.
This control enables enhanced pricing
functionality on the Carpoint Web site, where users
can shop for and obtain information about vehicles.
If you enable this policy, this control can be
run in security zones in which you specify that
administrator-approved controls can be run.
If you disable this policy or do not configure
it, this control will not be designated as
administrator approved.
To specify how administrator-approved
controls are handled for each security zone, carry
out the following steps:
1. In Group Policy, click User
Configuration, click Internet Explorer Maintenance,
and then click Security.
2. Double-click Security Zones and Content
Ratings,
click
Import
Current
Security Zones
Key fingerprint = AF19 FA27 2F94 998D
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F8B5the
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Settings, and then click Modify Settings.
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3. Select the content zone in which you want
to manage ActiveX controls, and then click Custom
Level.
4. In the Run ActiveX Controls and Plug-ins
area, click Administrator Approved [MSDN00].

Investor

MSNBC
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Designates a set of Microsoft Network
(MSN) Investor controls as administrator approved.
These controls enable users to view updated
lists of stocks on their Web pages.
If you enable this policy, these controls can
be run in security zones in which you specify that
Key fingerprint = AF19 FA27 2F94 998D
FDB5 DE3D F8B5 controls
06E4 A169
administrator-approved
can 4E46
be run.
If you disable this policy or do not configure
it, these controls will not be designated as
administrator approved.
Select the check boxes for the controls that
you want to designate as administrator approved.
To specify how administrator-approved
controls are handled for each security zone, carry
out the following steps:
1. In Group Policy, click User
Configuration, click Internet Explorer Maintenance,
and then click Security.
2. Double-click Security Zones and Content
Ratings, click Import the Current Security Zones
Settings, and then click Modify Settings.
3. Select the content zone in which you want
to manage ActiveX controls, and then click Custom
Level.
4. In the Run ActiveX Controls and Plug-ins
area, click Administrator Approved [MSDN00].
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Designates a set of MSNBC controls as
administrator approved.
These controls enable enhanced browsing of
news reports on the MSNBC Web site.
If you enable this policy, these controls can
be run in security zones in which you specify that
administrator-approved controls can be run.
If you disable this policy or do not configure
it, these controls will not be designated as
Key fingerprint = AF19 FA27 2F94 998D
FDB5 DE3D
F8B5 06E4 A169 4E46
administrator
approved.
Select the check boxes for the controls that
you want to designate as administrator approved.
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To specify how administrator-approved
controls are handled for each security zone, carry
out the following steps:
1. In Group Policy, click User
Configuration, click Internet Explorer Maintenance,
and then click Security.
2. Double-click Security Zones and Content
Ratings, click Import the Current Security Zones
Settings, and then click Modify Settings.
3. Select the content zone in which you want
to manage ActiveX controls, and then click Custom
Level.
4. InDE3D
the Run
ActiveX
Controls
and Plug-ins
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area, click Administrator Approved [MSDN00].
Windows Explorer
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Enable classic shell
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Disables Active Desktop, Web view, and thumbnail
views. Also, users cannot configure their system to open
items by single-clicking (such as in Mouse in Control
Panel). As a result, the user interface looks and operates
like the interface for Windows NT 4.0 and users cannot
restore the new features.
Note: This policy takes precedence over the "Enable
Active Desktop" policy. If both policies are enabled, Active
Desktop is disabled.
Also, see the "Disable Active Desktop" policy in
User
Configuration\Administrative
Templates\Desktop\Active Desktop and the "Remove the
Folder Options menu item from the Tools menu" policy in
User Configuration\Administrative Templates\Windows
Components\Windows Explorer [MSDN00].

Removes the folder options menu item from
the tools menu

©

SA

Removes the Folder Options item from all
Windows Explorer menus and removes the Folder Options
item from Control Panel. As a result, users cannot use the
Folder Options dialog box.
The Folder Options dialog box lets users set many
properties of Windows Explorer, such as Active Desktop,
Web view, Offline Files, hidden system files, and file
types.
Also, see the "Enable Active Desktop" policy in
Key fingerprint = AF19 FA27 2F94 998D FDB5 DE3D F8B5 06E4 A169 4E46
User
Configuration\AdministrativeTemplates\Desktop\Active
Desktop and the "Disable user configuration of Offline
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Files" policy in User Configuration\Administrative
Templates\Network\Offline Files [MSDN00].

Remove file menu form windows explorer
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Removes the File menu from My Computer and
Windows Explorer.
This policy does not prevent users from using other
methods to perform tasks available on the File menu
[MSDN00].
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Remove “Map network
“Disconnect network drive”
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Prevents users from using Windows Explorer or My
Network Places to connect to other computers or to close
Key fingerprint = AF19 FA27 2F94 998D FDB5 DE3D F8B5 06E4 A169 4E46
existing connections.
If you enable this policy, the system removes the
Map Network Drive and Disconnect Network Drive
commands from the toolbar and Tools menus in Windows
Explorer and My Network Places and from menus that
appear when you right-click the Windows Explorer or My
Network Places icons. It also removes the Add Network
Place option from My Network Places.
This policy does not prevent users from connecting
to another computer by typing the name of a shared folder
in the Run dialog box [MSDN00].

search
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explorer
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Removes the Search button from the Windows
Explorer toolbar.
This policy removes the Search button from the
Standard Buttons toolbar that appears in Windows Explorer
and other programs that use the Windows Explorer
window, such as My Computer and My Network Places.
It does not remove the Search button or affect any
search features of Internet browser windows, such as the
Internet Explorer window.
This policy does not affect the Search items on the
Windows Explorer context menu or on the Start menu. To
remove Search from the Start menu, use the "Remove
Search menu from Start menu" policy (in User
Configuration\Administrative Templates\Start Menu &
Taskbar). To hide all context menus, use the "Disable
Windows Explorer's default context menu" policy
Key fingerprint = AF19 FA27 [MSDN00].
2F94 998D FDB5 DE3D F8B5 06E4 A169 4E46

Disable window explorer’s default context

menu
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Removes shortcut menus from the desktop and
Windows Explorer. Shortcut menus appear when you rightclick an item.
If you enable this policy, menus do not appear when
you right-click the desktop or when you right-click the
items in Windows Explorer. This policy does not prevent
users from using other methods to issue commands
available on the shortcut menus [MSDN00].
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Hides the manage item on the windows
explorer context menu
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Removes the Manage item from the Windows
Explorer context menu. This context menu appears when
Key fingerprint = AF19 FA27 you
2F94right-click
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Windows
or My
Computer.
The Manage item opens Computer Management
(Compmgmt.msc), a console tool which includes many of
the primary Windows 2000 administrative tools, such as
Event Viewer, Device Manager, and Disk Management.
You must be an administrator to use many of the features
of these tools.
This policy does not remove the Computer
Management item from the Start Menu (Start, Programs,
Administrative Tools, Computer Management), nor does it
prevent users from using other methods to start Computer
Management.
Tip: To hide all context menus, use the "Disable
Windows Explorer's default context menu" policy
[MSDN00].

Only allow approved shell extensions
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Directs Windows to start only the user interface
extensions that the system security or the user have
approved.
When the system detects that the user is
downloading an external program that runs as part of the
Windows user interface, the system searches for a digital
certificate or requests that the user approve the action. If
you enable this policy, Windows only starts approved
programs.
This policy is designed to protect the system from
damage from programs that do not operate correctly or are
intended to cause harm.
Note: To view the approved user interface
extensions for a system, start a registry editor (Regedt32 or
Key fingerprint = AF19 FA27 2F94 998D FDB5 DE3D F8B5 06E4 A169 4E46
Regedit). The system stores entries representing approved
user interface extensions on a system in the following
registry key:
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HKEY_LOCAL_MACHINE\Software\Microsoft\
Windows\CurrentVersion\Shell
Extensions\Approved
[MSDN00]
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Determines whether Windows traces shortcuts back
to their sources when it cannot find the target on the user's
system.
Shortcut files typically include an absolute path to
the original target file as well as the relative path to the
current target file. When the system cannot find the file in
the current target path, then, by default, it searches for the
Key fingerprint = AF19 FA27 target
2F94 998D
DE3D
A169
in the FDB5
original
path.F8B5
If the06E4
shortcut
has4E46
been copied to
a different computer, the original path might lead to a
network computer, including external resources, such as an
Internet server.
If you enable this policy, Windows only searches
the current target path. It does not search for the original
path even when it cannot find the target file in the current
target path [MSDN00].
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Hide these specified drives in My computer
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Removes the icons representing selected hard drives
from My Computer, Windows Explorer, and My Network
Places. Also, the drive letters representing the selected
drives do not appear in the standard Open dialog box.
To use this policy, select a drive or combination of
drives from the drop-down list. To display all drives,
disable this policy or select the "Do not restrict drives"
option from the drop-down list.
Note: This policy removes the drive icons. Users
can still gain access to drive contents by using other
methods, such as by typing the path to a directory on the
drive in the Map Network Drive dialog box, in the Run
dialog box, or in a command window.
Also, this policy does not prevent users from using
programs to access these drives or their contents. And, it
does not prevent users from using the Disk Management
snap-in to view and change drive characteristics
[MSDN00].

Prevents
computer

access

to

drives

from

My

Prevents
using
Computer
Key fingerprint = AF19 FA27 2F94 998D
FDB5users
DE3Dfrom
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06E4My
A169
4E46 to gain
access to the content of selected drives.
If you enable this policy, users cannot view the
contents of the selected drives in My Computer, Windows
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Explorer, or My Network Places. Also, they cannot use the
Run dialog box, the Map Network Drive dialog box, or the
Dir command to view the directories on these drives.
To use this policy, select a drive or combination of
drives from the drop-down list. To allow access to all drive
directories, disable this policy or select the "Do not restrict
drives" option from the drop-down list.
Note: The icons representing the specified drives
still appear in My Computer, but if users double-click the
icons, a message appears explaining that a policy prevents
the action.
Also, this policy does not prevent users from using
accessDE3D
local F8B5
and network
drives.
And, it does
Key fingerprint = AF19 FA27 programs
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not prevent them from using the Disk Management snap-in
to view and change drive characteristics [MSDN00].
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Hide hardware tab
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Removes the Hardware tab.
This policy removes the Hardware tab from Mouse,
Keyboard, and Sounds and Multimedia in Control Panel. It
also removes the Hardware tab from the Properties dialog
box for all local drives, including hard drives, floppy disk
drives, and CD-ROM drives. As a result, users cannot use
the Hardware tab to view or change the device list or
device properties, or use the Troubleshoot button to resolve
problems with the device [MSDN00].
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Disable UI to chance menu animation
settings
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Prevents users from selecting the option to animate
the movement of windows, menus, and lists.
If you enable this policy, the "Use transition effects
for menus and tooltips" option in Display in Control Panel
is disabled.
Effects, such as animation, are designed to enhance
the user's experience but might be confusing or distracting
to some users [MSDN00].

Disable UI to change keyboard navigation
indicator settings

Disables the "Hide keyboard navigation indicators
until I use the ALT key" option in Display in Control
Panel.
When this Display Properties option is selected, the
that indicates
a keyboard
shortcut
Key fingerprint = AF19 FA27 underlining
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4E46 character
(hot key) does not appear on menus until you press ALT.
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Effects, such as transitory underlines, are designed
to enhance the user's experience but might be confusing or
distracting to some users [MSDN00].

Disable DFS tab
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Removes the DFS tab from Windows Explorer.
This policy removes the DFS tab from Windows
Explorer and from other programs that use the Windows
Explorer browser, such as My Computer. As a result, users
cannot use this tab to view or change the properties of the
Distributed File System (DFS) shares available from their
computer.
This policy does not prevent users from using other
Key fingerprint = AF19 FA27 methods
2F94 998D
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06E4 A169 4E46
to configure
DFSF8B5
[MSDN00].
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Removes computers in the user's workgroup and
domain from lists of network resources in Windows
Explorer and My Network Places.
If you enable this policy, the system removes the
"Computers Near Me" option and the icons representing
nearby computers from My Network Places. This policy
also removes these icons from the Map Network Drive
browser.
This policy does not prevent users from connecting
to computers in their workgroup or domain by other
commonly used methods, such as typing the share name in
the Run dialog box or the Map Network Drive dialog box.
To remove network computers from lists of network
resources, use the "No Entire Network in My Network
Places" policy [MSDN00].

No “Entire network” in My network place
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Removes all computers outside of the user's
workgroup or local domain from lists of network resources
in Windows Explorer and My Network Places.
If you enable this policy, the system removes the
Entire Network option and the icons representing
networked computers from My Network Places and from
the browser associated with the Map Network Drive option.
This policy does not prevent users from viewing or
connecting to computers in their workgroup or domain. It
also does not prevent users from connecting to remote
other
commonly
used A169
methods,
Key fingerprint = AF19 FA27 computers
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typing the share name in the Run dialog box or the Map
Network Drive dialog box.
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To remove computers in the user's workgroup or
domain from lists of network resources, use the "No
"Computers Near Me" in My Network Places" policy
[MSDN00].
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Maximum number of recent documents
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Determines how many shortcuts the system can
display in the Documents menu on the Start menu.
The Documents menu contains shortcuts to the nonprogram files the user has most recently opened. By
default, the system displays shortcuts to the 15 most
recently opened documents [MSDN00].

Do not request alternate credentials
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Prevents
logon
credentials to install a program.
This policy suppresses the "Install Program As
Other User" dialog box for local and network installations.
This dialog box, which prompts the current user for the
user name and password of an administrator, appears when
users who are not administrators try to install programs
locally on their computers. This policy allows
administrators who have logged on as regular users to
install programs without logging off and logging on again
using their administrator credentials.
There are many programs can be installed only by
an administrator. If you enable this policy and a user does
not have sufficient permissions to install a program, the
installation continues with the current user's logon
credentials. As a result, the installation might fail, or it
might complete but not include all features. Or it might
appear to complete successfully, but the installed program
might not operate correctly.
If you disable this policy, or do not configure it, the
"Install Program As Other User" dialog box appears
whenever users install programs locally on the computer.
By default, users are not prompted for alternate
logon credentials when installing programs from a network
share. If enabled, this policy overrides the "Request
credentials for network installations" policy [MSDN00].

Request
installations

credentials

for

network

Prompts users for alternate logon credentials during
installations.
Key fingerprint = AF19 FA27 network-based
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This policy displays the "Install Program As Other
User" dialog box even when a program is being installed
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from files on a network computer across a local area
network connection.
If you disable this policy or do not configure it, this
dialog box appears only when users are installing programs
from local media.
The "Install Program as Other User" dialog box
prompts the current user for the user name and password of
an administrator. This policy allows administrators who
have logged on as regular users to install programs without
logging off and logging on again using their administrator
credentials.
If the dialog box does not appear, the installation
theDE3D
current
Key fingerprint = AF19 FA27 proceeds
2F94 998Dwith
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F8B5user's
06E4 permissions.
A169 4E46 If these
permissions are not sufficient, the installation might fail, or
it might complete but not include all features. Or, it might
appear to complete successfully, but the installed program
might not operate correctly.
Note: If enabled, the "Do not request alternate
credentials" policy takes precedence over the setting for
this policy. When that policy is enabled, users are not
prompted for alternate logon credentials on any installation
[MSDN00].
(35) Common Open File Dialog

Hide the common dialog places bar
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20

Removes the shortcut bar from the Open
dialog box.
This policy, and others in this folder, lets
you remove new features added in Windows 2000,
so that the Open dialog box looks like it did in
Windows NT 4.0 and earlier. These policies only
affect programs that use the standard Open dialog
box provided to developers of Windows programs.
To see an example of the standard Open
dialog box, run Notepad and, from the File menu,
click Open [MSDN00].

Hide the common dialog back button

Removes the Back button from the Open
dialog box.
This policy, and others in this folder, lets
you remove new features added in Windows 2000,
so that the Open dialog box looks like it did in
Key fingerprint = AF19 FA27 2F94 998D
FDB5 NT
DE3D
06E4 A169
4E46
Windows
4.0 F8B5
and earlier.
These
policies only
affect programs that use the standard Open dialog
box provided to developers of Windows programs.
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To see an example of the standard Open
dialog box, run Notepad and, from the File menu,
click Open [MSDN00].

Hide the dropdown list of recent files
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Removes the list of most recently used files
from the Open dialog box.
If you disable this policy or do not configure
it, the "File name" field includes a dropdown list of
recently used files. If you enable this policy, the
"File name" field is a simple text box. Users must
browse directories to find a file or type a file name
in the text box.
Key fingerprint = AF19 FA27 2F94 998D FDB5
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4E46folder, lets
ThisDE3D
policy,
and06E4
others
in this
you remove new features added in Windows 2000,
so that the Open dialog box looks like it did in
Windows NT 4.0 and earlier. These policies only
affect programs that use the standard Open dialog
box provided to developers of Windows programs.
To see an example of the standard Open
dialog box, run Notepad and, from the File menu,
click Open [MSDN00].
Microsoft Management Console
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Restrict the user form entering the author
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00

Prevents users from entering author mode.
This policy prevents users from opening the MMC in
author mode, from explicitly opening console files in author
mode, and from opening any console files that open in
author mode by default.
As a result, users cannot create console files or add
or remove snap-ins. Also, because they cannot open authormode console files, they cannot use the tools that the files
contain.
This policy permits users to open MMC user-mode
console files, such as those on the Administrative Tools
menu in Windows 2000 Server. However, users cannot open
a blank MMC console window, on the Start menu. (To open
the MMC, click Start, click Run, and type MMC.) Users
also cannot open a blank MMC console window from a
command prompt.
If you disable this policy or do not configure it, users
can enter author mode and open author-mode console files
Key fingerprint = AF19 FA27 2F94 998D FDB5 DE3D F8B5 06E4 A169 4E46
[MSDN00].

Restrict the users to the explicitly permitted
list of snap-ins
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Lets you selectively permit or prohibit the use of
Microsoft Management Console (MMC) snap-ins.
-- If you enable this policy, all snap-ins are
prohibited, except those that you explicitly permit. Use this
setting if you plan to prohibit use of most snap-ins.
To explicitly permit a snap-in, open the
Restricted/Permitted snap-ins policy folder and then enable
the policies representing the snap-in you want to permit. If
a snap-in policy in the folder is disabled or not configured,
the snap-in is prohibited.
-- If you disable this policy or do not configure it,
all snap-ins are permitted, except those that you explicitly
UseFDB5
this setting
if you06E4
plan A169
to permit
Key fingerprint = AF19 FA27 prohibit.
2F94 998D
DE3D F8B5
4E46use of most
snap-ins.
To explicitly prohibit a snap-in, open the
Restricted/Permitted snap-ins policy folder and then disable
the policies representing the snap-ins you want to prohibit.
If a snap-in policy in the folder is enabled or not
configured, the snap-in is permitted.
When a snap-in is prohibited, it does not appear in
the Add/Remove Snap-in window in MMC. Also, when a
user opens a console file that includes a prohibited snap-in,
the console file opens, but the prohibited snap-in does not
appear.
Note: If you enable this policy, and do not enable
any policies in the Restricted/Permitted snap-ins folder,
users cannot use any MMC snap-ins [MSDN00].

Restricted/Permitted Snap-ins
Permits or prohibits use of this snap-in.

sti

If you enable this policy, the snap-in is permitted. If you disable the policy, the snap-in is prohibited.
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If this policy is not configured, then the setting of
the "Restrict users to the explicitly permitted list of snapins" policy determines whether this snap-in is permitted or
prohibited.
-- If "Restrict users to the explicitly permitted list
of snap-ins" is enabled, users cannot use any snap-in except
those explicitly permitted.
To explicitly permit use of this snap-in, enable
this policy. If this policy is not configured (or disabled),
this snap-in is prohibited.
-- If "Restrict users to the explicitly permitted list
of snap-ins" is disabled or not configured, users can use any
Key fingerprint = AF19 FA27 snap-in
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To explicitly prohibit use of this snap-in, disable
this policy. If this policy is not configured (or enabled), the
snap-in is permitted.
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When a snap-in is prohibited, it does not appear in the Add/Remove Snap-in window in MMC. Also, when a user
opens a console file that includes a prohibited snap-in, the console file opens, but the prohibited snap-in does not appear
[MSDN00].

All the following snap-ins are affected by this
policy

Event viewer
FAX service
Indexing service
Internet Authentication service
Internet information service
IP security
Local users and groups
Performance logs and alerts
QoS admission control
Removable storage management
Routing and remote access
Security Configuration and analysis
Security templates
Services
Shared folders
System information
Telephony
Key fingerprint = AF19 FA27 2F94 998D FDB5
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Terminal
services
VMI control
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(a)
Active directory users
and computers
Active directory sites and services
Key fingerprint = AF19 FA27 2F94 998D FDB5
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F8B5 06E4
A169 4E46
Active
directory
domains
and trusts
Certificates
Component Services
Computer management
Device manager
Disk Management
Disk Defragmenter
Distributed File System
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(b) Extension Snap-ins

Permits or prohibits use of this snapin.
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If you enable this policy, the snap-in
is permitted. If you disable the policy, the
snap-in is prohibited.
If this policy is not configured, then
the setting of the "Restrict users to the
explicitly permitted list of snap-ins" policy
determines whether this snap-in is permitted
or prohibited.
-- If "Restrict users to the explicitly
Key fingerprint = AF19 FA27 2F94 998D FDB5
DE3D list
F8B5
A169is4E46
permitted
of 06E4
snap-ins"
enabled, users
cannot use any snap-in except those
explicitly permitted.
To explicitly permit use of this
snap-in, enable this policy. If this policy is
not configured (or disabled), this snap-in is
prohibited.
-- If "Restrict users to the explicitly
permitted list of snap-ins" is disabled or not
configured, users can use any snap-in except
those explicitly prohibited.
To explicitly prohibit use of this
snap-in, disable this policy. If this policy is
not configured (or enabled), the snap-in is
permitted.
When a snap-in is prohibited, it does
not appear in the Add/Remove Snap-in
window in MMC. Also, when a user opens a
console file that includes a prohibited snapin, the console file opens, but the prohibited
snap-in does not appear [MSDN00].
All the following snap-ins are affected by
this policy

Apple Talk Routing
Certification Authority
Connection sharing (NAT)
DCOM
configuration
extension
Key fingerprint = AF19 FA27 2F94 998D FDB5 DE3D
F8B5manager
06E4 A169 4E46
Device
DHCP relay management
Event viewer
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IAS Logging
IGMP routing
IPX routing
IPX RIP routing
IPX SAP routing
Logical and mapped drives
OSPF routing
Public Key policies
RAS dial-in
Remote Access
Removable
Key fingerprint = AF19 FA27 2F94 998D FDB5 DE3D
F8B5 06E4storage
A169 4E46
RIP routing
Routing
Send console message
Services dependencies
SMTP Protocol
SNMP
System properties
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(c) Group Policy

Key fingerprint = AF19 FA27 2F94 998D FDB5 DE3D F8B5 06E4 A169 4E46
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(a)
snap-in.

Permits or prohibits use of this
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(b)
If you enable this policy, the
snap-in is permitted. If you disable the policy,
the snap-in is prohibited.
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(c)
If this policy is not configured,
then the setting of the "Restrict users to the
explicitly permitted list of snap-ins" policy
determines whether this snap-in is permitted or
prohibited.
Key fingerprint = AF19 FA27 2F94 998D FDB5 DE3D F8B5 06E4 A169 4E46
(d)
-- If "Restrict users to the
explicitly permitted list of snap-ins" is enabled,
users cannot use any snap-in except those
explicitly permitted.
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(e)
To explicitly permit use of
this snap-in, enable this policy. If this policy is
not configured (or disabled), this snap-in is
prohibited.
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(f)
-- If "Restrict users to the
explicitly permitted list of snap-ins" is disabled
or not configured, users can use any snap-in
except those explicitly prohibited.
(g)
To explicitly prohibit use of
this snap-in, disable this policy. If this policy is
not configured (or enabled), the snap-in is
permitted.
When a snap-in is prohibited, it does not
appear in the Add/Remove Snap-in window in
MMC. Also, when a user opens a console file that
includes a prohibited snap-in, the console file
opens, but the prohibited snap-in does not appear
[MSDN00].
All the following snap-ins are affected by
this policy

(i)
Group policy snapin DE3D F8B5 06E4 A169 4E46
Key fingerprint = AF19 FA27 2F94 998D FDB5
Group policy tab for active
directory tools
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Administrative
templates
(Computers)
Administrative
templates
(Users)
Folder Redirection
Internet
Explorer
Maintenance
Remote installation service
Scripts (logon/logoff)
Scripts (startup/shutdown)
Security
settings
Key fingerprint = AF19 FA27 2F94 998D FDB5 DE3D
F8B5 06E4
A169 4E46
Software
installation
(Computers)
Software installation (Users)
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Task Scheduler

(ii)

Hide property pages
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(iii)
Prevents users from viewing and
changing the properties of an existing task.
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(iv)
This policy removes the Properties
item from the File menu in Scheduled Tasks
and from the context menu that appears when
you right-click a task. As a result, users cannot
change any properties of a task. They can only
see the properties that appear in Detail view
and in the task preview.
(v)
This policy prevents users from
viewing and changing characteristics such as
the program the task runs, its schedule details,
idle time and power management settings, and
its security context.

©

(vi)
Note: This policy appears in the
Computer
Configuration
and
User
Configuration folders. if both policies are
configured,
the
setting
in
Computer
Configuration takes precedence over the
setting
in User
Key fingerprint = AF19 FA27 2F94 998D
FDB5
DE3DConfiguration.
F8B5 06E4 A169 4E46

(vii)

Tip: This policy affects existing tasks
only. To prevent users from changing the
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properties of newly created tasks, use the
"Disable Advanced Menu" policy [MSDN00].

Prevent task run or end
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Prevents users from starting and stopping
tasks manually.
This policy removes the Run and End Task
items from the context menu that appears when you
right-click a task. As a result, users cannot start
tasks manually or force tasks to end before they are
finished.
Note: This policy appears in the Computer
Configuration and User Configuration folders. if
Key fingerprint = AF19 FA27 2F94 998D
DE3Dare
F8B5
06E4 A169 the
4E46setting in
both FDB5
policies
configured,
Computer Configuration takes precedence over the
setting in User Configuration [MSDN00].
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Disable Drag-and-drop
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Prevents users from adding or removing tasks by
moving or copying programs in the Scheduled Tasks
folder.
This policy disables the Cut, Copy, Paste, and
Paste shortcut items on the context menu and the Edit
menu in Scheduled Tasks. It also disables the drag-anddrop features of the Scheduled Tasks folder.
As a results, users cannot add new scheduled
tasks by dragging, moving, or copying a document or
program into the Scheduled tasks folder.
This policy does not prevent users from using
other methods to create new tasks and it does not prevent
users from deleting tasks.
Note: This policy appears in the Computer
Configuration and User Configuration folders. if both
policies are configured, the setting in Computer
Configuration takes precedence over the setting in User
Configuration [MSDN00].

Disable new task creation

©

SA

Prevents users from creating new tasks.
This policy removes the Add Scheduled
Task item that starts the New Task wizard. Also, the
system does not respond when users try to move,
paste, or drag programs or documents into the
Scheduled Tasks folder.
Note: This policy appears in the Computer
Configuration and User Configuration folders. if
Key fingerprint = AF19 FA27 2F94 998D
DE3Dare
F8B5
06E4 A169 the
4E46setting in
both FDB5
policies
configured,
Computer Configuration takes precedence over the
setting in User Configuration.
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Important: This policy does not prevent
administrators of a computer from using At.exe to
create new tasks or prevent administrators from
submitting tasks from remote computers
[MSDN00].

Disable task deletion
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Prevents users from deleting tasks from the
Scheduled Tasks folder.
This policy removes the Delete item from
the Edit menu in the Scheduled Tasks folder and
from the menu that appears when you right-click a
task. Also, the system does not respond when users
Key fingerprint = AF19 FA27 2F94 998D
DE3D
4E46
try toFDB5
cut or
drag F8B5
a task06E4
fromA169
the Scheduled
Tasks
folder.
Note: This policy appears in the Computer
Configuration and User Configuration folders. if
both policies are configured, the setting in
Computer Configuration takes precedence over the
setting in User Configuration.
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Important: This policy does not prevent administrators of a computer from using
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At.exe to delete tasks [MSDN00].

Disable advanced menu
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Prevents users from viewing or changing the
properties of newly created tasks.
This policy removes the "Open advanced
properties for this task when I click Finish" item
from the last page of the Scheduled Task wizard.
This policy prevents users from viewing and
changing task characteristics, such as the program
the task runs, details of its schedule, idle time and
power management settings, and its security
context. It is designed to simplify task creation for
beginning users.
Note: This policy appears in the Computer
Configuration and User Configuration folders. if
both policies are configured, the setting in
Computer Configuration takes precedence over the
setting in User Configuration.
Tip: This policy affects newly created tasks
only.
To
prevent
the properties
Key fingerprint = AF19 FA27 2F94 998D FDB5
DE3Dusers
F8B5from
06E4changing
A169 4E46
of existing tasks, use the "Hide Property Pages"
policy [MSDN00].

Prohibit browse
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Limits newly scheduled items on the user's
start menu and prevents the user from changing the
scheduled program for existing tasks.
This policy removes the Browse button from
the Schedule Task wizard and from the Task tab of
the properties dialog box for a task. Also, users
cannot edit the "Run" box or the "Start in" box that
determine the program and path for a task.
As a result, when users create a task, they
must select a program from the list in the Scheduled
Task wizard, which displays only the tasks that
appear on the Start menu and its submenus. Once a
task FDB5
is created,
users
cannot
the program a
Key fingerprint = AF19 FA27 2F94 998D
DE3D
F8B5
06E4 change
A169 4E46
task runs.
Important: This policy does not prevent
users from creating a new task by pasting or
dragging any program into the Scheduled Tasks
folder. To prevent this action, use the "Disable
Drag-and-Drop" policy.
Note: This policy appears in the Computer
Configuration and User Configuration folders. if
both policies are configured, the setting in
Computer Configuration takes precedence over the
setting in User Configuration [MSDN00].

Key fingerprint = AF19 FA27 2F94 998D FDB5 DE3D F8B5 06E4 A169 4E46
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Windows Installer
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(viii)
Always install with elevated
privileges
(ix)
Directs Windows Installer to use
system permissions when it installs any
program on the system.
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(x)
This
policy
extends
elevated
privileges to all programs. These privileges are
usually reserved for programs that have been
assigned
the F8B5
user 06E4
(offered
on4E46
the desktop),
Key fingerprint = AF19 FA27 2F94 998D
FDB5 to
DE3D
A169
assigned
to
the
computer
(installed
automatically),
or
made
available
in
Add/Remove Programs in Control Panel. This
policy lets users install programs that require
access to directories that the user might not
have permission to view or change, including
directories on highly restricted computers.
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(xi)
If you disable this policy or do not
configure it, the system applies the current
user's permissions when it installs programs
that a system administrator does not distribute
or offer.
(xii)
Note: This policy appears both in the
Computer
Configuration
and
User
Configuration folders. To make this policy
effective, you must enable the policy in both
folders.

(xiii)

Caution: Skilled users can take
advantage of the permissions this policy grants
to change their privileges and gain permanent
access to restricted files and folders. Note that
the User Configuration version of this policy is
not guaranteed to be secure [MSDN00].

Search order
Specifies the order in which Windows
Installer searches for installation files.
Key fingerprint = AF19 FA27 2F94 998D FDB5
06E4 A169Installer
4E46 searches
By DE3D
default,F8B5
the Windows
the network first, then removable media (floppy
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drive, CD-ROM, or DVD), and finally, the Internet
(URL).
To change the search order, enable the
policy, and then type the letters representing each
file source in the order that you want Windows
Installer to search.:
-- "n" represents the network;
-- "m" represents media;
-- "u" represents URL, or the Internet.
To exclude a file source, omit or delete the
letter representing that source type [MSDN00].

Disable rollback
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Key fingerprint = AF19 FA27 2F94 998D FDB5
DE3DWindows
F8B5 06E4
A169 from
4E46 generating
Prohibits
Installer
and saving the files it needs to reverse an
interrupted or unsuccessful installation.
This policy prevents Windows Installer from
recording the original state of the system and
sequence of changes it makes during installation. It
also prevents Windows Installer from retaining files
it intends to delete later. As a result, Windows
installer cannot restore the computer to its original
state if the installation does not complete.
This policy is designed to reduce the amount
of temporary disk space required to install
programs. Also, it prevents malicious users from
interrupting an installation to gather data about the
internal state of the computer or to search secure
system files. However, because an incomplete
installation can render the system or a program
inoperable, do not use this policy unless essential.
This policy appears in the Computer
Configuration and User Configuration folders. If the
policy is enabled in either folder, it is considered be
enabled, even if it is explicitly disabled in the other
folder [MSDN00].

Disable media source for any install

©

Prevents users from installing programs
from removable media.
If a user tries to install a program from
removable media, such as CD-ROMs, floppy disks,
and DVDs, a message appears, stating that the
feature cannot be found.
Key fingerprint = AF19 FA27 2F94 998D FDB5
F8B5applies
06E4 A169
4E46when the
ThisDE3D
policy
even
installation is running in the user's security context.
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If you disable this policy or do not configure
it, users can install from removable media when the
installation is running in their own security context,
but only system administrators can use removable
media when an installation is running with elevated
system privileges, such as installations offered on
the desktop or in Add/Remove Programs.
Also, see the "Enable user to use media
source while elevated policy" in Computer
Configuration\Administrative Templates\Windows
Components\Windows Installer [MSDN00].
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Start Menu and Taskbar
Key fingerprint = AF19 FA27 Remove
2F94 998Duser’s
FDB5folder
DE3D F8B5
A169menu
4E46
from06E4
the start
Hides all folders on the user-specific (top) section of the
Start menu. Other items appear, but folders are hidden.
This policy is designed for use with redirected folders.
Redirected folders appear on the main (bottom) section of the Start
menu. However, the original, user-specific version of the folder
still appears on the top section of the Start menu. Because the
appearance of two folders with the same name might confuse
users, you can use this policy to hide user-specific folders.
Note that this policy hides all user-specific folders, not just
those associated with redirected folders.
If you enable this policy, no folders appear on the top
section of the Start menu. If users add folders to the Start Menu
directory in their user profiles, the folders appear in the directory
but not on the Start menu.
If you disable this policy or do not configured it, Windows
2000 displays folders on both sections of the Start menu
[MSDN00].

Disable and remove links to windows update
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Prevents users from connecting to the Windows Update
Web site.
This policy blocks user access to the Windows Update Web
site at http://windowsupdate.microsoft.com. Also, the policy
removes the Windows Update hyperlink from the Start Menu and
from the Tools menu in Internet Explorer.
Windows Update, the online extension of Windows, offers
software updates to keep a user’s system up-to-date. The Windows
Update Product Catalog determines any system files, security
fixes, and Microsoft updates that users need and shows the newest
versions available for download [MSDN00].
Key fingerprint = AF19 FA27 2F94 998D FDB5 DE3D F8B5 06E4 A169 4E46

Remove common programs group form start

menu
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Removes items in the All Users profile from the Programs
menu on the Start menu.
By default, the Programs menu contains items from the All
Users profile and items from the user's profile. If you enable this
policy, only items in the user's profile appear in the Programs
menu.
Tip: To see the Program menu items in the All Users
profile, on the system drive, go to Documents and Settings\All
Users (WINNT)\Start Menu\Programs [MSDN00].

Remove documents menu form start menu
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Removes the Documents menu from the Start menu.
The Documents menu contains links to the non-program
Key fingerprint = AF19files
FA27
998D
F8B5
06E4ItA169
4E46
that2F94
users
haveFDB5
most DE3D
recently
opened.
appears
so that users
can easily reopen the documents.
You can use this policy, in coordination with the "Do not
keep history of recently opened documents" and "Clear history of
recently opened documents on exit" policies in this folder, to
customize your policy for managing access to recently opened files
[MSDN00].
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Disable programs on setting menu
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Prevents Control Panel, Printers, and Network and Dial-up
Connections from running.
This policy removes the Control Panel, Printers, and
Network and Dial-up Connection folders from Settings on the Start
menu, and from My Computer and Windows Explorer. It also
prevents the programs represented by these folders (such as
Control.exe) from running.
However, users can still start Control Panel items by using
other methods, such as right-clicking the desktop to start Display
or right-clicking My Computer to start System [MSDN00].

In

Remove networks and dial-up connections from
start menu
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Prevents users from running Network and Dial-up
Connections.
This policy prevents the Network and Dial-up Connections
folder from opening. This policy also removes Network and Dialup Connections from Settings on the Start menu.
Network and Dial-up Connections still appears in Control
Panel and in Windows Explorer, but if users try to start it, a
message appears explaining that a policy prevents the action
[MSDN00].

menu
from
start
menu
Key fingerprint = AF19 FA27 Remove
2F94 998Dfavorites
FDB5 DE3D
F8B5
06E4
A169
4E46
Prevents users from adding the Favorites menu to the Start
menu.
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The Favorites menu does not appear on the Start menu by
default. To display the Favorites menu, click Start, point to
Settings, click Taskbar & Start Menu, click the Start Menu Options
tab, and then, under Start Menu Settings, select Display Favorites.
If you enable this policy, the Display Favorites item does not
appear in the Start Menu Settings box.
The items that appear in the Favorites menu when you
install Windows are preconfigured by the system to appeal to most
users. However, users can add and remove items from this menu,
and system administrators can create a customized Favorites menu
for a user group.
This policy only affects the Start menu. The Favorites item
appears
in Windows
Explorer
and A169
in Internet
Key fingerprint = AF19still
FA27
2F94 998D
FDB5 DE3D
F8B5 06E4
4E46 Explorer
[MSDN00].

Remove search menu from start menu
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Removes the Search item from the Start Menu and disables
some Windows Explorer search elements.
This policy removes the Search item from the Start menu
and from the context menu that appears when you right-click the
Start menu. Also, the system does not respond when users press
the Application key (the key with the Windows logo)+ F.
In Windows Explorer, the Search item still appears on the
Standard buttons toolbar, but the system does not respond when
the user presses Ctrl + F. Also, Search does not appear in the
context menu when you right-click an icon representing a drive or
a folder.
This policy affects the specified user interface elements
only. It does not affect Internet Explorer and does not prevent the
user from using other methods to search [MSDN00].

Remove help menu from start menu
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Removes the Help command from the Start menu.
This policy only affects the Start menu. It does not remove
the Help menu from Windows Explorer and does not prevent users
from running Windows 2000 Help [MSDN00].

Remove run menu from start menu

©

Removes the Run command from the Start menu and
removes the New Task (Run) command from Task Manager. Also,
users with extended keyboards can no longer display the Run
dialog box by pressing Application key (the key with the Windows
logo) + R.
This policy affects the specified interface only. It does not
prevents users from using other methods to run programs
Key fingerprint = AF19 FA27 2F94 998D FDB5 DE3D F8B5 06E4 A169 4E46
[MSDN00].

Add logoff to start menu
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Adds the "Log Off <username>" item to the Start menu and
prevents users from removing it.
If you enable this policy, the Log Off <username> item
appears in the Start menu. This policy also removes the Display
Logoff item from Start Menu Options. As a result, users cannot
remove the Log Off <username> item from the Start Menu.
If you disable this policy or do not configure it, users can
use the Display Logoff item to add and remove the Log Off item.
This policy affects the Start menu only. It does not affect
the Log Off item on the Windows Security dialog box that appears
when you press Ctrl+Alt+Del.
Tip: To add or remove the Log Off item on a computer,
click F8B5
Taskbar
& A169
Start Menu,
Key fingerprint = AF19click
FA27Start,
2F94click
998DSettings,
FDB5 DE3D
06E4
4E46 click the
Start Menu Options tab and, in the Start Menu Settings box, click
Display Logoff [MSDN00].
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Disable logoff on the start menu

Disable and remove the shutdown command
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Removes the "Log Off <username>" item from the Start
menu and prevents users from restoring it.
If you enable this policy, the Log Off <username> item
does not appear in the Start menu. This policy also removes the
Display Logoff item from Start Menu Options. As a result, users
cannot restore the Log Off <username> item to the Start Menu.
If you disable this policy or do not configure it, users can
use the Display Logoff item to add and remove the Log Off item.
This policy affects the Start menu only. It does not affect
the Log Off item on the Windows Security dialog box that appears
when you press Ctrl+Alt+Del, and it does not prevent users from
using other methods to log off.
Tip: To add or remove the Log Off item on a computer,
click Start, click Settings, click Taskbar & Start Menu, click the
Start Menu Options tab and, in the Start Menu Settings box, click
Display Logoff [MSDN00].
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Prevents users from shutting down or restarting Windows.
This policy removes the Shut Down option from the Start
menu and disables the Shut Down button on the Windows Security
dialog box, which appears when you press CTRL+ALT+DEL.
This policy prevents users from using the Windows user
interface to shut down the system, although it does not prevent
them from running programs that shut down Windows.
If you disable this policy or do not configure it, the Shut
Down menu option appears, and the Shut Down button is enabled
Key fingerprint = AF19[MSDN00].
FA27 2F94 998D FDB5 DE3D F8B5 06E4 A169 4E46

Disable drag-and-drop context menus from the
start menu
213
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Prevents users from using the drag-and-drop method to
reorder or remove items on the Start menu. Also, it removes
context menus from the Start menu.
If you disable this policy or do not configure it, users can
remove or reorder Start menu items by dragging and dropping the
item. They can display context menus by right-clicking a Start
menu item.
This policy does not prevent users from using other
methods of customizing the Start menu or performing the tasks
available from the context menus [MSDN00].
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Disable changes to taskbar and start menu
settings
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Key fingerprint = AF19 FA27 Removes
2F94 998DtheFDB5
DE3D
F8B5Menu
06E4 item
A169from
4E46Settings on
Taskbar
& Start
the Start menu. This policy also prevents the user from opening the
Taskbar Properties dialog box.
If the user right-clicks the taskbar and then clicks
Properties, a message appears explaining that a policy prevents the
action [MSDN00].

Disable context menus for the taskbar
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Hides the menus that appear when you right-click the
taskbar and items on the taskbar, such as the Start button, the
clock, and the taskbar buttons.
This policy does not prevent users from using other
methods to issue the commands that appear on these menus
[MSDN00].
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Do not keep history of recently opened document
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Prevents the system from saving shortcuts to documents the
user has most recently opened.
By default, the system saves a shortcut to each of the nonprogram files the user most recently opened and displays the
shortcuts on the Start menu under Documents. The shortcuts let
users easily review and restart recently used documents.
If you enable this policy, the system does not save shortcuts
to the Documents menu.
You can use this policy, in coordination with the "Remove
Documents menu from Start Menu" and "Clear history of recently
opened documents on exit" policies in this folder, to customize
your policy for managing access to recently opened files.
If you enable this policy and do not select the "Remove
Documents menu from Start Menu" policy, the Documents menu
appears on the Start menu, but it is empty [MSDN00].

history
recently
opened
on
Key fingerprint = AF19 FA27 Clear
2F94 998D
FDB5ofDE3D
F8B5 06E4
A169documents
4E46
exit
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Directs the system to delete the contents of the Documents
menu on the Start menu when the user logs off.
The Documents menu contains shortcuts to the nonprogram files the user opened most recently.
If you enable this policy, the Documents menu is always
empty when the user logs on. Otherwise, when the user logs on
again, the Documents menu appears just as it did when the user
logged off.
You can use this policy, in coordination with the "Remove
Documents menu from Start Menu" and "Do not keep history of
recently opened documents" policies in this folder to customize
your policy for managing access to recently opened files. The
uses this
policy
only
when
neither
ofA169
these4E46
related policies
Key fingerprint = AF19system
FA27 2F94
998D
FDB5
DE3D
F8B5
06E4
are selected [MSDN00].

Disable personalized menus
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Disables personalized menus.
Windows 2000 personalizes long menus by moving
recently used items to the top of the menu and hiding items that
have not been used recently. Users can display the hidden items by
clicking an arrow to extend the menu.
If you enable this policy, the system does not personalize
menus. All menu items appear and remain in standard order. Also,
this policy removes the "Use Personalized Menus" option so users
do not try to change the setting while a policy is in effect.
Note: Personalized menus require user tracking. If you
enable the "Disable user tracking" policy, the system disables user
tracking and personalized menus, and ignores this policy.
Tip: To disable personalized menus without setting a
policy, click Start, click Settings, click Taskbar & Start Menu, and,
on the General tab, clear the "Use Personalized Menus" option
[MSDN00].

Disable user tracking
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Disables user tracking.
This policy prevents the system from tracking the programs
users run, the paths they navigate, and the documents they open.
The system uses this information to customize Windows features,
such as personalized menus.
If you enable this policy, the system does not track these
user actions. The system disables customized features that require
user tracking information, including personalized menus
[MSDN00].

Add “Run in separate memory space” check box
to run dialog box

Key fingerprint = AF19 FA27 2F94 998D FDB5 DE3D F8B5 06E4 A169 4E46

Lets users run a 16-bit program in a dedicated (not shared)
Virtual DOS Machine (VDM) process.
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All DOS and 16-bit programs run on Windows 2000 in the
Windows Virtual DOS Machine program. VDM simulates a 16-bit
environment, complete with the DLLs required by 16-bit
programs. By default, all 16-bit programs run as threads in a
single, shared VDM process. As such, they share the memory
space allocated to the VDM process and cannot run
simultaneously.
Enabling this policy adds a check box to the Run dialog
box, giving users the option of running a 16-bit program in its own
dedicated NTVDM process. The additional check box is enabled
only when a user enters a 16-bit program in the Run dialog box
[MSDN00].
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Prevents the system from conducting a comprehensive
search of the target drive to resolve a shortcut.
By default, when the system cannot find the target file for a
shortcut (.lnk), it searches all paths associated with the shortcut. If
the target file is located on an NTFS partition, the system then uses
the target's file ID to find a path. If the resulting path is not correct,
it conducts a comprehensive search of the target drive in an
attempt to find the file.
If you enable this policy, the system does not conduct the
final drive search. It just displays a message explaining that the file
is not found.
Note: This policy only applies to target files on NTFS
partitions. FAT partitions do not have this ID tracking and search
capability [MSDN00].
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Do not use the tracking based method when
resolving shell shortcuts
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In

Prevents the system from using NTFS tracking features to
resolve a shortcut.
By default, when the system cannot find the target file for a
shortcut (.lnk), it searches all paths associated with the shortcut. If
the target file is located on an NTFS partition, the system then uses
the target's file ID to find a path. If the resulting path is not correct,
it conducts a comprehensive search of the target drive in an
attempt to find the file.
If you enable this policy, the system does not try to locate
the file by using its file ID. It skips this step and begins a
comprehensive search of the drive specified in the target path.
This FDB5
policy DE3D
only F8B5
applies06E4
to target
files on NTFS
Key fingerprint = AF19 FA27 Note:
2F94 998D
A169 4E46
partitions. FAT partitions do not have this ID tracking and search
capability [MSDN00].
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Displays Start menu shortcuts to partially installed
programs in gray text.
This policy makes it easier for users to distinguish between
programs that are fully installed and those that are only partially
installed.
Partially installed programs include those that a system
administrator assigns using Windows Installer and those that users
have configured for full installation upon first use.
If you disable this policy or do not configure it, all Start
menu shortcuts appear as black text.
Key fingerprint = AF19 FA27 Note:
2F94 998D
FDB5
06E4 the
A169
4E46
Enabling
thisDE3D
policyF8B5
can make
Start
menu slow to
open [MSDN00].
Desktop

or

Hide all icons on Desktop
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Removes icons, shortcuts, and other default and userdefined items from the desktop, including Briefcase, Recycle Bin,
My Computer, and My Network Places.
Removing icons and shortcuts does not prevent the user
from using another method to start the programs or opening the
items they represent [MSDN00].
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Remove my documents icon from desktop
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Removes most occurrences of the My Documents icon.
This policy removes the My Documents icon from the
desktop, from Windows Explorer, from programs that use the
Windows Explorer windows, and from the standard Open dialog
box.
This policy does not prevent the user from using other
methods to gain access to the contents of the My Documents
folder.
This policy does not remove the My Documents icon from
the Start Menu. To do so, use the "Remove My Documents icon
from Start Menu" policy.
Note: To make changes to this policy effective, you must
log off of and log back on to Windows 2000 [MSDN00].

Remove my documents icon from start menu

Removes the My Documents icon from the Start Menu and
its submenus.
This policy only removes the icon. It does not prevent the
user from using other methods to gain access to the contents of the
Documents
folder.
Key fingerprint = AF19My
FA27
2F94 998D
FDB5 DE3D F8B5 06E4 A169 4E46
Note: To make changes to this policy effective, you must
log off of and log back on to Windows 2000 [MSDN00].
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Removes the My Network Places icon from the desktop.
This policy only affects the desktop icon. It does not
prevent users from connecting to the network or browsing for
shared computers on the network [MSDN00].

Hide my Internet Explorer icon on desktop

tai
ns
f

Removes the Internet Explorer icon from the desktop and
from the Quick Launch bar on the taskbar.
This policy does not prevent the user from starting Internet
Explorer by using other methods [MSDN00].

Do not add shares of recently opened document
My network
Key fingerprint = AF19toFA27
2F94 998Dplace
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Remote shared folders are not added to My Network Places
whenever you open a document in the shared folder.
If you disable this policy or do not configure it, then when
you open a document in a remote shared folder, the system adds a
connection to the shared folder to My Network Places.
If you enable this policy, shared folders are not added to
My Network Places automatically when you open a document in
the shared folder [MSDN00].
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Prohibit users from changing My Documents
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Prevents users from changing the path to the My
Documents folder.
By default, a user can change the location of the My
Documents folder by typing a new path in the Target box of the
My Documents Properties dialog box. If you enable this policy,
when users type a new path in the Target box, a message appears
explaining that a policy prevents the action [MSDN00].
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the taskbar’s toolbar
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Prevents users from manipulating desktop toolbars.
If you enable this policy, users cannot add or remove
toolbars from the desktop. Also, users cannot drag toolbars onto or
off of docked toolbars.
Note: If users have added or removed toolbars, this policy
prevents them from restoring the default configuration.
Tip: To view the toolbars that can be added to the desktop,
right-click a docked toolbar (such as the taskbar beside the Start
button), and point to "Toolbars" [MSDN00].

Disable adjusting taskbar’s toolbar

Key fingerprint = AF19 FA27 2F94 998D FDB5 DE3D F8B5 06E4 A169 4E46
Prevents users from adjusting the length of desktop
toolbars. Also, users cannot reposition items or toolbars on docked
toolbars.
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This policy does not prevent users from adding or
removing toolbars on the desktop.
Note: If users have adjusted their toolbars, this policy
prevents them from restoring the default configuration [MSDN00].
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Prevents users from saving certain changes to the desktop.
If you enable this policy, users can change the desktop, but
some changes, such as the position of open windows or the size
and position of the taskbar, are not saved when users log off.
However, shortcuts placed on the desktop are always saved
[MSDN00].
Active desktop
Key fingerprint = AF19 FA27 2F94 998D
FDB5
DE3Ddesktop
F8B5 06E4 A169 4E46
Enable
active
Enables Active Desktop and prevents users from
disabling it.
This policy also removes the Active Desktop item
from the context menu that appears when you right-click
the desktop; it removes the Web tab from Display in
Control Panel; and it disables the "Use Windows classic
desktop" item on the General tab of the Folder Options
dialog box. This prevents users from trying to enable or
disable Active Desktop while a policy controls it.
If you disable this policy or do not configure it,
Active Desktop is disabled by default, but users can enable
it.
Note: If both the "Enable Active Desktop" policy
and the "Disable Active Desktop" policy are enabled, the
"Disable Active Desktop" policy is ignored. If the "Enable
Classic Shell" policy (in User Configuration\Administrative
Templates\Windows Components\Windows Explorer) is
enabled, then Active Desktop is disabled and both of these
policies are ignored.
Tip: To enable Active Desktop without setting a
policy, right-click the desktop, point to "Active Desktop,"
and then click "Show Web Content" [MSDN00].

Disable active desktop

©

Disables Active Desktop and prevents users from
enabling it.
This policy also removes the Active Desktop item
from the context menu that appears when you right-click
the desktop; it removes the Web tab from Display in
Control Panel; and it disables the "Enable Web content on
Key fingerprint = AF19 FA27 2F94 998D FDB5 DE3D F8B5 06E4 A169 4E46
my desktop" item on the General tab of the Folder Options
dialog box. This prevents users from trying to enable or
disable Active Desktop while a policy controls it. If you
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disable this policy or do not configure it, Active Desktop is
disabled by default, but users can enable it.
Note: If both the "Enable Active Desktop" policy
and the "Disable Active Desktop" policy are enabled, the
"Disable Active Desktop" policy is ignored. If the "Enable
Classic Shell" policy (in User Configuration\Administrative
Templates\Windows Components\Windows Explorer) is
enabled, then Active Desktop is disabled and both of these
policies are ignored.
Tip: To disable Active Desktop without setting a
policy, right-click the desktop, point to "Active Desktop"
and then turn off "Show Web Content" [MSDN00].
Key fingerprint = AF19 FA27 2F94 998D
FDB5all
DE3D
F8B5 06E4 A169 4E46
Disable
items
Removes Active Desktop content and prevents
users from adding Active Desktop content.
This policy removes all Active Desktop items from
the desktop. It also removes the Web tab from Display in
Control Panel and removes the "New Desktop Item"
command from the Active Desktop menu. As a result, users
cannot add Web pages or pictures from the Internet or an
intranet to the desktop.
This policy does not disable Active Desktop. Users
can still use image formats, such as JPEG and GIF, for their
desktop wallpaper [MSDN00].
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Prevents the user from enabling or disabling Active
Desktop or changing the Active Desktop configuration.
This is a comprehensive policy that locks down the
configuration you establish by using other policies in this
folder.
This policy removes the Web tab from Display in
Control Panel and removes the Active Desktop item from
menu that appears when you right-click the desktop. As a
result, users cannot enable or disable Active Desktop. If
Active Desktop is already enabled, users cannot add,
remove, or edit Web content or disable, lock, or
synchronize Active Desktop components [MSDN00].

Prohibit adding items

Prevents users from adding Web content to their
Active Desktop.
This policy removes the "New" button from Web
tab in Display in Control Panel. It also removes the "New
Key fingerprint = AF19 FA27 2F94 998D FDB5 DE3D F8B5 06E4 A169 4E46
Desktop Item" command from the Active Desktop menu.
As a result, users cannot add Web pages or pictures from
the Internet or an intranet to the desktop.
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This policy does not remove existing Web content
from their Active Desktop, or prevent users from removing
existing Web content [MSDN00].
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Prevents users from deleting Web content from
their Active Desktop.
This policy removes the Delete button from the
Web tab in Display in Control Panel. As a result, users can
temporarily remove, but not delete, Web content from their
Active Desktop.
This policy does not prevent users from adding Web
content to their Active Desktop [MSDN00].
Key fingerprint = AF19 FA27 2F94 998D
FDB5editing
DE3D F8B5
06E4 A169 4E46
Prohibit
items
Prevents users from changing the properties of Web
content items on their Active Desktop.
This policy disables the Properties button on the
Web tab in Display in Control Panel. Also, it removes the
Properties item from the menu for each item on the Active
Desktop. As a result, users can change the properties of an
item, such as its synchronization schedule, password, or
display characteristics [MSDN00].
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Prevents users from removing Web content from
their Active Desktop.
In Active Desktop, you can add items to the
desktop, but close them so they are not displayed. If you
enable this policy, items added to the desktop cannot be
closed; they always appear on the desktop.
This policy removes the list of the Active Desktop
items from the Active Desktop menu. (To see this list,
right-click the desktop and point to Active Desktop. The
list appears at the bottom of the menu.) Also, it removes the
check boxes from items on the Web tab in Display in
Control Panel.
This policy does not prevent users from deleting
items from their Active Desktop [MSDN00].

Add/delete items

Adds and deletes specified Web content items.
You can use the "Add" box in this policy to add
particular Web-based items or shortcuts to users' desktops.
Users can close or delete the items (if policies allow), but
items
areFDB5
addedDE3D
again F8B5
each time
policy
is refreshed.
Key fingerprint = AF19 FA27 the
2F94
998D
06E4the
A169
4E46
You can also use this policy to delete particular
Web-based items from users' desktops. Users can add the
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item again (if policies allow), but the item is deleted each
time the policy is refreshed.
Note: Removing an item from the "Add" list for this
policy is not the same as deleting it. Items removed from
the add list are not removed from the desktop. They are just
not added again [MSDN00].
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Specifies the desktop background ("wallpaper")
displayed on all users' desktops.
This policy lets you specify the wallpaper on users'
desktops and prevents users from changing the image or its
presentation. The wallpaper you specify can be stored in a
Key fingerprint = AF19 FA27 bitmap
2F94 998D
FDB5JPEG
DE3D(*.jpg),
F8B5 06E4
A169 4E46
(*.bmp),
or HTML
(*.htm, *.html)
file.
To use this policy, type the fully-qualified path and
name of the file that stores the wallpaper image. You can
type a local path, such as C:\Winnt\Logo.bmp or a UNC
path, such as \\Server\Share\Logo.bmp.
If the specified file is not available when the user
logs on, no wallpaper is displayed. Users cannot specify
alternate wallpaper.
You can also use this policy to specify that the
wallpaper image be centered, tiled, or stretched. Users
cannot change this specification.
If you disable this policy or do not configure it, no
wallpaper is displayed. However, users can select the
wallpaper of their choice.
Note: This policy requires that Active Desktop be
enabled. By default, Active Desktop is disabled. To use a
policy to enable Active Desktop, use the "Enable Active
Desktop" policy [MSDN00].

Allow only bitmapped wallpaper
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Permits only bitmap images for wallpaper.
This policy limits the desktop background
("wallpaper") to bitmap (.bmp) files. If users select files
with other image formats, such as JPEG, GIF, PNG, or
HTML, the wallpaper does not load.
This policy is designed to avoid the Active Desktop
prompt. When users select a wallpaper with an alternate
image format, the system prompts them to enable Active
Desktop. By limiting users to bitmapped files, the prompt is
avoided.
Key fingerprint = AF19 FA27 2F94 998D
DE3D
F8B5Desktop
06E4 A169
4E46 and the
Also,FDB5
see the
"Active
Wallpaper"
"Disable
changing
wallpaper"
(in
User
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Configuration\Administrative
Panel\Display) policies [MSDN00].
Active directory

Templates\Control

Maximum size of active directory searches
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Specifies the maximum number of objects the system displays in response to a command to browse or search Active
Directory. This policy affects all browse displays associated with Active Directory, such as those in Local Users and Groups,
Active Directory Users & Computers, and dialog boxes used to set permissions for user or group objects in Active Directory.
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If you enable this policy, you can use the "Number
of objects returned" box to limit returns from an Active
Directory search.
If you disable this policy or do not configure it, the
system displays up to 10,000 objects. This consumes
2 MB
of memory
or disk
space.
Key fingerprint = AF19 FA27 approximately
2F94 998D FDB5
DE3D
F8B5 06E4
A169
4E46
This policy is designed to protect the network and
the domain controller from the effect of expansive searches
[MSDN00].

Enable filter to find dialog box
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Displays the filter bar above the results of an Active
Directory search. The filter bar consists of buttons for
applying additional filters to search results.
If you enable this policy, the filter bar appears when
the Active Directory Find dialog box opens, but users can
hide it.
If you disable this policy or do not configure it, the
filter bar does not appear, but users can display it by
selecting "Filter" from the "View" menu.
To see the filter bar, open My Network Places, click
Entire Network, and then click Directory. Right-click the
name of a Windows 2000 domain, and click Find. Type the
name of an object in the directory, such as
"Administrator." If the filter bar does not appear above the
resulting display then, from the View menu, click Filter
[MSDN00].

Hide active directory folder
Hides the Active Directory folder in My Network
Places.

©

The Active Directory folder displays Active
Directory objects in a browse window.
If you enable this policy, the Active Directory
folder does not appear in the My Network Places folder.
If you disable this policy or do not configure it, the
Active Directory folder appears in the My Network Places
Key fingerprint = AF19 FA27 folder.
2F94 998D FDB5 DE3D F8B5 06E4 A169 4E46
This policy is designed to let users search Active Directory, but not tempt
them to casually browse Active Directory [MSDN00].
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Control panel

Disable Control Panel
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Disables all Control Panel programs.
This policy prevents Control.exe, the program file for
Control Panel, from starting. As a result, users cannot start Control
Panel or run any Control Panel items.
This policy also removes Control Panel from the Start
menu. (To open Control Panel, click Start, point to Settings, and
then click Control Panel.) This policy also removes the Control
Panel folder from Windows Explorer.
If users try to select a Control Panel item from the
Properties item on a context menu, a message appears explaining
Key fingerprint = AF19that
FA27
2F94 prevents
998D FDB5
DE3D[MSDN00].
F8B5 06E4 A169 4E46
a policy
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Hides specified Control Panel items and folders.
This policy removes Control Panel items (such as Display)
and folders (such as Fonts) from the Control Panel window and the
Start menu. It can remove Control Panel items you have added to
your system, as well Control Panel items included in Windows
2000.
To hide a Control Panel item, type the file name of the
item, such as Ncpa.cpl (for Network). To hide a folder, type the
folder name, such as Fonts.
This policy affects the Start menu and Control Panel
window only. It does not prevent users from running Control Panel
items.
Also, see the "Disable Display in Control Panel" policy in
User
Configuration\Administrative
Templates\Control
Panel\Display.
If both the "Hide specified control panel applets" policy
and the "Show only specified control panel applets" policy are
enabled, and the same item appears in both lists, the "Show only
specified control panel applets" policy is ignored.
Tip: To find the file name of a Control Panel item, search
for files with the .cpl file name extension in the
%Systemroot%\System32 directory [MSDN00].

Show only specified control panel applets

Hides all Control Panel items and folders except those
specified in this policy.
This policy removes all Control Panel items (such as
Network) and folders (such as Fonts) from the Control Panel
window and the Start menu. It removes Control Panel items you
Key fingerprint = AF19 FA27 2F94 998D FDB5 DE3D F8B5 06E4 A169 4E46
have added to your system, as well the Control Panel items
included in Windows 2000. The only items displayed in Control
Panel are those you specify in this policy.
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To display a Control Panel item, type the file name of the
item, such as Ncpa.cpl (for Network). To display a folder, type the
folder name, such as Fonts. If you do not specify any items or
folders, the Control Panel window is empty.
This policy affects the Start menu and Control Panel
window only. It does not prevent users from running any Control
Panel items.
Also, see the "Disable Display in Control Panel" policy in
User
Configuration\Administrative
Templates\Control
Panel\Display.
If both the "Hide specified control panel applets" policy
and the "Show only specified control panel applets" policy are
the "Show
only specified
control
Key fingerprint = AF19enabled,
FA27 2F94
998D FDB5
DE3D F8B5
06E4panel
A169applets"
4E46 policy is
ignored.
Tip: To find the file name of a Control Panel item, search
for files with the .cpl file name extension in the
%Systemroot%\System32 directory [MSDN00].
Add/Remove programs
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Prevents users from using Add/Remove Programs.
This policy removes Add/Remove Programs from
Control Panel and removes the Add/Remove Programs
item from menus.
Add/Remove Programs lets users install, uninstall,
repair, add, and remove features and components of
Windows 2000 and a wide variety of Windows programs.
Programs published or assigned to the user appear in
Add/Remove Programs.
If you disable this policy or do not configure it,
Add/Remove Programs is available to all users.
When enabled, this policy takes precedence over the
other policies in this folder.
This policy does not prevent users from using other
tools and methods to install or uninstall programs
[MSDN00].

Hide change or remove program page

©

Removes the Change or Remove Programs button
from the Add/Remove Programs bar. As a result, users
cannot view or change the attached page.
The Change or Remove Programs button lets users
uninstall, repair, add, or remove features of installed
programs.
Key fingerprint = AF19 FA27 2F94 998D
FDB5
DE3D
A169
4E46
If you
disable
thisF8B5
policy06E4
or do
not configure
it, the
Change or Remove Programs page is available to all users.
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This policy does not prevent users from using other
tools and methods to delete or uninstall programs
[MSDN00].

Hide add new programs page
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Removes the Add New Programs button from the
Add/Remove Programs bar. As a result, users cannot view
or change the attached page.
The Add New Programs button lets users install
programs published or assigned by a system administrator.
If you disable this policy or do not configure it, the
Add New Programs button is available to all users.
This policy does not prevent users from using other
Key fingerprint = AF19 FA27 tools
2F94 and
998D
FDB5 DE3D
F8B5
06E4 A169
4E46
methods
to install
programs
[MSDN00].
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Removes the Add/Remove Windows Components
button from the Add/Remove Programs bar. As a result,
users cannot view or change the associated page.
The Add/Remove Windows Components button lets
users configure installed services and use the Windows
Component wizard to add, remove, and configure
components of Windows 2000 from the installation files.
If you disable this policy or do not configure it, the
Add/Remove Windows Components button is available to
all users.
This policy does not prevent users from using other
tools and methods to configure services or add or remove
program components. However, this policy blocks user
access to the Windows Component wizard [MSDN00].

Hide the “Add a program from CD-ROM
or floppy disk” option
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Removes the Add a program from CD-ROM or
floppy disk section from the Add New Programs page. This
prevents users from using Add/Remove Programs to install
programs from removable media.
If you disable this policy or do not configure it, the
Add a program from CD-ROM or floppy disk option is
available to all users.
This policy does not prevent users from using other
tools and methods to add or remove program components.
Note: If the "Hide Add New Programs page" policy
enabled,
this policy
ignored.
if the "Disable
Key fingerprint = AF19 FA27 is
2F94
998D FDB5
DE3DisF8B5
06E4 Also,
A169 4E46
media source for any install" policy (located in Computer
Configuration\Administrative
Templates\Windows
Components\Windows Installer) is enabled, users cannot
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add programs from removable media, regardless of the
setting of this policy [MSDN00].

Hide the “Add
Microsoft” option
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Removes the Add programs from Microsoft section
from the Add New Programs page. This policy prevents
users from using Add/Remove Programs to connect to
Windows Update.
If you disable this policy or do not configure it, Add
programs from Microsoft is available to all users.
This policy does not prevent users from using other
tools and methods to connect to Windows Update.
Key fingerprint = AF19 FA27 2F94 998D
06E4Programs
A169 4E46
Note:FDB5
If theDE3D
"HideF8B5
Add New
page" policy
is enabled, this policy is ignored [MSDN00].
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Prevents users from viewing or installing published
programs.
This policy removes the Add programs from your
network section from the Add New Programs page. The
Add programs from your network section lists published
programs and provides an easy way to install them.
Published programs are those that the system
administrator has explicitly made available to the user with
a tool such as Windows Installer. Typically, system
administrators publish programs to notify users that the
programs are available, to recommend their use, or to
enable users to install them without having to search for
installation files.
If you enable this policy, users cannot tell which
programs have been published by the system administrator,
and they cannot use Add/Remove Programs to install
published programs. However, they can still install
programs by using other methods, and they can view and
install assigned (partially installed) programs that are
offered on the desktop or on the Start menu.
If you disable this policy or do not configure it, Add
programs from your network is available to all users.
Note: If the "Hide Add New Programs page" policy
is enabled, this policy is ignored [MSDN00].

Go directly to the components wizard
Prevents
from
using
Add/Remove
Key fingerprint = AF19 FA27 2F94 998D
FDB5users
DE3D
F8B5
06E4
A169 4E46 Programs
to configure installed services.
This policy removes the Set up services section of
the Add/Remove Windows Components page. The Set up
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services section lists system services that have not been
configured and offers users easy access to the configuration
tools.
If you disable this policy or do not configure it, Set
up services appears only when there are unconfigured
system services. If you enable this policy, Set up services
never appears.
This policy does not prevent users from using other
methods to configure services.
Note: When Set up services does not appear,
clicking the Add/Remove Windows Components button
starts the Windows Component wizard immediately.
theFDB5
only DE3D
remaining
on the
Add/Remove
Key fingerprint = AF19 FA27 Because
2F94 998D
F8B5option
06E4 A169
4E46
Windows Components page starts the wizard, that option is
selected automatically, and the page is bypassed.
To remove Set up services and prevent the
Windows Component wizard from starting, enable the
"Hide Add/Remove Windows Components page" policy. If
the "Hide Add/Remove Windows Components page"
policy is enabled, this policy is ignored [MSDN00].
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Disable support information
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Removes links to the Support Info dialog box from
programs on the Change or Remove Programs page.
Programs listed on the Change or Remove
Programs page can include a "Click here for support
information" hyperlink. When clicked, the hyperlink opens
a dialog box that displays troubleshooting information,
including a link to the installation files and data that users
need to obtain product support, such as the Product ID and
version number of the program. The dialog box also
includes a hyperlink to support information on the Internet,
such as the Microsoft Product Support Services Web page.
If you disable this policy or do not configure it, the
Support Info hyperlink appears.
Note: Not all programs provide a support
information hyperlink [MSDN00].

Specify default category for Add new
programs

Specifies the category of programs that appears
when users open the "Add New Programs" page.
If you enable this policy, then only the programs in
the category you specify are displayed when the "Add New
Key fingerprint = AF19 FA27 2F94 998D FDB5 DE3D F8B5 06E4 A169 4E46
Programs" page opens. Users can use the Category box on
the "Add New Programs" page to display programs in other
categories.
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To use this policy, type the name of a category in
the Category box for this policy. You must enter a category
that is already defined in Add/Remove Programs. To define
a category, use Software Installation.
If you disable this policy or do not configure it, all
programs (Category: All) are displayed when the "Add
New Programs" page opens.
You can use this policy to direct users to the
programs they are most likely to need.
Note: This policy is ignored if either the "Disable
Add/Remove Programs" policy or the "Hide Add New
Programs page" policy is enabled [MSDN00].
Key fingerprintDisplay
= AF19 FA27 2F94 998D FDB5 DE3D F8B5 06E4 A169 4E46
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Disable display in control panel
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Disables Display in Control Panel.
If you enable this policy, Display in Control Panel
does not run. When users try to start Display, a message
appears explaining that a policy prevents the action
[MSDN00].

2,

Hide background tab

00
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Removes the Background tab from Display in
Control Panel.
This policy prevents users from using Control Panel
to change the pattern and wallpaper on the desktop
[MSDN00].
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Disable changing wallpaper
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Prevents users from adding or changing the
background design of the desktop.
By default, users can use the Background tab of
Display in Control Panel to add a background design
(wallpaper) to their desktop. If you enable this policy, the
Background tab still appears, but all options on the tab are
disabled.
To remove the Background tab, use the "Hide
Background tab" policy.
To specify wallpaper for a group use the "Active
Desktop Wallpaper" policy [MSDN00].

Hide appearance tab

Removes the Appearance tab from Display in
Control Panel.
This policy prevents users from using Control Panel
change
colors
or color
of the
desktop and
Key fingerprint = AF19 FA27 to
2F94
998Dthe
FDB5
DE3D
F8B5 scheme
06E4 A169
4E46
windows [MSDN00].

Hide settings tab
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Removes the Settings tab from Display in Control
Panel.

Hide screen saver tab
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This policy prevents users from using Control Panel
to add, configure, or change the display settings on the
computer [MSDN00].
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Removes the Screen Saver tab from Display in
Control Panel.
This policy prevents users from using Control Panel
to add, configure, or change the screen saver on the
computer [MSDN00].

No screen saver
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Key fingerprint = AF19 FA27 2F94 998D
FDB5
F8B5
06E4
A169 4E46
Disables
allDE3D
desktop
screen
savers.
If you enable this policy, screen savers do not run.
Also, this policy disables the Screen Saver section of the
Screen Saver tab in Display in Control Panel. As a result,
users cannot change the screen saver options.
If you disable this policy or do not configure it, this
policy has no effect on the system.
Note: This policy takes precedence over the "Screen
saver executable name" policy. If both are enabled, the
"Screen saver executable name" policy is ignored and no
screen savers run [MSDN00].

Screen saver executable name
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Specifies the screen saver for the user's desktop.
If you enable this policy, the system displays the
specified screen saver on the user's desktop. Also, this
policy disables the drop-down list of screen savers on the
Screen Saver tab in Display in Control Panel, preventing
users from changing the screen saver.
If you disable this policy, or do not configure it,
users can select any screen saver.
To use this policy, type the name of the file that
contains the screen saver, including the .scr file name
extension. If the screen saver file is not in the
%Systemroot%\System32 directory, enter the fully
qualified path to the file.
If the specified screen saver is not installed on a
computer to which this policy applies, the policy is ignored.
Note: This policy can be superceded by the "No
screen saver" policy. If both are enabled, this policy is
ignored and screen savers do not run [MSDN00].
Key fingerprint = AF19 FA27 2F94 998D FDB5 DE3D F8B5 06E4 A169 4E46

Password protect the screen saver

Determines whether screen savers used on the
computer are password protected.
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If you enable this policy, all screen savers are
password protected. If you disable this policy, password
protection cannot be set on any screen saver.
This policy also disables the "Password protected"
check box on the Screen Saver tab in Display in Control
Panel, preventing users from changing the password
protection setting.
If you do not configure this policy, users can choose
whether or not to set password protection on each screen
saver.
This policy is used only when a screen saver is
specified for the computer. To specify a screen saver on a
Control
Panel,
double-click
Display,
Key fingerprint = AF19 FA27 computer,
2F94 998DinFDB5
DE3D
F8B5
06E4 A169
4E46 and then
click the Screen Saver tab. To specify a screen saver in a
policy, use the "Screen saver executable name" policy.
Note: To remove the Screen Saver tab, use the "Hide Screen Saver tab"

Au

policy [MSDN00].

2,

Printers

00

Disable deletion of printers

-2

Prevents users from deleting local and network
printers.

00

If a user tries to delete a printer, such as by using the Delete option in Printers in Control Panel, a message appears
explaining that a policy prevents the action.

te

20

This policy does not prevent users from running
other programs to delete a printer [MSDN00].

Disable addition of printers
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Prevents users from using familiar methods to add
local and network printers.
This policy removes the Add Printer option from
the Start menu. (To find the Add Printer option, click Start,
click Printers, and then click Add Printer.) This policy also
removes Add Printer from the Printers folder in Control
Panel.
Also, users cannot add printers by dragging a
printer icon into the Printers folder. If they try, a message
appears explaining that the a policy prevents the action.
However, this policy does not prevent users from
using the Add Hardware wizard to add a printer. Nor does
it prevent users from running other programs to add
printers.
Key fingerprint = AF19 FA27 2F94 998D FDB5 DE3D F8B5 06E4 A169 4E46
This policy does not delete printers that users have
already added. However, if users have not added a printer
when this policy is applied, they can’t print.
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Note: You can use printer permissions to restrict the
use of printers without setting a policy. In the Printers
folder, right-click a printer, click Properties, and then click
the Security tab [MSDN00].
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Browse the network to find printers
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Lets users use the Add Printer wizard to search the
network for shared printers.
If you enable this policy or do not configure it, then
when users click "Add a network printer," but do not type
the name of a particular printer, the Add Printer wizard
displays a list of all shared printers on the network and
invites users to choose a printer from among them.
Key fingerprint = AF19 FA27 2F94 998D
FDB5
DE3D
06E4
A169
4E46 search the
If you
disable
thisF8B5
policy,
users
cannot
network; they must type a printer name first.
This policy affects the Add Printer wizard only. It
does not prevent users from using other programs to search
for shared printers or to connect to network printers
[MSDN00].
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Specifies the Active Directory location where
searches for printers begin.
The Add Printer wizard gives users the option of
searching Active Directory for a shared printer. If you
enable this policy, these searches begin at the location you
specify in the "Default Active Directory path" box.
Otherwise, searches begin at the root of Active Directory.
This policy only provides a starting point for Active
Directory searches for printers. It does not restrict user
searches through the Active Directory [MSDN00].

Browse a common web site to find printers

©

SA

NS

Adds a link to an Internet or intranet Web page to
the Add Printer wizard.
You can use this policy to direct users to a Web
page from which they can install printers.
If you enable this policy and type an Internet or
intranet address in the text box, the system adds a Browse
button to the "Locate Your Printer" page in the Add Printer
wizard. The Browse button appears beside the "Connect to
a printer on the Internet or your intranet" option. When
users click Browse, the system opens an Internet browser
to the
specified
to display the
Key fingerprint = AF19 FA27 and
2F94navigates
998D FDB5
DE3D
F8B5 URL
06E4 address
A169 4E46
available printers.
This policy makes it easy for users to find the
printers you want them to add [MSDN00].
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Regional options

Restrict selection of Windows 2000 menus
and dialogs language
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This policy restricts users to the specified language, by disabling the menus and dialogs control in the Regional
Options control panel. If the specified language is not installed on the target computer, the language selection will default to
English [MSDN00].
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Disable user configuration of offline files
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Prevents users from enabling, disabling, or
changing the configuration of Offline Files.
This policy removes the Offline Files tab from the
Folder
Options
dialog
It 06E4
also removes
the Settings
Key fingerprint = AF19 FA27 2F94 998D
FDB5
DE3Dbox.
F8B5
A169 4E46
item from the Offline Files context menu and disables the
Settings button on the Offline Files Status dialog box. As a
result, users cannot view or change the options on the
Offline Files tab or Offline Files dialog box.
This is a comprehensive policy that locks down the
configuration you establish by using other policies in this
folder.
This policy appears in the Computer Configuration
and User Configuration folders. if both policies are
configured, the setting in Computer Configuration takes
precedence over the setting in User Configuration.
Tip: This policy provides a quick method for
locking down the default settings for Offline Files. To
accept the defaults, just enable this policy. You do not have
to disable any other policies in this folder [MSDN00].

Synchronize all offline files before logging

off
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Determines whether offline files are fully
synchronized when users log off.
This policy also disables the "Synchronize all
offline files before logging off" option on the Offline Files
tab. This prevents users from trying to change the option
while a policy controls it.
If you enable this policy, offline files are fully
synchronized. Full synchronization ensures that offline files
are complete and current.
If you disable this policy, the system only performs
a quick synchronization. Quick synchronization ensures
that files are complete, but does not ensure that they are
Key fingerprint = AF19 FA27 current.
2F94 998D FDB5 DE3D F8B5 06E4 A169 4E46
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If you do not configure this policy, the system
performs a quick synchronization by default, but users can
change this option.
This policy appears in the Computer Configuration
and User Configuration folders. if both policies are
configured, the setting in Computer Configuration takes
precedence over the setting in User Configuration.
Tip: To change the synchronization method without
setting a policy, in Windows Explorer, on the Tools menu,
click Folder Options, click the Offline Files tab, and then
select the "Synchronize all offline files before logging off"
option [MSDN00].
Key fingerprint = AF19 FA27 2F94 998D
FDB5
06E4 A169 4E46
Action
of DE3D
serverF8B5
disconnect
Determines whether network files remain available
if the computer is suddenly disconnected from the server
hosting the files.
This policy also disables the "When a network
connection is lost" option on the Offline Files tab. This
prevents users from trying to change the option while a
policy controls it.
If you enable this policy, you can use the "Action"
box to specify how computers in the group respond.
-- "Work offline" indicates that the computer can
use local copies of network files while the server is
inaccessible.
-- "Never go offline" indicates that network files
are not available while the server is inaccessible.
If you disable this policy or select the "Work
offline" option, users can work offline if disconnected.
If you do not configure this policy, users can work
offline by default, but they can change this option.
This policy appears in the Computer Configuration
and User Configuration folders. if both policies are
configured, the setting in Computer Configuration takes
precedence over the setting in User Configuration.
Tip: To configure this setting without establishing a
policy, in Windows Explorer, on the Tools menu, click
Folder Options, click the Offline Files tab, click Advanced,
and then select an option in the "When a network
connection is lost" section [MSDN00].

Non-default server disconnect actions
Determines how computers respond when they are
Key fingerprint = AF19 FA27 disconnected
2F94 998D FDB5
F8B5 06E4
A169
fromDE3D
particular
offline
file4E46
servers. This
policy overrides the default response, a user-specified
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response, and the response specified in the "Action on
server disconnect" policy.
This policy also disables the "Exception list"
section on the Offline Files tab. This prevents users from
trying to change the option while a policy controls it.
To use this policy, click Show, and then click Add.
In the "Type the name of the item to be added" box, type
the server's computer name. Then, in the "Type the value of
the item to be added" box, type "0" if users can work
offline when they are disconnected from this server, or type
"1" if they cannot.
This policy appears in the Computer Configuration
folders.
both
policies are
Key fingerprint = AF19 FA27 and
2F94 User
998D Configuration
FDB5 DE3D F8B5
06E4 ifA169
4E46
configured, the setting in Computer Configuration takes
precedence over the setting in User Configuration.
Tip: To configure this setting without establishing a
policy, in Windows Explorer, on the Tools menu, click
Folder Options, click the Offline Files tab, and then click
Advanced. This policy corresponds to the settings in the
"Exception list" section [MSDN00].
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Prevents users from making network files and
folders available offline.
This policy removes the "Make Available Offline"
option from the File menu and from all context menus in
Windows Explorer. As a result, users cannot designate files
to be saved on their computer for offline use.
However, this policy does not prevent the system
from saving local copies of files that reside on network
shares designated for automatic caching.
This policy appears in the Computer Configuration
and User Configuration folders. if both policies are
configured, the setting in Computer Configuration takes
precedence over the setting in User Configuration
[MSDN00].

Disable use of offline files folder

©

Disables the Offline Files folder.
This policy disables the "View Files" button on the
Offline Files tab. As a result, users cannot use the Offline
Files folder to view or open copies of network files stored
on their computer. Also, they cannot use the folder to view
characteristics of offline files, such as their server status,
Key fingerprint = AF19 FA27 type,
2F94 or
998D
FDB5 DE3D F8B5 06E4 A169 4E46
location.
This policy does not prevent users from working
offline or from saving local copies of files available offline.
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Also, it does not prevent them from using other programs,
such as Windows Explorer, to view their offline files.
This policy appears in the Computer Configuration
and User Configuration folders. if both policies are
configured, the setting in Computer Configuration takes
precedence over the setting in User Configuration.
Tip: To view the Offline Files Folder, in Windows Explorer, on the Tools
menu, click Folder Options, click the Offline Files tab, and then click "View Files"
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f

[MSDN00].

Key fingerprint = AF19 FA27 2F94 998D FDB5 DE3D F8B5 06E4 A169 4E46

Administratively assign offline files
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Lists network files and folders that are always
available for offline use. This policy makes the specified
files and folders available offline to users of the computer.
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To assign a folder, click Show and then click Add. In the "Type the name of the item to be added" box, type the fully
qualified UNC path to the file or folder. Leave the "Enter the value of the item to be added" field blank.
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Note: This policy appears in the Computer
Configuration and User Configuration folders. If both
policies are configured, the setting in Computer
Configuration takes precedence over the setting in User
Configuration [MSDN00].

Disable reminder balloons
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Hides or displays reminder balloons, and prevents
users from changing the setting.
Reminder balloons appear above the Offline Files
icon in the status area to notify users when they have lost
the connection to a networked file and are working on a
local copy of the file. Users can then decide how to
proceed.
If you enable this policy, the system hides the
reminder balloons, and prevents users from displaying
them.
If you disable the policy, the system displays the
reminder balloons, and prevents users from hiding them.
If this policy is not configured, reminder balloons
are displayed by default when you enable offline files, but
users can change the setting.
To prevent users from changing the setting while a
policy is in effect, the system disables the "Enable
reminders" option on the Offline Files tab
Key fingerprint = AF19 FA27 2F94 998D FDB5 DE3D F8B5 06E4 A169 4E46
This policy appears in the Computer Configuration
and User Configuration folders. If both policies are
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Windows Explorer, on the Tools menu, click Folder Options, and then click the
Offline Files tab. This policy corresponds to the "Enable reminders" check box
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[MSDN00].

Reminder balloon frequency
Determines
how F8B5
often 06E4
reminder
Key fingerprint = AF19 FA27 2F94 998D
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4E46 updates
appear.
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This policy also removes the "Display reminder balloon every ... minutes" option on the Offline Files tab. This
prevents users from trying to change the option while a policy controls it.
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Reminder balloons appear when the user's
connection to a network file is lost or reconnected and are
updated periodically. By default, the first reminder for an
event is displayed for 30 seconds. Then, updates appear
every 60 minutes and are displayed for 15 seconds. You
can use this policy to change the update interval.
This policy appears in the Computer Configuration
and User Configuration folders. if both policies are
configured, the setting in Computer Configuration takes
precedence over the setting in User Configuration.
Tip: To set reminder balloon frequency without
establishing a policy, in Windows Explorer, on the Tools
menu, click Folder Options, and then click the Offline Files
tab. This policy corresponds to the "Display reminder
balloons every ... minutes" option [MSDN00].

Initial reminder balloon lifetime
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Determines how long the first reminder balloon for
a network status change is displayed.
Reminder balloons appear when the user's
connection to a network file is lost or reconnected and are
updated periodically. By default, the first reminder for an
event is displayed for 30 seconds. Then, updates appear
every 60 minutes and are displayed for 15 seconds. You
can use this policy to change the duration of the first
reminder.
This policy appears in the Computer Configuration
and User Configuration folders. if both policies are
Key fingerprint = AF19 FA27 2F94 998D FDB5 DE3D F8B5 06E4 A169 4E46
configured, the setting in Computer Configuration takes
precedence over the setting in User Configuration
[MSDN00].
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Determines how long updated reminder balloons are
displayed.
Reminder balloons appear when the user's
connection to a network file is lost or reconnected and are
updated periodically. By default, the first reminder for an
event is displayed for 30 seconds. Then, updates appear
every 60 minutes and are displayed for 15 seconds. You
can use this policy to change the duration of the update
reminder.
This policy appears in the Computer Configuration
and User Configuration folders. if both policies are
Key fingerprint = AF19 FA27 configured,
2F94 998D FDB5
DE3DinF8B5
06E4 A169
4E46
the setting
Computer
Configuration
takes
precedence over the setting in User Configuration
[MSDN00].
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Determines which events the Offline Files feature
records in the event log.
Offline Files records events in the Application log
in Event Viewer when it detects errors. By default, Offline
Files records an event only when the offline files storage
cache is corrupted. However, you can use this policy to
specify additional events you want Offline Files to record.
To use this policy, from the "Enter" box, select the
number corresponding to the events you want the system to
log. The levels are cumulative; that is, each level includes
the events in all preceding levels.
"0" records an error when the offline storage cache
is corrupted.
"1" also records an event when the server hosting
the offline file is disconnected from the network.
"2" also records events when the local computer is
connected and disconnected from the network.
"3" also records an event when the server hosting
the offline file is reconnected to the network.
Note: This policy appears in the Computer
Configuration and User Configuration folders. if both
policies are configured, the setting in Computer
Configuration takes precedence over the setting in User
Configuration [MSDN00].
Network and dialup connections

Disable deletion of RAS connections

Key fingerprint = AF19 FA27 2F94 998D FDB5 DE3D F8B5 06E4 A169 4E46
Determines whether users can delete their private
dial-up (RAS) connections.
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If you enable this policy or do not configure it,
users can delete their private RAS connections. Private
connections are those that are available only to one user.
(By default, only administrators can delete connections
available to all users, but you can change the default by
using the "Enable deletion of RAS connections available to
all users" policy.)
If you disable this policy, users (including
administrators) cannot delete any RAS connections. This
setting also disables the "Delete" option on the context
menu for a RAS connection and on the File menu in
Network and Dial-up Connections.
Important:
WhenF8B5
disabled,
this 4E46
policy takes
Key fingerprint = AF19 FA27 2F94 998D
FDB5 DE3D
06E4 A169
precedence over the "Enable deletion of RAS connections
available to all users" policy. Users cannot delete any RAS
connections and the "Enable deletion of RAS connections
available to all users" policy is ignored.
Note: LAN connections are created and deleted
automatically when a LAN adapter is installed or removed.
You cannot use Network and Dial-up Connections to create
or delete a local area connection.
Tip: To create a private connection, on the
Connection Availability page in the Network Connections
wizard, click the "Only for myself" option [MSDN00].
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Lets users delete shared dial-up (RAS) connections.
Shared connections are available to all users of the
computer.
If you enable this policy, users can delete shared
RAS connections.
If you disable this policy or do not configure it, only
administrators can delete shared RAS connections. (By
default, users can still delete their private connections, but
you can change the default by using the "Enable deletion of
RAS connections" policy.)
Important: When disabled, the "Enable deletion of
RAS connections" policy takes precedence over this policy.
Users (including administrators) cannot delete any RAS
connections and this policy is ignored.
Note: LAN connections are created and deleted
automatically by the system when a LAN adapter is
Key fingerprint = AF19 FA27 installed
2F94 998D
FDB5 DE3D
06E4
4E46
or removed.
YouF8B5
cannot
useA169
Network
and Dial-up
Connections to create or delete a local area connection.
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Tip: To create a shared RAS connection, on the
Connection Availability page in the Network Connections
wizard, click "For all users" [MSDN00].
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Enable connecting and disconnecting a
RAS connection
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Determines whether users can connect and
disconnect dial-up connections.
If you enable this policy, the Connect and
Disconnect options for dial-up connections are available to
users in the group. Users can connect or disconnect a dialup connection by double-clicking the icon representing the
connection, by right-clicking it, or by using the File menu.
Key fingerprint = AF19 FA27 2F94 998D
FDB5
DE3D
06E4
A169
4E46
If you
disable
thisF8B5
policy,
then
double-clicking
the
icon has no effect, and the Connect and Disconnect menu
items are disabled.
Note: Users can still connect and disconnect from
the Status page for a connection. To prevent users from
displaying the Status page, disable the "Enable status
statistics for an active connection" policy [MSDN00].
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Enable connecting and disconnecting a
LAN connection
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Determines whether users can connect and
disconnect local area connections.
If you enable this policy, the Connect and
Disconnect options for local area connections are available
to users in the group. Users can connect or disconnect a
local area connection by double-clicking the icon
representing the connection, by right-clicking it, or by
using the File menu.
If you disable this policy, then double-clicking the
icon has no effect, and the Connect and Disconnect menu
items are disabled.
Note: Users can still connect and disconnect from
the Status page for a connection. To prevent users from
displaying the Status page, disable the "Enable status
statistics for an active connection" policy [MSDN00].

Enable access to properties of a LAN
connection

Determines whether users can view and change the
properties of a local area connection.
This policy determines whether the Properties menu
is enabled,
and thus,
whether
Local Area
Key fingerprint = AF19 FA27 item
2F94 998D
FDB5 DE3D
F8B5 06E4
A169the
4E46
Connection Properties dialog box is available to users.
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If you enable this policy, a Properties menu item
appears when users right-click the icon representing a local
area connection. Also, when users select the connection,
Properties is enabled on the File menu.
If you disable this policy, the Properties menu items
are disabled, and users cannot open the Local Area
Connection Properties dialog box.
Note: This policy supersedes policies that remove
or disable parts of the Local Area Connection Properties
dialog box, such as those that hide tabs, remove the check
boxes for enabling or disabling components, or disable
Properties button for components that a connection uses. If
this policy,
policies
disable parts
Key fingerprint = AF19 FA27 you
2F94disable
998D FDB5
DE3Dthen
F8B5the06E4
A169that
4E46
of the Local Area Connection Properties dialog box are
ignored [MSDN00].
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connection properties
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Determines whether users can view and change the
properties of their private dial-up connections.
Private connections are those that are available only
to one user. To create a private connection, on the
Connection Availability page in the Network Connections
wizard, click the "Only for myself" option.
This policy determines whether the Properties menu
item is enabled, and thus, whether the Dial-up Connection
Properties dialog box is available to users.

te

If you enable this policy, a Properties menu item appears when users right-click the icon representing a dial-up
connection. Also, when users select the connection, Properties appears on the File menu.
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If you disable this policy, the Properties menu items
are disabled, and users cannot open the Dial-up Connection
Properties dialog box.
Note: This policy supersedes policies that remove
or disable parts of the Dial-up Connection Properties dialog
box, such as those that hide tabs, remove the check boxes
for enabling or disabling components, or disable the
Properties button for components that a connection uses. If
you disable this policy, it overrides these subsidiary
policies [MSDN00].

Enable access to properties of RAS
connections available to all users

Determines whether a user can view and change the
properties of dial-up connections that are available to all
Key fingerprint = AF19 FA27 users
2F94 998D
DE3D
4E46
of the FDB5
computer.
ToF8B5
create06E4
suchA169
a connection,
on the
Connection Availability page in the Network Connections
wizard, click the For all users option.
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This policy determines whether the Properties menu
item is enabled, and thus, whether the Dial-up Connection
Properties dialog box is available to users.
If you enable this policy, a Properties menu item
appears when users right-click the icon for a dial-up
connection. Also, when users select the connection,
Properties appears on the File menu.
If you disable this policy, the Properties menu items
are disabled, and users cannot open the Dial-up Connection
Properties dialog box.
Note: This policy supersedes policies that remove
or disable parts of the Dial-up Connection Properties dialog
thoseDE3D
that hide
tabs,
remove
check boxes
Key fingerprint = AF19 FA27 box,
2F94such
998DasFDB5
F8B5
06E4
A169 the
4E46
for enabling or disabling components, or disable the
Properties button for components that a connection uses. If
you disable this policy, it overrides these subsidiary
policies.
Note: To find connections available to all users, see
the Connections folder on your system drive (Documents
and
Settings\All
Users\Application
Data\Microsoft\Network\Connections) [MSDN00].
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Determines whether users can rename dial-up and
local area connections.
If you enable this policy, the Rename option is
enabled. Users can rename connections by clicking the icon
representing a connection or by using the File menu.
If you disable this policy, the Rename option is
disabled.
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This policy is designed to be used with the "Enable
renaming of RAS connections belonging to the current
user" policy. When enabled, but not when disabled, the
"Enable renaming of connections, if supported policy takes
precedence over the "Enable renaming of RAS connections
belonging to the current user" policy.
The "Enable renaming of connections, if supported"
policy permits users to rename all connections, including,
but not limited to, their private dial-up connections. If the
"Enable renaming of connections, if supported" policy is
disabled and the "Enable renaming of RAS connections
Key fingerprint = AF19 FA27 belonging
2F94 998DtoFDB5
DE3D user"
F8B5 policy
06E4 A169
4E46 users can
the current
is enabled,
rename only their private dial-up connections. However, if
the "Enable renaming of connections, if supported" policy
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is enabled, then users can rename all connections,
regardless of the setting of the "Enable renaming of RAS
connections belonging to the current user" policy
[MSDN00].
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Enable renaming of RAS connections
belonging to the current user
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Determines whether users can rename their private
dial-up connections.
Private connections are those that are available only
to one user. To create a private connection, on the
Connection Availability page in the Network Connections
wizard, click the "Only for myself" option.
Key fingerprint = AF19 FA27 2F94 998D
FDB5
DE3D
06E4the
A169
4E46 option is
If you
enable
thisF8B5
policy,
Rename
enabled for users’ private dial-up connections. Users can
rename their private connection by right-clicking an icon
representing the connection or by using the File menu.
If you disable this policy, the Rename option is
disabled, even on the user's private connections.
This policy is designed to be used with the "Enable
renaming of connections, if supported" policy. When
enabled (but not when disabled), the "Enable renaming of
connections, if supported" policy takes precedence over
this policy.
The "Enable renaming of connections, if supported"
policy permits users to rename all connections, including,
but not limited to, their private dial-up connections. If the
"Enable renaming of connections, if supported" policy is
disabled and the "Enable renaming of RAS connections
belonging to the current user" policy is enabled, users can
rename only their private dial-up connections. However, if
the "Enable renaming of connections, if supported" policy
is enabled, then users can rename all connections,
regardless of the setting of the "Enable renaming of RAS
connections belonging to the current user" policy
[MSDN00].

Enable adding and removing components
for a RAS or a LAN connection

Determines whether users can add and remove
network components.
If you enable this policy, the Install and Uninstall
buttons for components of connections in Network and
Connections
areF8B5
enabled.
users can gain
Key fingerprint = AF19 FA27 Dial-up
2F94 998D
FDB5 DE3D
06E4 Also,
A169 4E46
access to network components in the Windows
Components wizard.
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If you disable this policy, the Install and Uninstall
buttons for components of connections are disabled and
users are not permitted access to network components in
the Windows Components wizard.
The Install button opens the dialog boxes used to
add network components. Clicking the Uninstall button
removes the selected component in the components list
(above the button).
The Install and Uninstall buttons appear when users
right-click a connection and click Properties. These buttons
are on the General tab for LAN connections and on the
Networking tab for dial-up connections.
The Windows
Components
Key fingerprint = AF19 FA27 2F94 998D
FDB5 DE3D
F8B5 06E4wizard
A169 permits
4E46 users to
add and remove components. To use the wizard, doubleclick Add/Remove Programs in Control Panel. To go
directly to the network components in the Windows
Components wizard, click the Advanced menu in Network
and Dial-up Connections, and then click "Optional
Networking Components" [MSDN00].
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Determines whether users can enable and disable
the components used by dial-up and local area connections.
If you enable this policy, the Properties dialog box
for a connection includes a check box beside the name of
each component that the connection uses. Selecting the
check box enables the component, and clearing the check
box disables the component.
Disabling this policy removes the check boxes for
enabling and disabling components. As a result, users
cannot enable or disable the components that a connection
uses [MSDN00].

Enable access to properties of components
of a LAN connection

©

SA

Determines whether users can change the properties
of components used by a local area connection.
This policy determines whether the Properties
button for components of a local area connection is
enabled. If you enable this policy or do not configure it, the
Properties button is enabled. If you disable this policy, the
Properties button is disabled.
The FDB5
Properties
opens
Local Area
Key fingerprint = AF19 FA27 2F94 998D
DE3D button
F8B5 06E4
A169the4E46
Connection Properties dialog box, which includes a list of
the network components that the connection uses. To view
or change the properties of a component, click the name of
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the component, and then click the Properties button beneath
the component list.
Note: Not all network components have
configurable properties. For components that are not
configurable, the Properties button is always disabled
[MSDN00].

Enable access to properties of components
of a RAS connection
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Determines whether users can view and change the
properties of components used by a dial-up connection.
This policy determines whether the Properties
button for components used by a RAS connection is
Key fingerprint = AF19 FA27 enabled.
2F94 998D
FDB5
DE3D
06E4
A169
If you
enable
thisF8B5
policy
or do
not 4E46
configure it, the
Properties button is enabled. If you disable this policy, the
Properties button is disabled.
The Properties button opens the Dial-up Connection
Properties dialog box, which includes a list of the network
components that the connection uses. To view or change
the properties of a component, click the name of the
component, and then click the Properties button beneath the
component list.
Note: Not all network components have
configurable properties. For components that are not
configurable, the Properties button is always disabled
[MSDN00].
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Determines whether users can use the Network
Connection wizard, which creates new network
connections.
If you enable this policy, the Make New Connection
icon appears in Network and Dial-up Connections. Clicking
Make New Connection starts the Network Connection
wizard.
If you disable this policy, the Make New Connection icon does not appear.

©

As a result, users cannot start the Network Connection wizard [MSDN00].

Enable status statistics for an active
connection
Determines whether users can view the Status page
Key fingerprint = AF19 FA27 for
2F94
998D
DE3D F8B5 06E4 A169 4E46
an activeFDB5
connection.
The Status page displays information about the connection and its activity. It also provides buttons to disconnect and
to configure the properties of the connection.
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If you enable this policy, the Status page appears
when users double-click an active connection. Also, an
option to display the Status page appears on a menu when
users right-click the icon for an active connection, and the
option appears on the File menu when users select an active
connection.
If you disable this policy, the Status option is
disabled, and the Status page doesn’t appear [MSDN00].
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Enable the dial-up preferences item on the
advanced menu
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Determines whether the "Dial-up Preferences" item
on the Advanced menu in Network and Dial-up
Key fingerprint = AF19 FA27 Connections
2F94 998D FDB5
DE3D F8B5 06E4 A169 4E46
is enabled.
If you enable this policy, the Dial-up Preferences
item is enabled. If you disable this policy, it is disabled. By
default, Dial-up Preferences is enabled.
The Dial-up Preferences item lets users create and
change connections before logon and configure automatic
dialing and callback features [MSDN00].
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Determines whether the Advanced Settings item on
the Advanced menu in Network and Dial-up Connections is
enabled.
If you enable this policy, the Advanced Settings
item is enabled. If you disable this policy, it is disabled. By
default, Advanced Settings is enabled.
The Advanced Settings item lets users view and
change bindings and view and change the order in which
the computer accesses connections, network providers, and
print providers [MSDN00].

Allow configuration of connection sharing
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Determines whether administrators can enable,
disable, and configure the Internet Connection Sharing
feature of a dial-up connection.
If you enable this policy or do not configure it, the
system displays the Internet Connection Sharing (ICS) tab
in the Properties dialog box for a dial-up connection. On
Windows 2000 Server, it also displays the Internet
Connection Sharing page in the Network Connection
wizard. (This page is available only in Windows 2000
Key fingerprint = AF19 FA27 Server.)
2F94 998D FDB5 DE3D F8B5 06E4 A169 4E46
If you disable this policy, the Internet Connection
Sharing (ICS) tab and Internet Connection Sharing wizard
page are removed.
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Internet Connection Sharing lets users configure
their system as an Internet gateway for a small network. It
provides network services, such as name resolution, to the
network.
By default, Internet Connection Sharing is disabled
when you create a dial-up connection, but administrators
can use the Internet Connection Sharing (ICS) tab and
Internet Connection Sharing wizard page to enable it.
Note: This policy appears in the Computer
Configuration and User Configuration folders. if both
policies are configured, the setting in Computer
Configuration takes precedence over the setting in User
Key fingerprint = AF19 FA27 Configuration.
2F94 998D FDB5 DE3D F8B5 06E4 A169 4E46
Important: This policy applies only to users in the
Administrators group [MSDN00].
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Determines whether users can use Network and
Dial-up Connections to configure TCP/IP, DNS, and WINS
settings.
If you enable this policy, the Advanced button on
the Internet Protocol (TCP/IP) Properties dialog box is
enabled. As a result, users can open the Advanced TCP/IP
Settings Properties page and modify IP settings, such as
DNS and WINS server information.
If you disable this policy, the Advanced button is
disabled and the users cannot open the Advanced TCP/IP
Setting dialog box.
Note: If the "Enable access to properties of a LAN
connection" policy or the "Enable access to properties of
components of a LAN connection" policy are disabled,
users cannot gain access to the Advanced button. As a
result, this policy is ignored.
Tip: To open the Advanced TCP/IP Setting dialog
box, in Network and Dial-up Connections, right-click a
local area connection, and click Properties. In the
"Components checked are used by this connection" box,
click Internet Protocol (TCP/IP), click the Properties
button, and then click the Advanced button [MSDN00].

System

Don’t display welcome screen at logon
Suppresses the "Getting Started with Windows 2000"
welcome screen.
Key fingerprint = AF19 FA27 This
2F94policy
998D FDB5
DE3D
F8B5 06E4
hides the
welcome
screenA169
that 4E46
is displayed on
Windows 2000 Professional each time the user logs on.
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Users can still display the "Getting Started with Windows
2000" welcome screen by selecting it from the Start menu or by
typing "Welcome" in the Run dialog box.
This policy applies only to Windows 2000 Professional. It
does not affect the "Configure Your Server on a Windows 2000
Server" screen on Windows 2000 Server.
Note: This policy appears in the Computer Configuration
and User Configuration folders. if both policies are configured, the
setting in Computer Configuration takes precedence over the
setting in User Configuration.
Tip: To display the welcome screen, click Start, point to
Programs, point to Accessories, point to System Tools, and then
Started."
suppress
welcome
screen without
Key fingerprint = AF19click
FA27"Getting
2F94 998D
FDB5To
DE3D
F8B5the
06E4
A169 4E46
setting a policy, clear the "Show this screen at startup" check box
on the welcome screen [MSDN00].
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Determines how programs interpret two-digit years.
This policy specifies the largest two-digit year interpreted
as being preceded by 20. All numbers less than or equal to the
specified value are interpreted as being preceded by 20. All
numbers greater than the specified value are interpreted as being
preceded by 19.
For example, the default value, 2029, specifies that all twodigit years less than or equal to 29 (00 to 29) are interpreted as
being preceded by 20, that is 2000 to 2029. Conversely, all twodigit years greater than 29 (30 to 99) are interpreted as being
preceded by 19, that is, 1930 to 1999.
This policy only affects the programs that use this
Windows feature to interpret two-digit years. If a program does not
interpret two-digit years correctly, consult the documentation or
manufacturer of the program [MSDN00].

Code signing for device drivers
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Determines how the system responds when a user tries to
install device driver files that are not digitally signed.
This policy establishes the least secure response permitted
on the systems of users in the group. Users can use System in
Control Panel to select a more secure setting, but when this policy
is enabled, the system does not implement any setting less secure
than the one the policy established.
When you enable this policy, use the drop-down box to
specify the desired response.
-"Ignore" directs the system to proceed with the
Key fingerprint = AF19installation
FA27 2F94even
998D
DE3D
F8B5 06E4
if itFDB5
includes
unsigned
files. A169 4E46
-- "Warn" notifies the user that files are not digitally
signed and lets the user decide whether to stop or to proceed with
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the installation and whether to permit unsigned files to be installed.
"Warn" is the default.
-- "Block" directs the system to refuse to install unsigned
files. As a result, the installation stops, and none of the files in the
driver
package is installed.
To change driver file security without setting a policy, use
System in Control Panel. Right-click My Computer, click
Properties, click the Hardware tab, and then click the Driver
Signing button [MSDN00].

Custom user interface
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Specifies an alternate user interface for Windows 2000.
The Explorer program (Explorer.exe) creates the familiar
Key fingerprint = AF19Windows
FA27 2F94
998D FDB5
DE3D
F8B5
interface,
but you
can
use06E4
this A169
policy4E46
to specify an
alternate interface. If you enable this policy, the system start the
interface you specify instead of Explorer.exe.
To use this policy, copy your interface program to a
network share or to your system drive. Then, enable this policy,
and type the name of the interface program, including the file name
extension, in the Shell name text box. If the interface program file
is not located in a folder specified in the Path environment variable
for your system, enter the fully qualified path to the file.
If you disable this policy or do not configure it, the policy
is ignored and the system displays the Explorer interface.
Tip: To find the folders indicated by the Path environment
variable, click System Properties in Control Panel, click the
Advanced tab, click the Environment Variables button, and then, in
the System variables box, click Path [MSDN00].
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Disable the command prompt
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Prevents users from running the interactive command
prompt, Cmd.exe. This policy also determines whether batch files
(.cmd and .bat) can run on the computer.
If you enable this policy and the user tries to open a
command window, the system displays a message explaining that a
policy prevents the action.
Note: Do not prevent the computer from running batch files
if the computer uses logon, logoff, startup, or shutdown batch file
scripts, or for users that use Terminal Services [MSDN00].

Disable registry editing tools

Disables the Windows registry editors, Regedt32.exe and
Regedit.exe.
If this policy is enabled and the user tries to start a registry
editor, a message appears explaining that a policy prevents the
Key fingerprint = AF19 FA27 2F94 998D FDB5 DE3D F8B5 06E4 A169 4E46
action.
To prevent users from using other administrative tools, use
the "Run only allowed Windows applications" policy [MSDN00].
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Limits the Windows programs that users have permission
to run on the computer.
If you enable this policy, users can only run programs that
you add to the List of Allowed Applications.
This policy only prevents users from running programs that
are started by the Windows Explorer process. It does not prevent
users from running programs such as Task Manager, which are
started by the system process or by other processes. Also, if users
have access to the command prompt, Cmd.exe, this policy does not
prevent them from starting programs in the command window that
they are not permitted to start by using Windows Explorer
Key fingerprint = AF19[MSDN00].
FA27 2F94 998D FDB5 DE3D F8B5 06E4 A169 4E46
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Prevents Windows from running the programs you specify
in this policy.
If you enable this policy, users cannot run programs that
you add to the List of disallowed applications.
This policy only prevents users from running programs that
are started by the Windows Explorer process. It does not prevent
users from running programs, such as Task Manager, that are
started by the system process or by other processes. Also, if you
permit users to gain access to the command prompt, Cmd.exe, this
policy does not prevent them from starting programs in the
command window that they are not permitted to start by using
Windows Explorer [MSDN00].

Disable autoplay
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Disables the Autoplay feature.
Autoplay begins reading from a drive as soon as you insert
media in the drive. As a result, the setup file of programs and the
music on audio media starts immediately.
By default, Autoplay is disabled on removable drives, such
as the floppy disk drive (but not the CD-ROM drive), and on
network drives.
If you enable this policy, you can also disable Autoplay on
CD-ROM drives, or disable Autoplay on all drives.
This policy disables Autoplay on additional types of drives.
You cannot use this policy to enable Autoplay on drives on which
it is disabled by default.
Note: This policy appears in both the Computer
Configuration and User Configuration folders. If the settings
conflict, the setting in Computer Configuration takes precedence
Key fingerprint = AF19 FA27 2F94 998D FDB5 DE3D F8B5 06E4 A169 4E46
over the setting in User Configuration [MSDN00].

Download missing COM components
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Directs the system to search Active Directory for missing
Component Object Model (COM) components that a program
requires.
Many Windows programs, such as the MMC snap-ins, use
the interfaces provided by the COM. These programs cannot
perform all of their functions unless Windows 2000 has internally
registered the required components.
If you enable this policy and a component registration is
missing, the system searches for it in Active Directory and if it is
found, downloads it. The resulting searches might make some
programs start or run slowly.
If you disable this policy or do not configure it, the
continues
without
theF8B5
registration.
As4E46
a result, the
Key fingerprint = AF19program
FA27 2F94
998D FDB5
DE3D
06E4 A169
program might not perform all of its functions, or it might stop.
This policy appears in the Computer Configuration and
User Configuration folders. if both policies are configured, the
setting in Computer Configuration takes precedence over the
setting in User Configuration [MSDN00].
Logon/Logoff

Disable task manager
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Prevents users from starting Task Manager
(Taskmgr.exe).
If this policy is enabled and users try to start Task
Manager, a message appears explaining that a policy
prevents the action.
Task Manager lets users start and stop programs;
monitor the performance of their computers; view and
monitor all programs running on their computers, including
system services; find the executable names of programs;
and change the priority of the process in which programs
run [MSDN00].

Disable lock computer
Prevents users from locking the system.
While locked, the desktop is hidden and the system
cannot be used. Only the user who locked the system or the
system administrator can unlock it.
Tip: To lock a computer without configuring a
policy, press Ctrl+Alt+Delete, and then click "Lock
Computer" [MSDN00].

Disable change password
Prevents users from changing their Windows
password on demand.
Key fingerprint = AF19 FA27 2F94 998D FDB5 DE3D F8B5 06E4 A169 4E46
This policy disables the "Change Password" button
on the Windows Security dialog box (which appears when
you press Ctrl+Alt+Del).
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However, users are still able to change their
password when prompted by the system. The system
prompts users for a new password when an administrator
requires a new password or their password is expiring
[MSDN00].

Disable logoff

Prevents the user from logging off of Windows
2000.

tai
ns
f

This policy does not let the user log off of the
system by using any method, including programs run from
the command line, such as scripts. It also disables or
removes all menu items and buttons that log the user off of
Key fingerprint = AF19 FA27 the
2F94
998D[MSDN00].
FDB5 DE3D F8B5 06E4 A169 4E46
system
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Directs the system to wait for the logon scripts to
finish running before it starts the Windows Explorer
interface program and creates the desktop.
If you enable this policy, Windows Explorer does
not start until the logon scripts have finished running. This
setting assures that logon script processing is complete
before the user starts working, but it can delay the
appearance of the desktop.
If you disable this policy or do not configure it, the
logon scripts and Windows Explorer are not synchronized
and can run simultaneously.
This policy appears in the Computer Configuration
and User Configuration folders. The policy set in Computer
Configuration takes precedence over the policy set in User
Configuration [MSDN00].

Run legacy logon scripts hidden

Hides the instructions in logon scripts written for
Windows NT 4.0 and earlier.
Logon scripts are batch files of instructions that run
when the user logs on. By default, Windows 2000 displays
the instructions in logon scripts written for Windows NT
4.0 and earlier in a command window as they run, although
it does not display logon scripts written for Windows 2000.
If you enable this policy, Windows 2000 does not
display logon scripts written for Windows NT 4.0 and
earlier [MSDN00].

Run logon scripts visible
Displays
instructions
in logon
scripts as they
Key fingerprint = AF19 FA27 2F94 998D
FDB5the
DE3D
F8B5 06E4
A169 4E46
run.
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Logon scripts are batch files of instructions that run
when the user logs on. By default, the system does not
display the instructions in the logon script.
If you enable this policy, the system displays each
instruction in the logon script as it runs. The instructions
appear in a command window. This setting is designed for
advanced users.
If you disable this policy or do not configure it, the
instructions are suppressed [MSDN00].
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Displays the instructions in logoff scripts as they
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run.
Key fingerprint = AF19 FA27 2F94 998D
FDB5
DE3D
A169
4E46 that run
Logoff
scripts
are F8B5
batch 06E4
files of
instructions
when the user logs off. By default, the system does not
display the instructions in the logoff script.
If you enable this policy, the system displays each
instruction in the logoff script as it runs. The instructions
appear in a command window. This setting is designed for
advanced users.
If you disable this policy or do not configure it, the
instructions are suppressed [MSDN00].
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Connect home directory to root of the share
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Restores the definitions of the %HOMESHARE%
and %HOMEPATH% environment variables to those used
in Windows NT 4.0 and earlier.
If you enable this policy, the system uses the
Windows NT 4.0 definitions. If you disable this policy or
do not configure it, the system uses the new definitions
designed for Windows 2000.
Along with %HOMEDRIVE%, these variables
define the home directory of a user profile. The home
directory is a persistent mapping of a drive letter on the
local computer to a local or remote directory.
By default, in Windows 2000, %HOMESHARE%
stores the fully qualified path to the home directory (such
as \\server\share\dir1\dir2\homedir). Users can access the
home directory and any of its subdirectories from the home
drive letter, but they cannot see or access its parent
directories. %HOMEPATH% stores a final backslash and
is included for compatibility with earlier systems.
On
Windows
NT
4.0
and
earlier,
%HOMESHARE% stores only the network share (such as
Key fingerprint = AF19 FA27 \\server\share).
2F94 998D FDB5
DE3D F8B5 06E4
A169the
4E46
%HOMEPATH%
stores
remainder of
the fully qualified path to the home directory (such as
\dir1\dir2\homedir). As a result, users can access any
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directory on the home share by using the home directory
drive letter.
Tip: To specify a home directory in Windows 2000,
in Active Directory Users and Computers or Local Users
and Groups, right-click the name of a user account, click
Properties, click the Profile tab, and in the "Home folder"
section, select the "Connect" option and select a drive letter
and home directory.
Example:
Drive
Z
is
mapped
to
\\server\share\dir1\dir2\homedir.
If this policy is disabled or not configured
(Windows 2000 behavior):
-- FDB5
%HOMEDRIVE%
= Z:4E46
(mapped to
Key fingerprint = AF19 FA27 2F94 998D
DE3D F8B5 06E4 A169
\\server\share\dir1\dir2\homedir)
-%HOMESHARE%
=
\\server\share\dir1\dir2\homedir
-- %HOMEPATH% = \
If the policy is enabled (Windows NT 4.0
behavior):
-%HOMEDRIVE% = Z: (mapped to
\\server\share)
-- %HOMESHARE% = \\server\share
-- %HOMEPATH% = \dir1\dir2\homedir
[MSDN00].
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Limit profile size
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Sets the maximum size of each roaming user profile
and determines the system's response when a roaming user
profile reaches the maximum size.
If you disable this policy or do not configure it, the
system does not limit the size of roaming user profiles.
If you enable this policy, you can do the following:
-- Set a maximum permitted roaming profile size;
-- Determine whether the registry files are included
in the calculation of the profile size;
-- Determine whether users are notified when the
profile exceeds the permitted maximum size;
-- Specify a customized message notifying users of
the oversized profile;
-- Determine how often the customized message is
displayed.

[MSDN00].

Exclude directories in roaming profile

Key fingerprint = AF19 FA27 2F94 998D FDB5 DE3D F8B5 06E4 A169 4E46
Lets you add to the list of folders excluded from the
user's roaming profile.
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This policy lets you exclude folders that are
normally included in the user's profile. As a result, these
folders need not be stored by the network server on which
the profile resides, and do not follow users to other
computers.
By default, the History, Local Settings, Temp, and
Temporary Internet Files folders are excluded from the
user's roaming profile.
If you enable this policy, you can exclude additional
folders.
If you disable this policy or do not configure it, then
only the default folders are excluded.
Note:FDB5
You DE3D
cannotF8B5
use 06E4
this policy
to include the
Key fingerprint = AF19 FA27 2F94 998D
A169 4E46
default folders in a roaming user profile [MSDN00].
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Specifies additional programs or documents that
Windows starts automatically when a user logs on to the
system.
To use this policy, click Show, click Add and, in the
text box, type the name of the executable program (.exe)
file or document file. Unless the file is located in the
%Systemroot% directory, you must specify the fully
qualified path to the file.
Note: This policy appears in the Computer
Configuration and User Configuration folders. if both
policies are configured, the system starts the programs
specified in the Computer Configuration policy just before
it starts the programs specified in the User Configuration
policy [MSDN00].

Disable the run once list

©
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NS

In

Ignores customized run-once lists.
You can create a customized list of additional
programs and documents that are started automatically the
next time the system starts (but not thereafter). These
programs are added to the standard list of programs and
services that the system starts.
If you enable this policy, the system ignores the
run-once list.
If you disable this policy, or do not configure it, the
system runs the programs in the run-once list.
This policy appears in the Computer Configuration
and User Configuration folders. if both policies are
Key fingerprint = AF19 FA27 configured,
2F94 998D FDB5
DE3DinF8B5
06E4 A169
4E46
the setting
Computer
Configuration
takes
precedence over the setting in User Configuration.
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Tip: Customized run-once lists are stored in the
registry
in
HKEY_LOCAL_MACHINE\Software\Microsoft\Windows
\CurrentVersion\RunOnce [MSDN00].
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Ignores the customized run list for Windows NT 4.0
and earlier.
On Windows 2000 and Windows NT 4.0 and
earlier, you can create a customized list of additional
programs and documents that the system starts
automatically when it starts. These programs are added to
the standard run list of programs and services that the
Key fingerprint = AF19 FA27 system
2F94 998D
FDB5 DE3D F8B5 06E4 A169 4E46
starts.
If you disable this policy, or do not configure it,
Windows 2000 adds any customized run list configured for
Windows NT 4.0 and earlier to its run list.
If you enable this policy, the system ignores the run
list for Windows NT 4.0 and earlier.
This policy appears in the Computer Configuration
and User Configuration folders. if both policies are
configured, the setting in Computer Configuration takes
precedence over the setting in User Configuration.
Tip: To create a customized run list by using a
policy, use the "Run these applications at startup" policy.
The customized run lists for Windows NT 4.0 and
earlier
are
stored
in
the
registry
in
HKEY_LOCAL_MACHINE\Software\Microsoft\Windows
\CurrentVersion\Run
and
HKEY_CURRENT_USER\Software\Microsoft\Windows
NT\CurrentVersion\Windows\Run. They can be configured
by using the "Run" policy in System Policy Editor for
Windows NT 4.0 and earlier [MSDN00].
Group Policy

Group policy refresh interval for users

©

SA

Specifies how often Group Policy for users is
updated while the computer is in use (in the background).
This policy specifies a background update rate only for the
Group Policies in the User Configuration folder.
In addition to background updates, Group Policy for
users is always updated when they log on.
By default, user Group Policy is updated in the
background every 90 minutes, with a random offset of 0 to
Key fingerprint = AF19 FA27 30
2F94
998D FDB5 DE3D F8B5 06E4 A169 4E46
minutes.
You can specify an update rate from 0 to 64,800
minutes (45 days). If you select 0 minutes, the computer
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tries to update user Group Policy every 7 seconds.
However, because updates might interfere with users' work
and increase network traffic, very short update intervals are
not appropriate for most installations.
If you disable this policy, user Group Policy is
updated every 90 minutes (the default). To specify that
Group Policy for users should never be updated while the
computer is in use, select the "Disable background refresh
of Group Policy" policy.
This policy also lets you specify how much the
actual update interval varies. To prevent clients with the
same update interval from requesting updates
theDE3D
system
varies
update
Key fingerprint = AF19 FA27 simultaneously,
2F94 998D FDB5
F8B5
06E4the
A169
4E46interval for
each client by a random number of minutes. The number
you type in the random time box sets the upper limit for the
range of variance. For example, if you type 30 minutes, the
system selects a variance of 0 to 30 minutes. Typing a large
number establishes a broad range and makes it less likely
that client requests overlap. However, updates might be
delayed significantly.
Important: If the "Disable background refresh of
Group Policy" policy is enabled, this policy is ignored.
Note: This policy establishes the update rate for
user Group Policies. To set an update rate for computer
Group Policies, use the "Group Policy refresh interval for
computers"
policy
(located
in
Computer
Configuration\Administrative
Templates\System\Group
Policy).
Tip: Consider notifying users that their policy is
updated periodically so that they recognize the signs of a
policy update. When Group Policy is updated, the
Windows desktop is refreshed; it flickers briefly and closes
open menus. Also, restrictions imposed by Group Policies,
such as those that limit the programs a user can run, might
interfere with tasks in progress [MSDN00].

Group policy slow link detection

©

Defines a slow connection for purposes of applying
and updating Group Policy.
If the rate at which data is transferred from the
domain controller providing a policy update to the
computers in this group is slower than the rate specified by
this policy, the system considers the connection to be slow.
Key fingerprint = AF19 FA27 2F94 998D
DE3D
F8B5 to
06E4
A169
4E46connection
The FDB5
system's
response
a slow
policy
varies among policies. The program implementing the
policy can specify the response to a slow link. Also, the
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policy processing policies in this folder let you override the
programs' specified responses to slow links.
To use this policy, in the "Connection speed" box,
type a decimal number between 0 and 4,294,967,200
(0xFFFFFFA0), indicating a transfer rate in kilobits per
second. Any connection slower than this rate is considered
to be slow. If you type 0, all connections are considered to
be fast.
If you disable this policy or do not configure it, the
system uses the default value of 500 kilobits per second.
This policy appears in the Computer Configuration
and User Configuration folders. The policy in Computer
defines
slow06E4
link A169
for policies
in the
Key fingerprint = AF19 FA27 Configuration
2F94 998D FDB5
DE3DaF8B5
4E46
Computer Configuration folder. The policy in User
Configuration defines a slow link for policies in the User
Configuration folder [MSDN00].
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Determines which domain controller the Group
Policy snap-in uses.
-- "Use the Primary Domain Controller" indicates
that the Group Policy snap-in reads and writes changes to
the domain controller designated as the PDC Operations
Master for the domain.
-- "Inherit from the Active Directory Snap-ins"
indicates that the Group Policy snap-in reads and writes
changes to the domain controller that Active Directory
Users and Computers or Active Directory Sites and
Services snap-ins use.
-- "Use any available domain controller" indicates
that the Group Policy snap-in can read and write changes to
any available domain controller.
If you disable this policy or do not configure it, the
Group Policy snap-in uses the domain controller designated
as the PDC Operations Master for the domain.
Tip: To change the PDC Operations Master for a
domain, in Active Directory Users and Computers, rightclick a domain, and then click "Operations Masters"
[MSDN00].

Create new group policy object links
disable by default

Creates new Group Policy object links in the
disabled state.
Key fingerprint = AF19 FA27 2F94 998D FDB5 DE3D F8B5 06E4 A169 4E46
This policy creates all new Group Policy object
links in the disabled state by default. After you configure
and test the new object links, either by using Active
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Directory Users and Computers or Active Directory Sites
and Services, you can enable the object links for use on the
system.
If you disable this policy or do not configure it, new
Group Policy object links are created in the enabled state. If
you don't want them to be effective until they are
configured and tested, you must disable the object link.
[MSDN00].

Enforce show policies only
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Prevents administrators from viewing or using
Group Policy preferences.
A Group Policy administration (.adm) file can
Key fingerprint = AF19 FA27 contain
2F94 998D
A169 4E46
bothFDB5
true DE3D
policiesF8B5
and 06E4
preferences.
True policies,
which are fully supported by Group Policy, must use
registry
entries
in
the
Software\Policies
or
Software\Microsoft\Windows\CurrentVersion\Policies
registry subkeys. Preferences, which are not fully
supported, use registry entries in other subkeys.
If you enable this policy, the "Show Policies Only"
command is turned on, and administrators cannot turn it
off. As a result, Group Policy displays only true policies;
preferences do not appear.
If you disable this policy or do not configure it, the
"Show Policies Only" command is turned on by default, but
administrators can view preferences by turning off the
"Show Policies Only" command.
Tip: To find the "Show Policies Only" command, in
Group Policy, click the Administrative Templates folder
(either one), then right-click the same folder, and then point
to "View."
In Group Policy, preferences have a red icon to
distinguish them from true policies, which have a blue icon
[MSDN00].

Disable automatic update of ADM files

©

SA

Prevents the system from updating the
Administrative Templates source files automatically when
you open Group Policy.
By default, when you start Group Policy, the system
loads the most recently revised copies of the Administrative
Templates source files (.adm) that it finds in the
%Systemroot%\inf directory. The .adm files create the list
of policies that appear under Administrative Templates in
Key fingerprint = AF19 FA27 Group
2F94 998D
FDB5 DE3D F8B5 06E4 A169 4E46
Policy.
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If you enable this policy, the system loads the .adm
files you used the last time you ran Group Policy.
Thereafter, you must update the .adm files manually.
Note: Upgrading your .adm files does not overwrite
your policy configuration settings. The settings are stored
in Active Directory, not in the .adm files.
Tip: To upgrade your .adm files manually, in Group
Policy, right-click Administrative Templates (either
instance), and then click Add/Remove Templates
[MSDN00].
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